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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The basic premise underlying the development of a 

program in drug education is effectively stated by Levy: 

We are a drug using society. A large segment 
of our population looks to drugs to alleviate a 
host of physiological, psychological and social 
discomforts. Young and old alike are inundated 
with commercial sophisms eulogizing drug products. 
Within this persuasive millieu, drug abuse is 
spawned. Education, to be effective, must first 
recognize the complex historical, social and psy
chological setting as a powerful stimulus to the 
use and abuse of drugs.I 

Furthermore, this statement serves to support the concept, as 

stated by Mikeal,2 that drug abuse education is unmistakably 

linked to health education. In a presentation to the Council 

on Drugs of the .American School Health Association he uti

lized the tri-dimensional conceptual definition of health 

education, to state the inherent relationship between drug 

education and health education. The definition states in 

part .that health is "· .. the interdependence among an 

lMarvin R. Levy, "Background Considerations for Drug 
Programs," Resource Book for Drug Abuse Education (National 
Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information, U. S. Department 
of Health Education and Welfare, October, 1969), p. 3. 

2Robert Mikeal, "A Positive Approach to Drug Educa
tion," Journal of School Health (October, 1970), p. 450. 
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individual's physical well being, his mental and emotional 

reactions and the social complex in which he e.xists. 111 

These statements and others with similar inferences 

have served to influence the current changes in the health 

education curriculum. The current problem of drug abuse has 

caused concern among persons·. in every walk of life and has 

helped :focus on new implications and di~ections for .health 

educat'ion in the schools. Emphasis in combatting.drug abuse 

was :formerly centered around tough laws, tough penalties and 

tough policemen. With the emergence of greater social con-

cern the emphasis has shifted from law enforcement to educa

tion. To this Fort states: 

The major approach to both drug abuse'' and the 
broader drug use must be one of education, ~reven-
tion and attacking the sociocultural roots .2 . · 

He is supported in his remarks by Opaskar of the American 

School Health Association who states: 

The widespread and unprecedented use of chemicals 
:for non-medical purposes has thrust upon educators the 
necessity of considering drugs as an essential separate 
component of elementary and secondary school instruc
tion.3 

·with re:ference to the schools; Levy4 asserts that the school 

program :for students must begin early as concepts, attitudes 

1Ibid., P• 451. 
2Joel Fort, The Pleasure Seekers (New York: Bobbs 

and Merrill, 1969), P• 230. 

)American School Health Association and Pharmaceuti
cal Manufacturers Association, Teaching About Drugs (Kent, 
Ohio, 1970), Foreword, Carl Opaskar. 

4Levy, Resource Book, p. 3. 
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and behavior are developing during the elementary years and 

the school cannot ignore this learning opportunity. 

3 

In an effort to implement drug education into the 

school program, the Sixty-first session of the Texas Legis

lature passed House Bill 467 requiring that units on drug 

.education be incorporated into the school curriculum for 

every child in grades five through twelve. An extension of 

the requirements downward into the primary grades and kinder

garten has been suggested by the Texas Education Agency. 1 To 

this, questions have been raised with reference to who should 

teach, and with what will they teach? 

The tools of teaching are many and varied and the 

teacher should use a variety of functional methods to aid in 

the reinforcement of subject content. The Texas Education 

Agency states "Technique and method of presentation are more 

important than subject matter content. 11 2 The challenge of 

drug education implies a necessary change of teaching behavior, 

that of maximum active involvement of the student in the learn

ing process with the teacher as the facilitator.3 Among the 

recommended methods for teaching about drugs is the laboratory 

method, which involves group dynamics and problem solving, as 

well as resource persons and the use of supplementary materials. 

lTexas Education Agency, Tentative Draft of Teachers 
Handbook on Drug Education (November, 1970), Introduction. 

2.I.h19.., P• 9. 

3 Ibid. , p. 3 . 



Statement of the Problem 

The proposed investigation is a study of the reada

bility of supplementary materials available in drug educa

tion programs to the public school districts in Texas. The 

study was conducted during the academic year 1970-71, at the 

Texas Woman's University. Upon the basis of the findings, 

conclusions were drawn with respect to the assessment of 

grade levels of the materials as measured by the Dale-Chall 

Formula for Readability.l 

Rationale for the Study 

The use and abuse of drugs in American youth is in

creasing. Fort states that youth are showing extensive 

interest in and use of marijauna as well as other drugs, such 

as LSD and heroin. 2 In another report made by primary teachers 

in Marian County, California, it was cited that dangerous drug 

use was the principle reason for twenty-five percent of the 

arrest of children under fifteen and accounts for sixteen 

percent of those eighteen and older,3 

It is inevitable that since our youth spend much of 

their time in schools and since the school has the central 

lEdgar Dale and Jeanne Chall, "A Formula for Predict
ing Readability," Educational Research Bulletin, XXVII 
(January 21 and February 17, 1948), p. 11-20 and 37-54. 

2Fort, Pleasure Seekers, p. 210. 

3 11 Program Recommendations for Elementary Teachers," 
Resource Book for Drug Ab:µse Education, (N'ational Clearing
house for Mental Health Information, U.S. Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, October, 1969), p. 18. 



role of educating the individual, it takes a leadership role 

in drug education. Former Attorney General Ramsey Clark, in 

an interview with the United Press International has stated: 

Our clearest duty is education. 
essential part of any drug program. 
and education are more important to 
in narcotics than policemen.l 

That's the 
• . • Truth 
crime control 

The investigator is focusing attention on one of the 

tools used by the classroom teacher in the educational pro

cess. Educational tools are chosen with an understanding of 

both their value and limitations, and must be a part of the 

diagnostic skill of the teacher.2 The tool chosen for con

sideration is the use of supplementary reading materials. 

5 

According to Lerret, reading is considered a most im

portant tool in gaining useful information. She states: 

Perhaps no other school subject has been more 
significant in reflecting the development of the 
religious, economic, social, political and educa
tional progress of the nation. The history of 
reading shows glimpses of advancing psychologies, 
changing philosophies and the ever increasing 
attempts to apply science to education. It re
veals historical trends, contemporary problems 
and changing educational programs.3 

lrnterview, UPI, "Clark Sees Education as Best Drug 
Stopper," Dallas Morning News, Dallas, Texas, Sunday, Novem
ber 29, 1970, p. 6AA. 

2soPHE, Research Committee, "Review of Research 
Related to Health Education Practice," Health Education Mono-
graph, 1963, p. 65. · 

3Elva Lerret, "An Evaluation of Texas State Adopted 
Basal and Supplementary Readers'' (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Texas Woman's University, August, 1950), p. 10. 



Many teachers rely on outside reading assignments as 

the source of new information. Others make substantial use 

6 

of the many'free or inexpensive pamphlets furnished by various 

voluntary, professional and governmental health related 

agencies. Rarely do. these agencies offer guidelines in the 

use of these materials or do they make recommendations for 

the appropriate level of instruction. The American Cancer 

Society1 is one of the few organizations to recommend the use 

of materials at certain levels. Even in this case none of 

the materials have been designated on the basis of readabil

ity. There appears, therefore, to be little guidance in the 

organization and compilation of this literature in a logical 

manner for education. Often the dissemination of this mate

rial to the classroom teacher is carried out without giving 

consideration to the appropriate grade level. Many pamphlets 

are indiscriminately used and thus do not serve as a corollary 

to the lessons. The assessment of readability levels is fre

quently left to the discretion of the teacher, who, for the 

most part, relies on her intuition rather than objectively 

defining this level. The investigator found support for this 

statement in a communique from the office of the Texas Educa

tion Agency. It stated in part: 

We have made no attempt to assign a grade 
level to materials. That type of assignment is 

lAmerican Cancer Society, Texas Division, Public 
Education Handbook, Schools and Colleges, 1969. 



impossible in the light of the varying levels of 
sophistication of the students.I 

7 

The selection of reading material which is interest

ing and readable is of prime importance to their effective 

usage within the classroom. Pena2 points out the importance 

of considering the background and ability of the students in 

determining material to be read. Consideration must be given 

to interest and motivation, as Spache asserts, "children's 

interests are the most important single influence upon their 

attitude toward reading. 11 3 However reading disability is 

real and no amount of motivation or interest can overcome 

this handicap by itself.4 Thus the readability of the choice 

of supplementary materials becomes a key factor in whether or 

not the materials will be effective. Larrick states that: 

Numerical grade placement is the only way we have 
devised of comparing the reading difficulty of litera
ture. It is more reliable than grade plac§.Illent by 
hunch, which is all we have had for years.? 

lMarilyn Boone, Consultant, Drug Education, Texas 
Education Agency, Communique, January 20, 1970. 

2Modesta Pena, 11 A Study of the Relationship of Stu
dents Reading Ability, Difficulty of Materials and Their 
Responses to Selected Passages of Literature" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Texas Woman's University, August, 1953). 

]George Spache, Good Reading for Poor Readers 
(Champaign, Illinois: Garrard Publishing Company, 1966), p. 1. 

4 .Th.19. . ' p • l . 

5Nancy Larrick, "Readability Formulas and Books for 
Children," Publishers Weekly (October 27, 1951), p. 1711. 



For these reasons the.investigator was prompted to· consider 

the readability of pamphlets used in drug education programs 

by selected school districts in Texas. 

Definitions and/or.E;planation of'Terms 

8 

For the purpose of clarification, the following defi

nitions and/or explanation of terms have been established for 

use in the proposed study: 

A. Drug Education - "A part of healt};l education.involving 

the interaction of drugs and an individual's physical 

well being, mental and emotional reactions, and the 

social complex in which he exists. 0 1 
I 

B. Drug - The investigator accepts the defi~ition by Mikeal 

and Smith as "Any substance except food, consumed by a 

living organism that exerts a differentially measurable 

physiological, psychological or sociolpgical change in 

the structure or function of the organism from its pre

consumptive state. 0 2 

C. Reading - "The comprehension of written language, 

largely through translation of the sequences of graphic 

1Robert L. Mikeal and Mickey C. Smith, "A Positive 
Approach to Drug Education," Journal of School Health 
(October, 1970), p. 451. 

2Ibid., p. 451. 



signs into their oral language equivalent or into an un

articulated linguistic form underlying both oral and 

written language."l 

D. Readability Level - "An indication of the difficulty of 

reading materials in terms of the grade level at which 

it might be expected to be read successfully. 112 

9 

E. Readability - 11The quality of a piece of reading matter 

that makes it interesting and understandable to those for 

whom it is written, at whatever level of educational ex

perience.113 

F. Supplementary Reading Material - "Reading mat~rial used 

for the purpose of enriching the materials of instruc

tion. 113 

G. Pamphlet - "A short treatise or essay •.. on some sub

ject of contemporary interest. A complete, unbound 

publication of generally less than eighty pages. 11 5 

H. Elementary Grade Level - The writer accepts grades one 

through six as established by the Texas Education 

1noris Gunderson, ed., Interdisciplinary Committee 
on Reading Pro bl ems, "Reading Pro bl ems: Glossary of Termi
nology," Reading Research Quarterly, LV (Fall 1968-69), 
P• 51+3. 

York: 

2Ibid., p. 543. 

3carter V. 
McGraw-Hill 

4 Ibid. , p. 

Good, ed., Dictionary of Education (New 
Book Co., 1959), p. 329. 

l1-4l1-. 

5The Random House Dictionary of the English Language, 
Random House, Inc., New York, 1966, p. 1ot1-1. 



Agency; 1 for purposes of this study grades five and six 

will be specified. 

10 

I. Secondary Level - The writer accepts grades seven through 

twelve as established by the Texas Education Agency. 2 

J. Professional Health Agency - "A group with established 

standards of membership, composed of persons specifically 

prepared in some health discipline and organized for the 

purpose of upgrading the quality of their contribution to 

public health. 11 3 

K. Voluntary Health Agency - "Non-official agencies, funded 

by contributions, subscribed membership, community pro

jects; diversified within the scope of their services. 11 4 

For purposes of this study, they shall have contributed 

literature specifically concerned with drug education. 

L. Government Related Agency - "Those official health agen

cies, financed by taxation and authorized by state and 

federal legislative action to fulfill specific functions."5 

lPrinciples and Standards for Accrediting Elementary 
and Secondary Schools, Texas Education Agency, Bulletin 617, 
May, 1963, p. 73. 

2 Ibid., p. 21. 

3committee on Terminology, American Association of 
Health Physical Education and Recreation, Journal of Health, 
Physic~l Education, and Recreation, Vol. 33 (November, 1962), 
p. 28. 

4Jessie Helen Haag, School Health Program (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965), p. 163. 

5rbid., p. 163. 
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Purpose of the Study 

The general purpose of the study is to assess the 

readability level of drug information pamphlets available to 

the public school districts in Texas, thereby, providing an 

index of graded supplementary materials for use by the teacher. 

The grade levels are limited to grades five through twelve as 

required by statutory provision of the State of Texas in House 

Bill 467, Crime Prevention and Misuse of Drugs and Narcotics.I 

The stated hypotheses are: 

A. The literature tested will not yield a readability level 

corresponding to the elementary grade levels of five and 

six. 

B. The literature tested will not yield a readability level 

corresponding to the secondary grade levels of seven 

through nine. 

C. None of the literature tested will be outside the range 

of grades ten through twelve. 

D. There will be no significant difference in the propor

tionate distribution of materials, within grades ten 

through twelve, as determined by the Test for Signifi

cant Difference Between Two Proportions.2 

lTentative Draft of Teachers, Handbook on Drug Edu
cation Texas Education Agency, Austin, Texas, (November 
1970), Introduction, p. x. 

2James 1. Bruning, Computational Handbook of Sta
tistics (Glenview, Illlnois: Scott, Foresman and Company, 
1968), p. 199. 
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Delimitations of the Study 

The proposed study is subject to the following delimi-

tations: 

A. One hundred (100) drug information pamphlets available to 

public school districts in Texas. 

B. Materials published within the years 1965-?i. 

C. The availability of the literature to.be tested. 

D. Assessment of a readability level within the range of 

grades five to twelve. 

E. The reliability and validity of the instrument used in 

the study. 

The selection of the sample school districts were de

pendent upon these criteria: 

A. The school district must be involved in the development 

of a drug education program. 

B. The school district must be in the State of Texas and 

therefore, subject to the Texas Education Agency's guide-

lines. 

C. The school district must be cooperative in supplying 

needed information. 

Sources of Data 

The data utilized in the proposed study will be from 

the following sources: 

A. Documentary Sources 

1. Books, periodicals, pamphlets and bulletins related 

to the proposed study. 
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2. Theses, dissertations and other unpublished materials 

related to the proposed study. 

3. References and pamphlets suggested by the selected 

Texas.School Districts. 

B. Human Sources 

Individuals,who by their professional status and/or ex

perience in var~ous aspects of the study,will serve as 

resource persons or experts. 

Summary 

The study is concerned with the assessment of the 

readability level of drug education materials used in se

lected districts in Texas. The Dale-Chall Formula will be 

employed to determine the level of readability of the mate

rial. 

The increased abuse of drugs in our society has 

created a need for shifting the emphasis from punishment to 

education as the major attempt to affect behavioral change. 

The teacher will be concerned with the skillful use of teach

ing tools and will undoubtedly utilize supplementary mate

rials as a corollary to the lesson. In the selection of thj_s 

material the teacher must consider m~ny variables, among them 

is the readability of the chosen material. 

The study will be conducted within the limitations 

established and will be further defined as stated here. 

Chapter II will be concerned with a survey of related 
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literature. Chapter III will relate the procedures followed 

in the development of the study. Chapter IV will be a pre

sentation of the findings. Chapter V will contain a summary, 

conclusions and recommendations. 



CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE 

A survey of the literature revealed that the proposed 

investigation does not duplicate any previous study specifi

cally related to the readability of drug pamphlets. Several 

studies relating to the readability of health education pam

phlets furnished background information for this study. 

Selected literature pertaining to general readability form

ulae and to various materials significant to other disciplines 

have also been examined and are included in the review. 

Several formulae have been devised to measure reada

bility. Lorge, 1 (see Appendix A) developed a formula for 

estimating the difficulty of reading materials and the spoken 

text, based upon comprehension of reading passages. Compre

hension was judged by correctness and completeness of 

responses to questions about the text. Therefore testing 

procedures at the end of the reading assignment were involved. 

He considers vocabulary load and sentence length as important 

factors in determining readability. His readability index is 

an estimate of the reading grade at which the average school 

child will be able to answer fifty-five percent of the 

1 Irvlng Lorge, 'l'.ho Lor go Formula \New York: Bureau 
of Puhl lea t I on:;, Col nmhl n U1 t l vc-rr f; l Ly, 1966) • 

15' 
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questions concerning detail, appreciation, import, vocabulary 

and concept with adequate completeness and correctness.I The 

Lorge formula is based upon a criterion derived from responses 

to five types of questions.· It tends therefore to overesti

mate the difficulty of passages to be read primarily for 

appreciation or for general import; and to underestimate the 

difficulty of passages to be read for specific details or for 

following directions. 2 

Flesch3 (Appendix B) employed the average sentence . 

length to determine readability. He considered the .sentence 

factor a good index of readability at any level because it is 

a fact in language theory that we read by sentences, not by 

words.4 He considered the number. of syllables per 100 words 

(morphemes) as a factor. He believed that-morphemes were the 

rational elements in the language which were the keys to the 

arrangement of notions, and the arrangement of notions in 

turn, were the key to understanding.5 Flesch also included 

in his formula a measure of the interest level. He makes 

tabulations of personal sentences; the combination of these 

1 Ibid. , p • 1. 

2Lorge, Formula, p. 1. 

3Rudolph Flesch, Marks of Readable Style (New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1943) .. 

4Ibid., p. 18. 

5 Ibid. , p. 22. 



give him the human interest score.l His formula basically 

measures adult reading material. 

17 

. 2 
Spache's formula (Appendix C) is applicable only to 

materials which are appropriate to primary grade levels. The 

elements of sentence length and proportion of hard words were 

selected as most indicative of reading difficulty in primary 

materials. Spache stated that this selection was based on 

other research studies which indicated these two elements as 

the best predictors of readability. An analysis of 152 com

monly used school textbooks served as the basis for the de

velopment of this formula. He further indicated that although 

estimates of reading difficulty greater than 3.9 can be found 

by using this formula, it is doubtful that these have any 

accuracy or real meaning, in view of the fact that the form

ula was standardized by the analysis of primary reading 

materials.3 

Elley4 (Appendix D) assessed the readability of chil

dren's reading materials using a word frequency count to rate 

the nouns in a given passage. In this technique passages 

were used which contained a minimum of twenty nouns, and are 

1Nancy Lerrick, "Readability Formulas and Books for 
Children, 11 Publishers Weekly, 160 (October 27, 1951), p. 1710. 

2George Spache, Good Reading for Poor Readers (Cham
paign, Illinois: Garrod Publishing Company, 1966). 

3Ibid., p. 150. 

4warwick B. Elley, ''The Assessment of Readability by 
Noun Frequency Counts," Heading Research Quarterly, IV (Fall 
1968-Summer 1969), p. 411-lt2'/. 
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most useful in story type material. His rationale for the 

use of nouns was that, 11nouns were much more sensitive to 

differences in difficulty of comprehension than were other 

parts of speech. 111 This statement was based upon an analysis 

of the vocabulary and grammatical structure in passages, and 

an examination in detail of the writing of a number of 

authors with a reputation of abstractness of subject matter 

or complexity of vocabulary.2 

Fry's3 formula (Appendix E) was based upon the number 

of syllables per 100 words and length of sentences. He used 

a two axis graph for locating grade levels rather than 

assessing a single score and this structural dimension made 

it dependent on an individual's understanding of the use of 

graphs. In discussing the construction of the graph, Fry 

stated: 

Grade level designations were determined by 
simply plotting lots of books which publishers 
said were third grade readers, fifth grade readers, 
etc. ~ then looked for clusters and smoothed the 
curve. 

One of the oldest formulas devised for readability is 

the Yoakum Readability Formula5 (Appendix F). It was devised 

1Ibid., p. 416, 

2Ibid., p. 416. 

3Edward Fry, "Graph for Estimating Readability," The 
Reading Teacher, XXII (May, 1969), P· 750. 

4 . 
Ibid., p. 750 

5G. A. Yoakum, Basal Reading Instruction (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1955), P· 329. 
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by G. A. Yoakum in the 1930's for measuring the readability 

of textbooks and other materials. It determines the reading 

difficulty of any given piece of material by estimating the 

weight of the vocabulary used in that material. It was the 

result of his experience in checking completely a series of 

school readers and noting the manner in which words were 

used, according to the Thorndike Teachers'Workbook of 20,000 

words. All words in these readers were scored with the 

serial numbers given in the Thorndike Teachers Workbook, 

Yoakum listed seven basic steps in using his formula. The 

mathematical calculations are simple arithmetic operations. 

Dale-Chall1 (Appendix G) developed a formula based 

upon two counts, average sentence length and percentage of 

unfamiliar words (words outside the Dale list of 3,000 words). 

The Dale list represents words that are known by at least 

eighty percent of the children in grade four. Dale-Chall 

validated their formula by testing materials in health educa

tion and social studies and comparing formula predictions 

with the judgments of experienced teachers and readability 

experts and with the actual comprehension scores of readers 

on passages. The formula correlated .92 with the judgments 

of readability experts and .90 with the reading grades of 

children and adults, who were able to answer at least three 

lEdgar Dale and Jeanne Chall, "A Formula for Pre
dicting Readability," Educational Research Bulletin, XXVII, 
(January 21 and February 18, 1948), pp. 11-20 and 37-54. 
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questions out of four on thirty passages. The passages ranged 

from very easy to very difficult. 1 

Other studies have been made which indic·ate the range 

of reading abilities within different grade levels. Hunt2 

found that there is a range of five grade levels in any pri

mary grade; five to eight in any middle or upper elementary 

grade and eight to twelve grade levels in any high school 

grade. Kottmeyer3 found in his study a range of at least 

thirteen grades from four and below to thirteen and above. 

He employed the use of the Thaxler Silent Reading Test. 

Larrick4 states that reading progress may range from second 

to sixth grade or even higher in grade four. 

In a study by Mallinson5 and others the authors under

took two studies approximately twelve years apart to determine 

the reading difficulty of science textbooks. The conclusions 

were basically the same for both studies. First, the reading 

levels of many textbooks in science are too advanced for the 

1 Ibid., January 21, 1948, p. 18. 

2J. T. Hunt, "What High School Teachers Should Know 
About Individual Differences in Reading," School Review, 
(October 1964), p. 417. 

3william Kottmeyer, "Improving Reading Instruction in 
the St. Louis Schools," Elementary School Journal (September 
1944), p. 34. 

41arrick, Publishers Weekly, p. 1711. 

5George Mallinson et al., "The Reading Difficulty of 
Textbooks for ·'General Science,'' School Review (February 1952), 
p. 94. 
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students for whom they are written. Secondly, there are sig

nificant differences between the levels of reading difficulty 

of the easiest and most difficult textbook in any area of 

science. Thirdly, in some science textbooks whose average 

level of reading difficulty seems satisfactory, there are 

passages that would be difficult for some college students. 

Lastly, several science textbooks contain non-technical words 

that could be replaced with easier synonyms. 

Wiegand 1 s1 study was designed to compare the reada

bility levels of the high school mathematics text, used with 

the observed reading performance levels of high school stu

dents, in Pittsburgh. The Dale-Chall formula was used in the 

assessment of the readability levels of nine math text and 

the standardized reading ability of students. The general 

conclusion was that the readability levels of the math text 

run higher than the reading ability level of most students. 

Williams2 conducted a study to determine the effect 

on sixth grade pupils comprehension when sixth grade materi

als were rewritten to a lower level of readability (grade 

three). He used the Yoakum formula, substituting simpler 

words for non-technical words. The sentences were rephrased 

and shortened to make the thoughts more clear and distinct. 

After testing the pupils on reading and comprehension, 

lRegis B. Wiegand, "Pittsburgh Looks at the Readability 
of Mathematics Textbooks," Journal of Reading (Dec. 1967), p. 201. 

2David Williams, "Rewritten Science Materials and Read
ing Comprehension," Journal of Educational Research (January 
1968), p. 204. 
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Williams concluded that all pupils read the simplified mate

rial with greater speed and comprehension than the grade 

level materials. 

Keeran and Bell1 compared the communication effective

ness of two styles of one message distributed in a large 

state hospital. One was a traditionally worded inter

departmental directive with a relatively low reading ease 

score as determined by the Flesch count. The other conveyed 

the same information but had a high reading ease score. Com

munication effectiveness was determined by comparing the 

accuracy with which personnel understood the message. Com

prehension of the simplified version was significantly better 

than that of the traditionally worded directive. 

McTaggart 1 s2 study measuring the readability of high 

school health text was designed to compare student comprehen

sion of selected health passages of seventh, ninth and twelfth 

grade reading difficulty levels as estimated by the Flesch and 

Dale-Chall formulae, and to determine the effect of health 

knowledge on students' comprehension of selected health 

passages. He utilized the experimental approach, having two 

experimental groups and one control group. Comprehension of 

each group was determined by the students ability to answer 

questions after reading the health passages. His conclusions 

1c. v. Keeran and G. B. Bell, "Reading Ease as a 
Factor in Improved Communication Effectiveness," Journal of 
Psychology, 1968, p. 49-53. 

2Aubrey McTaggart, 11Measuring the Readability of High 
School Health Text," Journal of School Health (November, 1964), 
p. 434-443. 
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were that most texts are too difficult for the student with 

average reading ability, and that students who read the most 

difficult materials scored lowest on comprehension test. 

Finally, that those reading the easiest materials scored 

highest. Recommendations were made regarding the use of 

readability formulae to supplement subjective judgment. He 

further stated that the primary purpose of writing should be 

to communicate, and the principles of readability are im

portant in all forms of communication. 

Ford and Stief1 pretested a milk pamphlet for reader 

comprehension. The hypothesis which preceeded this study was 

that nutrition education was not significantly reaching the 

intended audience. It was felt that one way to supplement 

and reinforce such programs was through the distribution of 

literature. The basic questions were concerned with the ex

tent to which homemakers could acquire and retain information. 

The Flesch formula was used to determine the level of reading 

ease. The conclusions were that people can acquire and re

tain information from educational literature when presented 

within the framework of their needs. 

Osborn and Sutton2 used a rating scale to evaluate 

supplementary materials which are appropriate and effective 

1M. Ford and R. Stief, "Pretesting a Milk Pamphlet 
for Reader Comprehension," Journal of American Dietetics 
Association, XXX, 1954, P· 29-33. 

2Barbara Osborn and Wilfred Sutton, "Evaluation of 
Health Education Materials," Journal of School Health 
(February 1964), p. 72-73• 
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for enhancing the learning process. Included in the rating 

scale was suggested criteria related to the selection of 

pamphlets. Among the questions studied in the criteria were: 

(1) are materials directed toward one specific group as 

teachers, pupils and parents? (2) is the reading level 

appropriate for the intended group? Suggestions were made 

that school districts have a policy for selecting health edu

cation materials and that these materials be evaluated 

periodically. 

Ford and Hartman1 utilized the Flesch formula to test 

a pamphlet intended for mothers of preschool children. The 

pamphlet was designed to stress the contribution of parents 

and others in the emotional growth and development of the 

child. Analysis of the data showed evidence that readers of 

the material were better informed on the subject matter. 

There was evidence that readers with an educational level of 

about twelve years found interest in information that was 

written at the sixth grade level, suggesting that there is 

not necessarily a loss of readership when material for general 

distribution is written for a level that is considerably below 

that of a portion of the intended audience provided that the 

material is related to their interest and problem. 

lMarie Ford and Evelyn Hartman, "Measuring Reader 
Comprehension of Pre-school Pamphlets, 11 Public Health Reports, 
(May 1954), p. 498. 
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Knutson1 suggested several factors which influence 

the effectiveness of movies, exhibits, posters, pamphlets and 

other media. Among them were: (1) comprehension (how many 

will understand the words, concepts and illustrations used?) 

(2) understanding of purpose (how many really understand the 

point of the message?) (3) learning and retention (how many 

will acquire and retain the information and attitudes essen

tial for action?) Knutson suggests the need for objective 

evaluation of materials to determine their strong and weak 

points early enough to make changes. 

The investigator concludes that sufficient evidence 

exists relevant to the need of readability stvdies to justify 

the present study of drug information literature. According 

to Williams: 

Too frequently, all children in a given class
room are expected to read, with understanding ... 
regardless of individual pupil readiness for reading 
at the readability level of the literature in use. 
Adequate provision for individual differences among 
children, and some guarantee of a reasonable degree 
of pupil success with its accompanying sense of 
self confidence, requires among other factors, 
textual materials written nearer to the reading 
level of individual pupils. The final responsi
bility for providing content reading material suited 
to the needs of individual children rest with the 
schools. 

In summary, Chapter II has dealt with a survey of 

literature related to readability. In the first half of 

1Andie L. Knutson, "Pretesting: A Positive Approach 
to Evaluation," Public Health Reports (July 1952), p. 699. 

p. 204-. 
2navid Williams, ,Journal of Educational Research, 
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the chapter several formulae for estimating the difficulty of 

reading material were identified. Following this section 

studies significant to other disciplines as well as those 

related to health educati.on were cited. These studies lend 

support to the need of readability studies in the use of 

literature for classroom purposes. Chapter III will be con

cerned with the procedures followed in the development of the 

study. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES 

In our present culture reading fs a basic tool of 

communication and in the field of education it is the prin

ciple vehicle for learning. Almost every teacher makes some 

use of printed materials for the communication of ideas 

necessary to his course.l All instructors, therefore, have 

the responsibility to select materials which lie within the 
i 

normal range of reading ability of the students in their 

course. 2 The investigator has established that the reada

bility of materials is important and preliminary to the issu

ance of literature if the intended audience is to benefit 

from this material. Several studies significant to the 

readability of materials have been discussed. The investi

gator failed, however, to find any studies directly related 

to drug education materials. 

The present study was undertaken to determine the 

readability level of drug education pamphlets which are 

lPooley, Robert c,, "Distribution of Responsibility 
for the Reading Program," in Reading In an Age of Mass Com
munication, ed., by William Gray (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, 19~9), P· 95° 

2Ibid., p. 106. 
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available to selected school districts in Texas. It is ex~ 

pected that by designating the grade level of this material 

the meaningfulness of drug education· programs will be im

proved. 
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The methods for the collection of data in the present 

study were a documentary analysis of selected stuq.ies con

cerning readability, a survey of selected districts in Texas 

to determine their selection and use of supplementary litera

ture, communication with the Texas EducationAgency to identify 

materials which they recommend for use, and communication with 

various voluntary, professional and health related agencies 

concerned with the distribution of drug education materials 

(see Appendix I). The Dale-Chall formula was administered to 

determine the readability level of the materials collected 

from the sample schools. 

In this chapter the investigator will describe chrono

logically the steps followed in the execution of the study 

under these headings: Preliminary procedures, selection of 

materials to be tested, selection of the instrument, applica

tion of the instrument, treatment of data and preparation of 

the final written report of the study. 

Preliminary Procedures 

Prior to the conduct of the study,·the investigator 

made a thorough study of the literature related to drug edu

cation. Additional information was obtained from selected 
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school districts 1 in Texas. Upon the basis of the findings, 

the investigator prepared a tentative outline for the study 

and presented it in a graduate seminar of the College of 

Health, Physical Education,and Recreation at the Texas Woman's 

University in Denton, Texas. The tentative outline was re

vised in accordance with the recommendations received during 

the Graduate Seminar. Upon final approval by members of the 

graduate committee the approved outline was filed as a pros

pectus of the study in the Office of the Dean of Graduate 

Studies at the Texas Woman's University in Denton, Texas. 

In order to collect data ~or an introduction and 

rationale of the study, the investigator reviewed literature 

pertinent to the problem of the misuse of drugs in our society 

and the implications for education within the classroom struc

ture. Based upon these findings the investigator established 

the need for such a study and from these findings built a 

rationale. 

Selection of Materials 

A total number of 100 drug education pamphlets were 

selected for study by the investigator. The selection of the 

pamphlets was based upon the following criteria. 

A. That the materials were available to the sample school 

districts in the study. 

B. That the materials were recommended by the Drug Education 

Division of the Texas Education Agency. 



C. That the materials were consistently included in drug 

education packets distributed by various health related 

agencies. 
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The selection of the sample school districts were de

pendent upon these criteria: 

A. The school district must be involved in the development 

of a drug education program. 

B. The school district must be in the State of Texas, and· 

therefore, subject to the Texas Education Agency's guide

lines. 

C. The school district must be cooperative in supplying 

needed information. 

Prior to the application of the formula the investi

gator surveyed and classified the materials received from the 

various voluntary, governmental and professional health agen

cies. In collecting this material it was revealed that many 

of the publications were duplicated, especially those received 

from governmental agencies. Others were written in incomplete 

sentences and therefore could not be evaluated within the 

framework of the selected instrument. Upon elimination of 

the duplicated materials and the materials inappropriate to 

this formula, the investigator selected 100 pamphlets to be 

evaluated. 

The sources of publication for supplementary materials 

and a list of the selected school districts is included in 

Appendix J. A sample bibliography is also included. 
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Selection and Description of.the .Instrument 

The investigator established the commonly accepted 

criteria for test instruments validity, reliability and ad

ministrative feasibility in the selection of the instrument • . ,, . ,· 

According to Bean, 1 validity .is defined as the extent to which 

a measuring instrument measures what it was intended to meas-
. . 

ure. To establish validity, it is first essential that an 

independent criterion be found. "By independent criterion is 

meant some measure other than the test of the trait Which the 

test is intended to evaluate. 112 Wood3 states that the neces

sity for human judgment at some point is inescapable and in 

the case of predictive validity, the decision must be made 

that the criterion itself is valid. Validity then, entails 

the questions both of whether the test is adequately serving 

its ultimate purpose and how accurately it is measuring. 

Reliability as stated by Bean is concerned merely 

with whether or not results are consistent~4 It infers that 

the same results will occur if the test is administered at 

different times under identical circumstances. Wood states 

that the question of reliability of the test measures may not 

!Kenneth L. Bean, Construction of Educational and 
Personnel Test (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
19 53 ) ' p • 160. 

2Ibid., P• 161. 

3oorothy Adkins Wood, Test Construction (Columbus, 
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1960), p. 18. 

4Bean, Educational and Personnel Test,. p. 161. 



need to be explored separately from that of validity if the 

correlations between the test measures and the criterion 

measures is satisfactorily high.l 
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Administrative feasibility relates to the ease with 

which a test may be applied. According to Mathews,2 in order 

for a test to be practical, it must be economical in terms of 

cost and time required for administration. 

The validity and reliability of the Dale-Chall formula 

were established by the authors who conducted several experi

ments comparing the formula predictions with the judgments of 

experienced teachers, the judgments of readability experts, 

and the actual comprehension scores of readers on passages.3 

According to Dale-Chall, 

On fifty-five passages of health education mate
rials, we found that our two factor formula predic
tions correlated .92 with the judgments of readability 
experts, and .90 with the reading grades of children 
and adults who were able to answer at least three 
questions out of four on thirty of these passages. 
They ranged from the extremely easy to the very 
difficult.4 

Regarding administrative feasibility, the application of this 

formula requires the minimum essentials of work sheets, 

lwood, Test Construction, p. 19. 

2Donald K. Mathews, Measurement in Physical Educa
tion (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1963), p. 24. 

3Dale-Chall, Educational Research (January 21, 1948), 
p. 18. 

4Ibid., p. 18. 



pencils, and the use of a calculator. The authors, Dale

Chall, state, 

The formula developed is a simple two factor 
formula that is easy to apply. With the use of a 
factor of vocabulary load and a factor of sentence 
structure, we have a good prediction of reada
bility.l 
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In addition, the investigator established the follow

ing criteria for the instrument to be used in this particular 

study. 

A. The instrument should be an accepted and well established 

test of readability. 

B. The instrument should be applicable to drug education 

materials. 

C. The instrument should be applicable to a wide range of 

grade levels. 

In order to determine the appropriate instrument, the 

investigator reviewed several tests of readability. A few of 

the instruments studied were similar in nature but were spe

cific to certain grade levels and were established upon mate

rials not significant to this study. The Dale-Chall formula 

was selected as being the instrument which best met the 

established criteria. 

The Dale-Chall formula is one of the most widely used 

formulas for readability. It has been accepted and used by 

many experts, other than the authors, in the development of 

1Ibid., p. 19. 



their studies. For example, the Dale vocabulary list has 

been incorporated for use by Lorge1 and Spache2 in the de

velopment of their formulae. It thus, satisfactorily meets 

the needs of the first criteria established by the investi

gator. 

Since the Dale-Chall instrument was validated on 

health education materials and the range of its estimated 

grade levels has been established as 4.9 and below to 10.0 

and above (applicable through college level), the other 

criteria are met. 

In the formula the factor of vocabulary load is deter

mined by considering the number of words not in the Dale list 

of 3,000 familiar words. The Dale list represents words that 

are known in reading by at least eighty percent of the chil

dren in grade four. It was constructed primarily as a list 

which gives a significant correlation with reading difficulty.3 

The second factor dealing with sentence structure 

refers to average sentence length. This factor is determined 

by dividing the number of words in the sample by the number 

of sentences in the sample. The combination of the two with 

other variables in the formula gives the level of readability 

of materials. 

1torge, Formula, Appendix C, p. 15. 

2spneho, Gpod Read tng, Appcm<lix, p. 14-2. 

3nale-Chall, Educational Research Bulletin, p. 1+4. 
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Since the Dale-Chall formula predicts grade levels 

within a range of one to two grades, the investigator modi

fied the Dale correction table for purposes of this study by 

selecting the midpoint of each range from the formula raw 

sc6re in order to specifically assign materials to one grade 

level. Both the Dale Correction Table and the Modified Table 

are shown below. 

Dale Correction Table1 

Formula Raw Score 

4.9 and below 
5.0 to 5. 9 
6.0 to 6.9 
7.0 to 7.9 
8.0 to 8.9 
9.0 to 9.9 

10.0 and above 

Corrected Grade-Levels 

4th grade and below 
5-6th grade 
7-Bth grade 
9-lOth grade 
ll-12th grade 
13-15th grade (college) 
16-(college graduate) 

Modified Table 

Formula Raw Score 

4. 9 and below 
5.0 to 5. 4 
5. 5 to 5. 9 
6.0 to 6.4 
6.5 to 6.9 
7.0 to 7.4 
7. 5 to 7. 9 
8.0 to 8.4 
8. 5 to 8. 9 
9.0 and above 

Corrected Grade-Levels 

4th grade and below 
5th grade 
6th grade 
7th grade 
8th grade 
9th grade 

10th grade 
11th grade 
12th grade 
College 

lEducational Research Bulletin, p. 42. 
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The corrected grade levels aid in the interpretation 

of the scores obtained by the formula and allow fora more 

usable means of placing materials within.the comprehension of 

the various grades. A given piece of material having a form-
. . . . ' ) .· .. 

ula score of 5.2 should be within the comprehension of chil-

dren who have fifth to sixth grade reading abilities. This 

formula score indicates, for adults, the highest grade they 

should have completed in order to read a piece of material 

with understanding. 1 ( 

The formula can also be used as an aid.to text sim

plification when a text has an undesirably high score. 

According to the prediction of the formula, it may be sim

plified by substituting more concrete, familiar words for 

the unfamiliar and abstract words. Sentences can also be 

shortened and made clearer.2 A copy of the Dale-Chall instru

ment appears in Appendix G of this study. 

Preparation for and Application 
of the Instrument 

Prior to the application of the Dale-Chall formula 

the investigator reproduced a sufficient number of data work 

sheets to be used in the study. The pamphlets collected were 

grouped according to sources of publication in order that 

related analysis could later be made. Preliminary 

1Ibid., P• 19. 

2Ibid., p. 20. 
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information about each pamphlet was then recorded on the 

work sheet. This information included the title, author, 

publisher, page numbers from which samples were selected and 

"clue" words to indicate the starting point and ending of 

each sample. 

The investigator then secured permission for the use 

of a desk calculator, to be used in the statistics labora

tory at the Texas Woman's University. After approval to use 

the equipment was granted the investigator proceeded to apply 

the formula as indicated by Dale-Chall. A copy of the work 

sheet is included here, for further analysis. 

In order to verify the figures calculated by the in

vestigator in the statistical analysis, a graduate assistant 

in the Department of Psychology was employed to re-apply the 

formula. Appropriate corrections were made where necessary. 

The results of the statistical analysis was further 

verified by the investigator through the use of the Klare 

Table for Rapid Determination of Dale-Chall Readability 

Scores.l This table is an index of raw scores based upon the 

Dale score value and average sentence length. The investiga

tor was satisfied that the analysis was correct. A copy of 

the Klare Table appears in Appendix H. 

laeorge Klare "A ·Table for Rapid Determination of 
Dale-Chall Readability Scores," Educational Research Bulletin 
(Ohio State University, February 13, 1952), P· 43-7. 
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Readability Work Sheet 

Article: ----------------- Page No. ___ Page No. __ _ Page No. __ _ 

Author: From From From ------------------ ------ ·----- -----
Publisher: To To To ----------------- ------ ------ ------
Date of Publication: ------------
1. Number of words in the sample •..••••.•.• 

2. Number of sentences in the sample ...... . 

3. Number of words not on Dale list ..•••••• 

4. Average sentence length .............•... 
(Divide 1 by 2) 

5. Dale score . ............................. . 
(Divide 3 by 1, multiply by 100) 

6. Multiply average sentence length (4) .... 
by .0496 

7. Multiply Dale Score (5) by .1579 ....... . 

8. Constant . ............... -............... . 

9. Formula raw score (add 6, 7, and 8) ..... 

3. 636 5 3.6365 3.6365 

Average raw score of 3 samples ..•. ____ Analyzed by ____ ~~ Date ____ _ 

Average corrected grade-level..... Checked by _______ Date ____ _ 

vJ 
co 
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Treatment of Data 

In order to analyze the data the following statisti

cal procedures were adhered to: 

Grouping of Data by Grade Levels 

The materials were grouped according to grade levels 

within the limitations previously established in Chapter I. 

An analysis of this grouped data revealed (1) the percentage 

of materials readable at the selected elementary grade levels, 

(2) the percentage of materials readable at the secondary 

grade level, (3) the percentage of materials readable at each 

grade level within the range of grades five to twelve. 

The above information enabled the investigator.to 

present in tabular form the readability levels of the mate

rials according to the prevalence of each percentage, in rank 

order, and iastly, to determine the range and mean grade 

level for the material. 

Grouping of Data by Sources of Publication 

The investigator grouped the data by sources of pub

lication in order to reveal the range and mean grade levels 

of the publications for each agency concerned. The agencies 

are grouped under the broad headings of voluntary agencies, 

professional and health related agencies. This grouping 

further allowed the investigator to determine the percentages 

of materials from each source of publication at each of the 

assessed grade levels. 
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Grouping of Proportionate Data 

The actual or observed proportion of data per grade 

level was computed in order to determine the.relationship of 

the distribution of data. The first step was to r~cord and 

tabulate the data on which the proportion was based, in this 

case, readability scores. The proportion (p) is equal to the 

number of scores per grade level divided by the total number 

of scores •1 For example, three pamphlets were scored at· 

fifth grade level out of a total of 100 pamphlets, then: 

p = 3 or .:,Q.3. 
100 

This proportionate distribution was then used to 

determine the significance of difference between two propor

tions. This test was applied to grades 10-11-12, using all 

combinations of these three grades. The investigator used 

the Test for Significance of Difference Between Two Propor

tions.2 The formula used in this test is: 

Where: 

z = Pl - P2 

P1 (1-p1 ) + P2(l-P2) 

N1 + N2 

Pl= proportion of group l 
P2 = proportion of group 2 

N1 = number in group 1 
N2 = number in group 2 

The data studied was presented in tabular form in order to show 

this relationship. 

lJames L. Bruning and B. ~- ~intz, Computational Hand
book of Statistics (Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman and 
Company, 1968), p. 197, Section 5.1. 

2Ibid., p. 199, Section 5.2. 
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Preparation of the Final Writt.en Report 

The following procedures were adhered to in writing 

the report of the study: (1) the presentation for approval 

of the corrected outline, filed as a prospectus of the pro

posed study in the office of the Dean of Graduate Studies at 

the Texas Woman's University, (2) preparation of a topical 

outline for each chapter, (3) development of each chapter, 

(4) preparation o:f a classified bibliography, and (5) prep

aration o:f an appendix. Each chapter was written in accord

ance with the topical outline, submitted to members of the 

dissertation committee for suggestions and corrections, and 

revised according to the suggestions made. A summary of the 

written report of the investigation was prepared along with 

conclusions and recommendations for further study. The 

classified Bibliography and Appendix were assembled. 

Summary 

This chapter has dealt with the procedures followed 

in the development of the study. The investigator lUldertook 

the present study to determine the readability level of drug 

education pamphlets used in selected school districts in 

Texas. The methods of collecting data for the study were 

(1) a documentary analysis of selected studies concerning 

roadabil:J. ty, (2) a snrvoy of selected districts in Texas to 

deLormtne thcd.r nc~loct.lon and usE: of supplementary litera

turo, and (3) communicat:lon:.-:; wtth the Drug Education Division 
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of the Texas Education Agency to identify the material which 

they recommend for use in the public schools, and (4) communi

cation with various agencies concerned with the distribution 

of drug education material. 

The preiiminary procedures involved the development 

of a tentative outline and the presentation of the outline in 

a graduate seminar, on June 11, 1971, in the College of 

Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. The investigator 

revised the tentative outline in accordance with the recom

mendations received during the graduate seminar. The approved 

revised outline was filed as a prospectus in the Office of 

the Dean of Graduate Studies at the Texas Woman's University, 

Denton, Texas. 

The rationale for the study was based upon a review 

of literature used in drug education programs. The selection 

of materials was based upon established criteria as was the 

selection of the instrument to be used in determining the 

readability of the materials. The Dale-Chall formula was 

selected as most suitable for use in this study. 

The analysis of data adhered to the following pro

cedures! (1) grouping of data by grade levels in order to 

reveal percentages at each level, and to determine the range 

and mean grade level of the total data; (2) grouping of data 

by source, in order to reveal the range and mean grade 

levels of the publications from each source of publication; 
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(3) grouping of proportionate data in order to determine the 

relationship of the proportionate distribution of data. The 

Test of Significance of Difference Between Two Proportions 

was employed in this procedure. 

The investigator followed these procedures in the 

preparation of the final written report: (1) the presenta

tion for approval of the corrected outline, filed as a pros

pectus of the proposed study in the office of the Dean of 

Graduate Studies at the Texas Woman's University, (2) prep

aration of a topical outline for each chapter, (3) develop

ment of each chapter in accordance with the topical outline, 

(4) preparation of a classified bibliography and (5) prepara

tion of an appendix. 

Chapter IV will be concerned with the presentation of 

the findings. 



CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS 

The major purpose of this study was to determine the 

grade level of supplementary reading materials in drug edu

cation, available to classroom teachers in grades five through 

twelve in Texas schools. The need for such a study is sup

ported by Ekwall and Henry who state: 

Most classroom teachers have been through the frus
trating experience of trying to match the right 
child with the right book •... 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Most teachers do not have the time nor the ex
perience to apply formulas to check the readabil
ity of large numbers of books.2 

Relative to this Spache asserts: 

The selection of materials of difficulty appropriate 
for the reader is a recurring problem. The read
ability of material or degree of comprehensibility, 
must constantly be matched to the reading abilities 
of the child or adult for whom a book is apparently 
intended. Reading vitally affects all levels and 
types of education and communication.3 

A second purpose was, therefore, an attempt to provide an 

index for the selection of appropriate grade level material 

lEldon Ekwall and Ida B. Henry, 11 How to Find Books 
Children Can Read," The Reading Teacher, Vol. 22, No. 3 
(December 1968), p. 230. 

2 Ibid., p. 232. 

3spache, Good Reading for Poor Readers, p. 27. 
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based upon readability. Since most publishers of supplemen

tary materials do not provide such information, the teacher 

is left to select subjectively the materials to use. 

In this chapter the investigator will submit an anal

ysis of data, interpret the findings and test the hypotheses 

as stated in Chapter I. A summary of the chapter will be 

presented. This chapter is organized in the following manner: 

A. Percentage of supplementary materials by grade level from 

all sources. 

B. Rank order of materials based upon grade level from the 

highest to lowest according to the raw score. 

C. Percentage of supplementary material by grade level accord

ing to type of publication (grades 5-12). 

D. Percentage of supplementary material by grade level accord

ing to type of publication (grades 4-college). 

E. Range and means of drug education material according to 

source of publication. 

F. Proportionate distribution of supplementary materials in 

grades 5-12. 

G. Table of differences between proportions in grades 10-11-

12. 

In Table 1 there is a presentation of the supplemen-

tary material by grade level, for grades five through twelve. 

In addition, the percentages in grades four and at the college 

level are presented as a means of indicating the placement of 

the balance of data, outside the stated limitations. 



TABLE 1 

PERCENTAGE OF SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 
BY GRADE LEVEL FROM ALL SOURCES 

46 

As shown in Table 1, three (3) percent of the data 

was assessed at grade five, while grade six was assessed one 

(1) percent making a total of four (4) percent of data at the 

elementary level. Grades seven, eight and nine contained a 

total of nine (9) percent, revealing that most of the data, 

within the limitations, was assigned to grades ten, eleven 

and twelve, or the upper secondary level. Grade ten was 

assessed fourteen (14) percent, grade eleven, eleven (11) 

percent and grade twelve fifteen (15) percent, yielding a 

total of forty (40) percent data. 

Slightly less than fifty (47) percent of the data 

analyzed was outside the limitations stated in this proposal. 

Grade four was assessed two (2) percent while the major 



portion of forty-five (45) percent was indicated at the 

college level. 

The application of the Dale-Chall formula enabled the 

writer to rank the materials, based upon grade level, from 

the highest to the lowest grade level, as revealed by the raw 

scores (Table 2). The raw score is determined by the analysis 

of three passages from the pamphlets according to the Dale

Chall formula. The rank order shows that the highest raw 

score is 15.58, assessed to a pamphlet submitted by the Ameri

can Medical Association, a professional organization. This 

score indicates a grade level appropriate for a college 

graduate. 

Further analysis of this table reveals that among the 

top one-fourth (1-25) of the data, seventy-two percent of 

these pamphlets (N=l8) were from professional health related 

agencies. The voluntary civic agencies contributed twelve 

percent (N=3) while sixteen percent (N=4) were from govern

mental agencies. 

The next group (21-50) of the rank order shows that 

the governmental agencies contributed slightly more than half 

(13-25) of the pamphlets while the voluntary-civic agencies 

and the professional agencies each contributed six. The grade 

levels in these two groups were for college and twelfth grade. 

In the third quartile (51-75) the ranking ext~nds from 

grade twelve downward through grade ten, and in the last group 

(76-100) the rank.lng E~xtonds from grade ten to grade four. 



TABLE 2 

RANK ORDER OF MATERIALS BASED UPON GRADE LEVEL FROM HIGH.EST TO 
LOWEST ACCORDING TO THE RAW SCORE 

Title of Pamphlet 

1. Dependence on LSD and Other 
Hallucinogenic Drugs 

2. Dependence on Barbiturates 

3. Amphetamines 

4. Medicinal Narcotics 

5. Barbiturates 

6 Dependence on .Amphetamines 
and Other Stimulant Drugs 

7. Facts About Tranquilizers 

8. Dependence on Cannabis 

9. Facts About LSD 

10. Glue Sniffing 

11. Alcohol and Alcoholism 

*Prof. - Professional 
V-C - Voluntary-Civic 
Gov1t. - Governmental 

Type* 

Prof. 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

V-C 

Raw Score Grade Publisher 

15. 58 College American Medical Associa-
tion 

11.58 II AMA 

11.29 II AMA 

11.08 ti Pharmaceutical Manufac-
turers Assn. 

10.97 II AMA 

10.95 II AMA 

10.85 II Addiction Research 
Foundation 

10.71 II AMA 

10.66 II Addiction Research 
Foundation 

10.61 II Univ. Texas School of 

l 
·Pharmacy 

10.59 II Public Affairs .Comm. 

+ 
OJ 



TABLE 2--Continued 

Title of Pamphlet Type* Raw Score Grade Publisher 

12. Facts About Amphetamines Prof. 10.55 College Addiction Research 
F01.mdation 

13. Marihuana and Society 11 10.38 II AMA 

14. Ancient Drug and Modern II 10.27 II Eli Lilly Company 
Social Problem 

15. Guide of Abused Drugs V-C 10.24 II Texas Alcohol Narcotics 
Education 

16. LSD Prof. 10.22 II AMA 

17. Facts About Solvents II 10.22 II Addiction Research 
Foundation 

18. How Safe Are Our Drugs II 10.21 Tl Food and Drug Administra-
tion 

19. Marihuana Thing 11 10.13 II AMA 

20. Marihuana and Other V-C 10.06 II American Bar Assn. 
Relevant Problems 

21. Recent Research On Gov•t 10.00 II National Institute of 
Narcotics, LSD, etc. Mental Health 

22. Volatile Substances: 11 9.98 II National Institute of 
Questions and Answers I Mental Health 

*Prof. - Professional 
V-C - Voluntary-Civic 
Gov 1 t.- Governmental ~ 



TABLE 2--Continued 

Title of Pamphlet Type* i Raw Score Grade Publisher 

23. Fact Sheet (1970) Gov' t. 
I 9.96 1College Bureau of Narcotics 

24. LSD: The False Illusion II 9.88 II Food and Drug Adm. 
Part II i 

I 

25. The Crutch That Cripples I Prof. 9.85 II AMA 
I 
! 

26. The Up and Down Drugs 
, 

Gov•t. 9.81 I 1 NIMH i 
' i 
I 

27. Drug Abuse: Identifica- I II 9.80 II Bureau of Narcotics 
tion of Narcotics I 

28. The Dangers of Marihuana II 9. 57 fl 11 II II 

29. The Use and Misuse of Drugs II 9.48 fl Food and Drug Adm. 

30. Fact Sheets (1968) II 9.44 fl II II II r, 

31. LSD: The False Illusion ti 9.42 f1 Bureau of Narcotics 
Part I 

32. Sedatives 11 9.41 J1 NIMH 

33. Teen Age Booby Trap II 9.39 II Bureau of Narcotics 

34. What About Marijuana V-C 9.39 I 11 Public Affairs Comm. 
I 

35. Nicky Cruz: Gives the II 9.38 I II Logos Publishers for 
Facts on Drugs ~ Ordeal 

*Prof. - Professional 
V-C - Voluntary-Civic 
Gov't.- Governmental . \J1. 

0 



Title of Pamphlet 

70. The Narcotic Addiction 
Problem 

71. Alcohol: Fun or Folly 

72. Drug Abuse: The Chemical 
Cop-out 

73. Glue Sniffing 

74. Operation "Can-Quit" 

7 5. Why Not Marihuana? 

76. LSD: Questions and .Answers 

77. The Facts About Smoking 
and Health 

78. The Roach 

79. Narcotics: Questions 
and .Answers 

80. Alcohol--Servant or 
Master 

81. Why Adolescents Drink 
and Use Drugs 

*Prof. - Professional 
V-C - Voluntary-Civic 
Gov't. - Governmental 

TABLE 2--Continued 

Type* Raw Score Grade Publisher 

V-C 8.06 11 American Social Health 
Assn. 

11 8.03 11 TANE 

II 7.97 10 TANE 

11 7.97 10 TANE 

II 7.95 10 TANE 

II 7.88 10 TANE 

Gov 1 t. 7.86 10 NIMH 
II 7.86 10 Public Health Service 

It 7.82 10 Texas Education Agency 

II 7.77 10 NIMH 

V-C 7.77 10 TANE 

Gov 1 t 7.70 10 NIMH 



Title of Pamphlet 

82. Smoking and Illness 

83. Drug Addicts are 
Getting YolUlger 

84-. Ma.rihuana and You 

85. Know About Drugs 

86. Lets Talk About Drugs 

87. The Smoking Habit 

88. Marihuana: Questions 
and .Answers 

89. Lets Talk About Marihuana 

90. The Village Hippie 

91. Cigarette Smoking: 
The Facts 

92. Don't Let Your Health 
Go Up In Smoke 

93. Who Me? .. Quit Smoking 

*Prof. - Professional 
V-C - VollUltary-Civic 
Gov 1 t.- Governmental 

TABLE 2--Continued 

Type* Raw Score 
; 

Gov't. 7. 77. 

V-C 7. 56 

11 7.55 

Prof. 7. 52 

V-C 7.48 

Gov't. 7.41 

11 7.37 

V-C 7.09 

Gov't. 6.96 

V-C 6.87 

Gov 1 t. 6.77 

V-C 6.37 

Grade Publisher 

10 Public Health Service 

10 .American Social Health 
Assn. 

10 TA.NE 

10 American Education 
Publication 

9 TANE 

9 Texas State Dept. Health 

9 NIMH 

9 Illinois Action on Alcohol 
Problems 

8 Texas State Dept. Health 

8 Nat'l T.B. Assn. 

8 Texas State Dept. Health 

7 American Cancer Society 



Title of Pamphlet 

94. Smoke Cigarettes? Why? 

95. Smoking Affects Two Lives 

96. ?he Little Smokers 

97. Turning On: Two Views 

98. Katy's Coloring Book 

99. Caution Cartoons 

100. Me Quit Smoking? How? 

*Prof. - Professional 
V-C - Voluntary-Civic 
Gov't.- Governmental 

TABLE 2--Continued 

,-· 
Type* Raw Score Grade Publisher 

V-C 6.20 7 American Cancer Society • 
} 
~ 

Gov't. 5.70 6 ~Public Health Service 
II 5.32 5 Texas State Dept. Health 

V-C 5.19 5 Encounter 

Gov•t. 5.17 5 Bureau of Narcotics 

II 4.81 4 Texas Education Agency 

V-C 4.32 4 National T.B. Assn. 
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The publications which fall within the limitations of this 

study are shown to rank from number forty-six downward to 

number ninety-eight. Within these limitations the largest 

source of material is from the voluntary-civic agencies (25) 

and governmental agencies (19). 

Inspection of Table 3 reveals the percentage of data 

by grade level according to type of publication, and limited 

to grades five through twelve. In the evaluation of total 

data, fifty-three (53) percent of the pamphlets were identi

fied as being appropriate for grades five through twelve. 

This percentage was used as the basis for this analysis. 

As shown, the source of contributions in grades five 

through nine was from voluntary-civic and governmental 

organizations. The initial contribution from professional 

agencies is revealed in grade ten. The total contributions 

of data, from the various sources and within the stated limi

tations are revealed as 45.15 percent for voluntary-civic 

agencies, 35.82 for governmental and 18.85 for professional 

agencies. 

At the upper secondary level, grade ten reveals an 

almost equal percentage of data ~rom both governmental and 

voluntary agencies, at 11.32 and 13.20 respectively. Grade 

eleven reveals the upward trend in the percentage of data 

from the professional organizations, with 7.54 percent at 

this level and 9.43 percent in grade twelve. 



TABLE 3 
* PERCENTAGE OF SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL BY 

GR~DE LEVEL ACCORDING TO TYPE OF 

PUBLICATION (5-12) 

GRADE 5 

@ 1.88 
• 3.77 

GRADE 7 

@ 3.77 

GRADE 6 

8 1.88 

GRADE 8 

@ 1.88 

• 3.77 

~ VOLUNTARY • GOVERNMENTAL ® PROFESSIONAL 

* BASED ON 53°/o DATA (5-12) 
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GRADE 9 

® 3.77 

e3.11 

e 3.11 
@ 7.54 
~9.43 

TABLE 3 (con't) 

@ 1.88 

@ 13.20 

- "~? 

e 1.s4 
0 9.43 
~ 11.32 

@VOLUNTARY 4t GOVERNMENTAL @ PROFESSIONAL 

59 
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Inspection of Table 4 reveals the percentage of data 

by grade level according ·to type of publication, including 

grades four through college. This table was based upon the 

evaluation of 100 pamphlets or 100 percent data. 

As previously shown, 53 percent of this data was 

assessed .to grade levels five through twelve. Table 3 re

vealed the type of publications contributing to these grades. 

The percentage of data revealed . in this analysis, changed in 

proportion to the data treated. 

In addition, as can be seen, grade four received a 

total of two percent of the data, showing one percent each, 

from the voluntary-civic and governmental agencies. The 

material assessed at the college level was received from all 

sources. Professional organizations contributed the greater 

percentage of 21, followed by governmental material at 15 

and voluntary-civic at 9 for a total of 45 percent. 

Table 5 reveals the range and means of dr.ug education 

materials, according to each source of publication, within 

the scope of the broad classification titles _indicated. The 

bar graphs represent the range of materials both within the 

stated limitations and outside the limitations of the study. 

It also reveals within each range, the grades in which no 

material was assessed for that particular type of publication. 
' . 

The range of total data is nine (13-:4}, thirteen is 

the minimum number assigned to college level grades as· in

dicated by the Dale-Chall table. This indicates .that the 



TABLE 4 
PERCENTAGE* OF SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL BY 

GRADE LEVEL ACCORDING TO TYPE OF 

PUBLICATION 

GRADE 4 

@ 1.00 

• 1.00 

GRADE 7 

@ 2.00 

GRADE 6 

• 1.00 

GRADE 5 

@ 1.00 

• 2.00 

GRADE S-

@ 1.00 

• 2.00 

~ VOLUNTARY • GOVERNMENTAL @ PROFESSIONAL 

* BASED ON 100 °/o DATA 
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GRADE 9 

~ 2.00 

e 2.00 

tt 4.00 
@5.00 
~6.00 

®VOLUNTARY 

TABLE 4 

GRADE II 

e2.oo 
@4.00 
~5.00 

(can't) 

@ 1.00 
ft 6.00 
@ 7.00 

@9.00 
e ,s.oo 
@> 21.00 

tt GOVERNMENTAL @ PROFESSIONAL 
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materials were distributed over nine grade levels from grade 

four through the college level. 

The mean score of the total data was 11.29. This in

dicates the average grade level of all materials studied. 

Table 6 reveals the proportionate distribution of 

data in grades five through twelve. 

determined by dividing the number of 

by the total number evaluated or, P ~ 

This proportion was 

samples in each grade 
1 ntgrade5. The total 

n total 

number was 100. As can be seen, the number of samples for 

each grade level is revealed in the upper row of the table. 

The table further reveals that the largest proportion of data 

was found at grade twelve while the least proportion was 

found in grade six. 

TABLE 6 

PROPORTIONATE DISTRIBUTION OF SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 
IN GRADES FIVE THROUGH TWELVE 

Grade 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Number 3 1 2 3 4 14 11 15 

Propor. .0300 .0100 .0200 .0300 .0400 .1400 .1100 .1500 

Total 

53 

.5300 

Table 7 reveals the Significance of Difference Between 

Two Proportions as determined by the application of the formula 

as shown in Chapter III. A (z) of± 1.96 is significant at the 

lBruning and Kintz, Statistics, p. 198 
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.05 level. A significant z indicates that the two proportions 

are significantly different.l As seen in the table no signif

icant difference was found through the application of the 

formula, using all possible combinations of grades ten, eleven, 

and twelve. Grades ten, eleven, and twelve were tested based 

on the assumption, by the writer, that the materials would be 

equally distributed at the upper secondary level, as stated 

in Hypothesis IV. 

TABLE 7 

*TABLE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PROPORTIONS 
IN GRADES TEN, ELEVEN, TWELVE 

Grade 10 11 12 

Proportion .1400 .1100 .1500 

(Z) 10 vs. 11 .3211 

10 vs. 12 .1082 

11 vs. 12 .4296 

*Significant Z at .05 = + 1.96. 

Test of Hypotheses 

Not Sign. 

Not Sign. 

Not Sign. 

Upon the basis of the results of the data the stated 

hypotheses were tested: 

HYPOTHESIS I: The literature tested will not yield a read
ability level corresponding to the elementary 
grade levels of five and six. 

The findings indicated that the literature yielded a 

readability level corresponding to the selected elementary 



fifth and sixth grade level. Upon the basis of these find

ings.the writer rejects the hypothesis as stated. 
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HYPOTHESIS II: The literature tested will not yield a read
ability level corresponding to the secondary 
grade levels or seven through nine. 

The findings reveal that the literature yielded a 

readability level corresponding to the stated secondary 

levels. Upon the basis of these findings the writer rejects 

the hypothesis as stated. 

HYPOTHESIS III: None of the literature tested will be out
side the range of grades ten through twelve. 

The findings indicate that sixty percent of the 

literature tested was outside the range of grades ten to 

twelve. The writer therefore rejects the hypothesis as stated. 

HYPOTHESIS IV: There will be no significant difference 
between the proportionate distribution of 
materials, within grades ten through 
twelve, as determined by the Test for 
Significant Dirference Between Two Pro
portions. 

The findings indicate no significant difference (.05) 

between the proportionate distribution of data within grades 

ten through twelve, using all possible combinations. Upon 

the basis of these findings the writer fails to reject the 

stated hypothesis. 

Summary 

This chapter has been concerned with the presentation 

and interpretation of data and the testing of hypotheses. 

Table 1 presented the percentage of data by grade level (five 
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through twelve) in graph form. It also reveals the placement 

of data outside the stated limitations. 

Table 2 presented the data in rank order according to 

grade level from college downward to grade four. This table 

revealed that most of the literature from professional 

organizations was among the highest ranked according to read

ability. Within the limitations of grade five through twelve 

the largest source of materials come from voluntary-civic 

agencies and governmental agencies. 

Table 3 revealed the percentage of data by grade 

level, according to type of publication, within the grades 

five through twelve. The establishment of these percentages 

were based upon the derived 53 percent of the total data. 

Contributions in grades five through nine were revealed as 

being totally from voluntary-civic and governmental agencies. 

The initial appearance of data from professional organiza

tions was at grade ten. 

Table 4 revealed the percentage of data by grade level 

according to type of publication for all data, including 

grades four through college. This table was based upon the 

evaluations of 100 pamphlets or 100 percent data. The table 

showed clearly that forty-seven percent of the total data lay 

outside the established grade limitations. 

Table 5 revealed the range and means of drug education 

materials according to each source of publication, presented 



as a bar graph. The range of total data was nine while the 

mean grade level was 11. 29. 
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Table 6 showed the proportionate distribution of data 

in grades five through twelve. It was shown that the largest 

proportion was found in grade twelve while the least was 

found in grade six. 

Table 7 revealed the significance of difference be

tween two proportions. It revealed that there was no signif

icant difference in the proportionate distribution of data 

within the grades specified. 

Based upon the findings as indicated .by an analysis 

of data the Hypotheses I, II, and III were rejected as stated. 

The writer failed to reject Hypothesis IV. Chapter V will be 

a summary of the study, and will contain recommendations and 

state probable values. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The present study was undertaken to determine the 

grade level of supplementary materials in drug education 

available in grades five through twelve in the public schools 

of Texas. The grade levels were limited by statutory provi

sion of the Texas Legislature in House Bill 467, which re

quires that drug education be implemented into the public 

school curriculum for grades five through twelve (Appendix K). 

The basic premise underlying the development of a pro

gram in drug education was effectively stated by Levy, who em

phasized that "We are a drug using society. . . . A large 

segment of our population look to drugs to alleviate a host 

of physiological, psychological and social discomforts. 11 1 

Mikeal2 supported this concept and utilized the tri

dimensional conceptual definition of health education to 

state the inherent relationship between drug education and 

health education. 

The current problem of drug abuse has caused concern 

among people in every walk of life, thus, focusing on new 

P• 3 • 
l1evy, "Background Considerations for Drug Programs," 

2Mikeal, "A Positive Approach to Drug Education, 11 p. 450. 
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implications and directions for chaui~es in tho houlth oducn

tion curriculum. Fort, 1 Opasker, 2 and Lovy3 along w1 th formor 

Attorney General Ramsey Clurk1t aro among thoso vho havo ompha

sized the need for education in an effort to combnt drug abuno. 

The purpose of a drug cducntlon program 1n tho nchools 

is twofold: to develop strutcgic!j which offoctlvoly 1nt'luonco 

the knowledge and understandinr, of drug:J on tho purt of tho 

students and secondly to develop :,tru to(jios whereby at t itudos 

and behavioral changes may take plnce. 'l'o moot tho first ob

jective the teacher will ncces!mrily bo concerned with tho 

skillful use of teaching tools and wlll undoubtedly utilize 

supplementary materials as a corollnry to tho lessons. In 

the selection of this material tho teacher has many considur

ations, among them is the readability of tho chosen material. 

Williams states, "1'he final respons 1 bil ity for prov1d1ne con

tent reading material suited to the needs of individual chil-
c: 

dren rest with the schools.":;, 

Chapter I of the study provided an introduction to 

and rationale for the study. Included also was a statement 

p. 3. 

lFort, The Pleasure Seekers, P· 230. 

2opasker, Teaching About Drugs, Foreword. 

31evy, "Backgrolilld Considerations for Drug Programs, 11 

4Dallas Morning News (November 29, 1970), Interview. 

5w1111ams, "Rewritten Science Materials and Reading 
Comprehension, 11 p. 204. 
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of the problem, purpose for the study, statement of hypo

theses, pertinent terminology and delimi ta tioris as well as·· ·. 

sources of data. 

Chapter II presented a survey of literature· which .re'"" 

vealed that the study does not duplicate any previous study 
. . 

specifically related to the readability of drug pamphlets. 

Several studies relating to the readability of health educa

tion material and studies significant to other disciplines 

were examined and furnished background information for the 

study. Selected studies relating to general readability form

ulas were also included. Among those reviewed were readabil~ 

ity formulas by Lorge, 1 Spache, 2 Flesch,3 and Yoakum..4 Other 

studies included Wiegand,5 Williams,6 McTaggart,7 Osborn and 

Sutton. 8 

Chapter III dealt with the procedures followed in the 

development of the study. The methods of collecting data for 

lLorge, The Lorge Formula, 1966, P· 3. 

2Spache, Good Reading, p. 144. 

3Flesch, Marks of Readable Style, 1943. 

4Yoakum, Basal Reading Instruction, p • 329 .. 

5Wiegand, "Pittsburgh Looks at the Readability of 
Mathematics Textbooks," p. 201. · . 

6Williams, "Rewritten Science Materials and Reading 
Comprehension," p. 204. 

7McTaggart, "Readability of Hig}?. School Health Text," 
p. 434. 

8osborn and Sutton, "Evaluation of Health Education· 
Materials," p. 72. 
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the study were (1) a documentary analysis of selected studies, 

(2) a survey of selected districts in Texas to determine their 

selection and use of supplementary literature, (3) communica

tion with the Drug Education Division of the Texas Education 

Agency to identify the materials recommended for use in the 

public schools and (4) communication with various governmental, 

professional and voluntary-civic organizations concerned with 

the distribution of drug education materials. 

The preliminary procedures involved the development 

of a tentative outline and the presentation of the outline in 

a graduate seminar, in the College of Health, Physical Educa

tion and Recreation. The outline was:revised in accordance 

with the recommendations received from the graduate committee 

and filed as a prospectus in the Office of the Dean of Grad

uate Studies. 

The selection of materials was based upon established 

criteria as was the selection of the instrument used in deter

mining the readability of the materials. A total number of 

100 drug education pamphlets were selected based upon the 

following criteria. 

A. That the materials were available to the sample school 

districts in the study. 

B. That the materials were recommended by the Drug Education 

Division of the Texas Education Agency for use in the 

public schools. 



. C. That the materials were consistently included in drug 

education packets distributed by various health related 

agencies to the public schools. 
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The selection of the sample school districts were de

pendent upon these criteria: 

A. The school district must be involved in the development 

of a drug education program. 

B. The school district must be in the State of Texas, and 

therefore, subject to the Texas Education Agency's guide

lines. 

C. The school district must be cooperative in supplying 

needed information. 

The Dale-Chall formula was selected as most suitable 

for use in this study. The criteria were those generally 

accepted in scientific research of validity, reliability and 

the administrative feasibility of the instrument. In addi

tion, for purposes of this study, the investigator established 

the following criteria: 

A. The instrument should be an accepted and well established 

test of readability. 

B. The instrument should be applicable to drug education 

materials. 

C. The instrument should be applicable to a wide range of 

grade levels. 

The analysis of data adhered to the following pro-

cedures: (1) grouping of data by grade levels in order to 
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reveal percentages at each level to determine the range and 

mean grade level of the total data; (2) grouping of data by 

source, in order to reveal the range and mean grade levels of 

the materials from each source of publication; (3) grouping 

of proportionate data in order to determine the relationship 

of the proportionate distribution of data. The Test of Sig

nificance of Difference Between Two Proportions was employed 

in the latter procedure. 

The final procedures involved the preparation of a 

topical outline for each chapter, the development of each 

chapter in accordance with the topical outline, and the prep

aration of a classified bibliography and appendix. The in

vestigator also included in Chapter III the Dale Correction 

Table, which revealed the formula raw scores and corrected 

grade levels. Since these grade levels were given in a range 

of one to two grades the writer presented a modified table 

appropriate to this study, for placement of material into 

specific grades. 

Chapter IV was a presentation of findings. It was 

revealed that 53 percent of the data analyzed was within 

grades five through twelve and 47 percent was outside the 

stated limitations. Of that percentage, 45 percent was in

dicated as being college level material. 

A rank order table from col~ege through the fourth 

grade showed that most or the 1-J.terature from professional 

organizations was among the highest ranked according to 



grade level. Within the limitations of grades five through 

twelve the largest source of materials were from voluntary

civic agencies and governmental agencies. 

According to type of publication, within the stated 

grade levels and based upon 53 percent of the d~ta, it was 

shown that in grades five through nine, the materials were 

only from voluntary-civic and governmental agencies. The 

initial appearance of printed material from professional 

organizations was in the tenth grade. 
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The range and means of drug education materials accord

ing to each source of publication was presented. This infor

mation revealed the grade levels at which no material was 

assessed within the total range for that source. The range 

of the total data was nine while the mean grade level was 

11.29. 

The largest proportion of material within the stated 

limitations was found in grade twelve while the least was in 

grade six. It was shown that there was no significant differ

ence in the proportionate distribution of data within the 

grades specified. 

Based upon the findings, the following hypotheses 

were rejected as states: 

HYPOTHESIS I: The literature tested will not yield 
a readability level corresponding to 
the elementary grade levels of five 
and st.x. 
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HYPOTHESIS II: The li te~ature tested will not yield 
a readability level corresponding to 
the secondary grade levels of seven 
through nine. 

HYPOTHESIS III: None of the literature tested will 
be outside the range of grades ten 
through twelve. 

The writer failed to reject the following hypothesis: 

HYPOTHESIS IV: There will be no significant differ
ence in the proportionate distribu
tion of materials, within grades ten 
through twelve, as determined by the 
Test for Significant Difference Be
tween Two Proportions. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The conclusions drawn from this study imply a greater 

need for pamphlets written at the elementary and lower secon

dary level. Present thinking of those professionals who are 

developing drug education programs emphasizes the need for 

such programs in the elementary school. Influence on student 

attitudes and behavior appear to be greater at this point. 

In addition, from all indications of the limited success in 

the treatment of drug users it would seem that the best efforts 

would be applied in a preventive sense before experimental be

havior takes place. The range of these materials should ex

tend from kindergarten through grade twelve and be written at 

the appropriate level of these students. In a statement by 

Winick, it was indicated that: 

The major trend in drug abuse has been its steady 
extension to younger and younger age groups. From 
college and university campuses the drug scene has 
spread to high schools and junior high schools. 



Now there is shocked awareness that it has reached . 
the very young indeed. In the last few years abuse 
of a_variety of chem!cal substances, from glue to · 
heroin has been growing among children.of the 
middle years--those between ages eight to twelve 
and, in school terms, between the third grade and 
junior high school.I 
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The pamphlets tested revealed a high percentage of 

technical and repetitive materials, especially from the pro

fessional agencies selected as sources of supplementary.mate

rial. The investigation further indicated that much of the 

material is not within the readability levels of the proposed 

drug education program grades. With almost half of the 

pamphlets assessed above the twelfth grade level it appears 

that school districts will be limited greatly in their selec-. 

tion of materials. 

Based on the findings and conclusions as stated 

previously, the following recommendations are therefore 

suggested: 

nrn 11 

(1) health agencies of all types be concerned with 

the re-writing and/or the development of mate~ 

rials in drug education to meet the readability 

levels of the various grades from elementary 

through high school. 

(2) curriculum personnel direct their efforts to

ward the evaluation of this material in order 

that the classroom teacher might have an index 

,.. 1 ,.. t re lc·,c·t In v.lew of the fact that l'r·om WJl · CJ\ · ;o ., ?. ·, ., , • 

lcharles Winick, "Drug Addicts Getting Younger," The 
u~~~~;no (SPntember, 1970), P· 6. 



the format of some materials are · 'tt · wr1 . en, using 

"alarmist tactics'' ( see Appendix L), perhaps a 

rating scale might be adopted. 
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(3) classroom teachers give consideration to the level 

of readability of supplementary materials in order 

that it will be better understood and will there

fore serve as a corollary to other learning ex,

periences. 

(4) classroom teachers should ·be provided with drug 

pamphlets which correspond, .in readability level, 

with the wide range or reading ·ability typically 

found in the classroom. 

The writer further recommends 

(5) that the vocabulary indices of the readability 

formulas be re-examined in light of the increased 

sophistication of contemporary students with re

gard to drug terminology, in order to determine 

what additions or specialized vocabularies might 

be made to supplement the present vocabulary. 

Relative to this recommendation the investigator points out 

that Lor gel emphasized that o:f the various .factors involved 

in the determination of readability, vocabulary load is the 
2 most important. However, Dolch points out that although 

1Irving Lorge, "Readability Formulae: An Evaluation," 
Elementary English, XXVI (February, 1949), P· 91. 

2E. w. Dolch, "The Use of Vocabulary List in Predict
ing Readability and in Developing Reading Materials," Elemen
i-!:1T''U Rnali~h. XXVI (March, 194-9), P• 142-49. 
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many of the various studies on readability use a vocabulary 

list as a fundamental part of their methods, special subject · 

matter list must be considered in some cases, as different 

fields of interest have different vocabularies .1 The investi

gator believes that because of the highly technical terminol

ogy in drug literature, drug education may be considered as 

one of the aforementioned special cases. 

Dale and Chall2 emphasized that some objective evi

dence of the readers' familiarity with technical vocabulary 

is needed, and pointed out that from a previous study con

ducted to determine factors involved in comprehending health 

materials, different technical terms contributed most to the 

difficulty in reading comprehension.3 Thus, the writer. con

cludes that the recommendation relative to readability indices 

is a valid one. 

In conclusion, the writer cautions against "the 

literal interpretation that some people give to the grade 

placement or readability index of a book."4 As Chall states, 

1 Ibid., p. 146. 

2Edgar Dale and Jeanne Chall, "Familiarity of Se
lected Heal th Terms," Educational Research Bulletin (Novem
ber 15, 19 50) , p • 197 · 

3Edgar Dale and R. W. Tyle~, "A Stu~y of the Factors 
Influencing the Difficulty of ~eading Materials for Adults 
of Limited Reading Ability, 11 Library Quarterly (July, 1934), 
p. 384-412. 

~ancy Larrick, "Readability Formulas and Books for 
Children," 1711. 
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because of the wide range in reading ability within one class 
. : . . . . 

any book selected .for the average reading ability of the 

class will almost invariably be too difficult for. the chil

dren at the lower end of the scale. 1 Readability indices 

should be interpreted solely as a useful adjunct in the eval

uation of written materials. 

Probable Values 

The investigator anticipates that the proposed study 

will: 

A. Contribute to the literature concerning the readability 

of supplementary materials. 

B. Stimulate the interest of other individuals in conducting 

research of a similar nature. 

C. Serve as a basis for the assignment of supplementary mate

rials related to drug education. 

D. Serve as the basis for the publication of articles in 

appropriate professional journals. 

E. Stimulate interest in the preparation or rewriting of 

materials using grade level vocabulary. 

F. Stimulate the need for upgrading readability indices. 

G. Stimulate concern for the random selection and dissemina

tion of pamphlet material. 

!Jeanne Chall Readability, An Appraisal· of Research 
and Application (Ohio'state University, Columbus, Ohio, 1958), 

Oh 
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APPENDIX A 

LORGE READABILITY FORMULA 



DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE LORGE FORMULA 

SELECT THE SAMPLE. 

Short passages (300 words or less). When a short passage is to be 
appraised, it is advisable to analyze the entire passage. 

Longt!r passages. When a longer passage is to be appraised, it is 
advisable to analyze samples of the material. Select a sample 
near the beginning, another sample near the middle, and a third 
sample near the end of the passage. These samples should be 
approximately one hundred words in length. 

Number the lines of text serially, and then count the number 
of words per line (for about ten lines) to get an estimate of the 
number of words. For instance, a passage has 141 lines; ten 
lines chosen at random have 11, 12, 13, 13, l:!, 12, 12, 12, 16, 
and 16 words, or an average of 13 words per line. The passage 
thus has approximately 1,833 words. A sample of 100 words 
would then be approximately eight lines in length. The three sam
pks could be chosen in a variety of ways. They could be chosen 
beginning at or near line 3 through line 11, at or near line 53 
through line 61; and at or near line 103 through line 111. In 
this way, a sample is chosen in each third of the passage. 

It should be noted, moreover, that each sample should start 
,i.-ith the beginning of a sentence, and should stop at the end of 
a sentence. When the samples have been located with beginning 
and end points, the remainder of the analysis can be made. 

Books. When books are to be appraised, it would be advisable to 
analyze samples of the book, perhaps from 5 to 10 per cent -
of the book (but never less than five samples). These samples 
should be chosen throughout the book. 

For instance, a book has 92 pages of texf with an average of 
195 words per page. This indicates an approximate wordage of 
18,000 words. A 5 per cent sample would be 900 words; a 10 
per cent sample would be 1,800 words. The S per cent sample 
would require approximately five pages; the 10 per cent sample 
would require approximately nine pages. Thus, every eighteenth 
page should be chosen for the 5 per cent sample; every tenth 



pa,gc shou?d be chosen for the 10 per cent sample. The sample 
might be pages 3, 21, 39, 57, and 75 in the one instance; or 4, 
14 24 34 44, 54. 64, 74, and 84 in the other. Here also, of 
co~rsc,' a s;mple must start with the beginning of a sentence and 
stop at the end of a sentence. 

LABEL THE \\'ORK SHtET. 

Fill out theinformation about title, author, edition, publisher, and 
date .of publication (latest copyright year listed). Carefully 
identify the location of the sample (p. 14, iine 2, The answer ... 
p. 14, line 26, ever after.). 

Cot.:NT 'fHE NUMBER OF WORDS. 

Begin at the beginning of the sample and count ( or number serially) 
each word to the end of the sample. Observe the following pro
cedure: 

A hyphenated word is counted as one word. When in doubt about 
uncommon hyphenations, follow Webster's Unabridged Diction
ar\ (2nd edition)~ if listed in the dictionary as hyphenated, count 
as .. one word: if not listed, count as twc words. 

A word .'it! parntl'd at the end of a line and continued en the next 
line is counted as one word. 

Numbers are counted as words! e.g., in "January 3. 1950." 3 is 
counted as or:c worrl and interpreted as the word three, 1950 is 
counted as one word and interpreted as nineteen-fifty. 

Compound words like place names or persons· names are counted 
as one word. e.g .. l\'cw 1·0,k, United Swze.s, rnn Loon, Santa 
Cluu.-:, St. Nic:ho/{J.'i. 

Cuwrnrtio11s a1c counted as or.e- word, c.g, don't, he's, they'll, 

thc\''d, etc., arc each counted as one wmd. 
Rcco;<l the coun: on the Work Sheet under Bas:c Data. item l (see 

page 10). 

Cot;NT THE !',\:~rnEP. OF SESTE~CCS. 

Begin at the beginning or the sample :md count the number of com
plete scntcnCl'S. 

Record the count on the Work Sheet under Basic Data, item 2 (sec 
page 10). 

• 

COUNT THE NUMBER OF PREPOS1TIOSAL PHRASES. 

Begin at the beginning of the sample and count each prepositional 
phrase in the sample. 

A prepositional phrase is made up of a preposition and a noun, or 
a preposition and a pronoun, or a preposition and a gerund, e.g., 

. to the house (noun), for him (pronoun), in skating (gerund). 
Some common prepositions are: 

about below from till 
above beneath in to 
across beside inside under 
after between into until 
along beyond of up 
among by off upon 
at during on with 
before except onto within 
behind for outside without 

Less common prepositions are: 
despite (the opinion), concerning (the idea), notwithstanding 
( the opposition). 

Infinitive phrases are not to be counted. An infinitive phrase is made 
up of a preposition (to) and a verb, e.g., to swim, to answer. 

A preposition folio.red by a clause is a conjunction. and hence is 
not counted. e.g .. "After the storm had passed" is not counted. 

Record the count on the \Vork Sheet under Basic Data. item 3 ( sec 
page 10). 

COUST THE St:!'.IBER OF HARD WORDS. 

Use the Dale List (sec pages 15-20) and cross out in the sample 
cverv word on the Lis:. ree~udless of its meaning.• 

The c~unt is of the number -of different hard words, so that each 
hard word is counted only once. For instance, if in a passage 
reliability occurred three times. it still would be counted only once. 
Obsen.·e the following procedure: 

Nouns. Separate counts ~re not m:ide of plurals and possessives in 
s, plurals in es. or plurals in which y is replaced by ies: e.g., boys. 

' That i~. ,prin.t:. mcanin; uuson. jump. ""'rr. or Jiu/ nJ1I. i, countw ,1\ 

one ~Md. 



clwrc-lie.s, berries arc counted \'\.'ith boy, church, berry. However, 
knife and knives, game and geese, man and men, and the like 
are all counted as different words. 

SPF.CIAL C.\SES: Ans added to a word in the text, not fonn
ing a plural or possessive, forms a different word from the root 
form; e.g .. Robert and Roberts are two different words. 

Proper nouns which seem to be composed of root and derived 
forms are not tabulated with the root form; e.g., Wheeling, the 
proper name. is not counted with wheel; Browning, the proper 
name. is not counted with brown. 

1':ouns formed by adding r or er to the other nouns or to verbs 
are not counted with the original word; e.g., own and owner 

arc l\\O different words. 
Adverbs. &pa rate counts are not made of adverbs fonned b1 

adding ly; e.g., badly and sadly are counted with bad and sad. 
Adverbs formed from an adjective in e, as gently from gentle, 

truly from true, are counted as different words. 
Adj£•ctives. Separate counts are not made of adjectives formed by 

adding n to proper nouns; e.g., Austrian and Bavarian are 
counted with Austria and Bai·aria. 

SPECUL CASE: An adjective formed by adding ly to a 
noun is counted as a different word from the noun; e.g., home and 
homely are two different words. 

Comparatil·es and superlatives of adjectives and adverbs. Special 
counts are not made of comparatives and superlatives formed by 
adding er or r and est or st, or by changing y to ier or iest; e.g., 
longer, prettier, and bravest are counted with long, pretty, and 
brave. 

SPECIAL CASE: This also applies to adjectives doubling the 
final consonant and adding er and est; e.g., red, redder, and red
dest are counted as one word. 

Verbs. Special counts are not made of verb forms ending in ing and 
ins, d, ed. or of forms changing y to ies and ied, or of past parti
ciples formed by adding n; e.g., plays, playing, and played are 
counted with play. 

SPECIAL CASES: Verb forms which drop the finale and add 
ing arc cnuntctl \vith the root form: e.g .. pact! and 1wcin~ arc 
counted as one word. 

.. 

Verb forms which double the final consonant and adding or ed 
are counted as one word; e.g., drip, dripping, and dripped are 
counted as one word. 

Past participles formed by adding en to a verb are counted as 
different from the verb; e.g., eat and eaten are two different words. 

Hyphenated words. In case of uncommon hyphenated words, follow 
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary (2nd edition). Any hyphen
ated word is considered as one word if it is listed in the dictionary 
as a hyphenated word; otherwise it is counted as two words. 

Compound names. Compound names of persons or places like f,{ew 
York, United States, St. Louis, Santa Claus, and Van Dyke 
count as single words. 

Contractions. Count contractions as different words from those 
from which they are derived; e.g .• because and 'cause are two 
different words. He's is not counted with he or with is. 

Both common and proper nouns. Count the proper noun as being 
the same word as the common; e.g .. Jack and jack are the same 
word. 

MISCELLA~EOt:S SPECIAL CASES: Words formed by adding y 
to a word in the list are counted as different from the root word; 
e.g., squeak and squeaky are different words~ German and Ger
many are different words. 

Words of different spelling listed in the dictionary as one word 
are counted as the same word; e.g., honor and ho1t0ur are the 
same word, Frankfort and Frankfurt are the same word. 

If a word is formed by adding two or more suffixes to a listed 
word, one of which when added to the listed word is counted with 
i~ that word is different from the root word; e.g., happen and 
happening are the same word but happenings is a different word. 
Excite and excited are the same word, but excitedly is a different 
word. 

Words formed by adding en are counted as different from the 
original word; e.g., wool and woolen are two different words, 
gold and golden are two different words, bit and bitten are two 
different words. 

Record the count ,>n the Work Sheet urn.kr Basic Data. item 4 ( sec 
page 10). 



Lorge Formula for Estimating Difficulty of Reading Materials 

WORK SHEET 
R.I.= 

Title or book or article: ____ _ Edition: ------

Name of author: _______ _ 

Magazine: ---------- Volume and No.: __ _ 

Publisher: _________ _..,ate of Publication: __ 

Location of sample in text: _____________ _ 

Basic. Data 

1. Number of words in the sample 

2. Number of sentences in the sample 

3. Number of prepositional phrases in the sample ------

4. Number of hard words in the sample 

Computation 

For average sentence length: 
Divide Item 1 by Item 2 

For ratio of prepositional phrases: 
Divide Item 3 by Item 1 

For ratio of hard words: 
Divide Item 4 by Item 1 

X .06 = 

X 9.55 

X 10.43 

Constant = 
Add the Values and the Constant 

READABILITY INDEX = 

Values 

1.9892 
---

i 

' 

' } 

l 
\ 

WORK SHEET (cont.) 

Notes=---------------------

Name of Analyst _______ _vate of analysis ----

Name of Computer ate of computing __ _ 

Name of Checker ate of checking ---

CP 
CP 



APPENDIX B 

FLESCH READABILITY FORMULA 



HOW TO USE THE READABILITY FORMULA 

T11E statistical readability formula is a means of gauging the 
case and interest with which a book, article. or story will he 
n.·ad. The estimate is expressed in a figure that indicates the 
reading-grade at which the average school child will be able to 
answer about three-quarters of the questions in a reading com· 
prehension test concerning det.1il, appreciation, import, vocabu· 
lary, and concepts of the text, \\'itl1 adequate completeness and 
correctness. Thus a reading grade placement of 5.-1 for a passage 
indicates material at the fifth grade, that is, within the reading 
comprehension of average fifth grade children. For adult read
ers, this grade placement may be converted into an estimate of 
the reader's "magazine reading level," indicating the type of 

magazine comparable in ease and interest of style to the tested 
passage. Material can then be selected with a view to magazines 
read or preferred by the specific audience or individual. 

I. Selecting the samples. 
Unless a whole text is analyzed, samples of a hundred words 

each should be chosen according to a definitescheme, e.g.,every 
fifth paragraph or every tenth page. For an average article or 
story of aboutthree thousandwords, not less than three hun- · 
dred words should be sampled. Longer articles or books require, 
of course, more samples. Each sample should start at the begin- · · 
ning of a paragraph. 

2~ Counting the n·umber of words. 
Count each word up to a hundred. Hyphenated words and 

contractions are counted. as one word. Numbers arid letters are ·. 

•I 

'I 
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counted as words. .As a rule, count all the words and other 

items that arc separated by white space. 

3. Comfmting the average se11tence lwgth in words (the "sen
tence factor," Xs). 

Find the sentence ending nearest to the hundred-word mark, 

e.g., at the 94th word or at the 109th word. Count the sentences 
up to that point and divide the number of words by their 
number; if in doubt what is to be considered a sentence, follow 

the units of thought rather than the punctuation: sometimes 

sentences are marked off by colons and semi-colons instead of 

periods-like these. 

4. Counting the number of affixes (the "morpheme factor" Xu), 
An affix is "an addition placed at the beginning or end of a 

root. stem, or word, to modify its meaning (Oxford Dictionary). 
Count all the affixes within the hundred-word sample. If the 

text has more or less than a hundred words, compute the num

ber of affixes per hundred words. Disregard capitalizations. 

Affixes may be inflectional endings, prefixes, suffixes, foreign 

endings. 

INFl.F.CTIO'.'iAL ENDI:--;GS: 

Vcrhs: -ing, -cd, -d, -t, -en. -n; e.g., doing, lived, said, meant, written, 
hccn 

Adjcct ivcs and adverbs: -er, -est, -st; e.g., better, highest, first 
.-\d,·crbs: -ly; e.g., slightly, only . 
~umbers: -ty, -th; e.g., twenty, fourth 

EXCEPTIO~s: Do not count -es or -s when used to form plurals, 

possessives, or a third person singular. Do not" count -en when 
used to form plurals. Do not count ending -d or -t in: could, 
did, had, might, ought, should, stood, went, ·would. 

I.IST OF PRF.FIXES, WITH F.XA~IPLES: 

a-

ab
abs-

about, amoral, a,·ert, 
achieve 

abhor 
abstract 

ac
ad
af
after-

accord 
admit 
afford 
afternoon 

ag-
al-
am
amphi
an-
ana-
ant-
ante
anti-
ap-
apo-
ar-
arch
archi-
as-
at-
auto-
be-
bene-
bi-
bio-
by-
cata
cath
circum
cis-
co-
col
com
con
contra
cor
counter
de-
di-
dia-
dif-
dis-
dys-
e-
ec-
ef· 
em-
cn
enter-

aggressive 
allocate, already 
ambiguous 
amphibian 
anarchist 
anatomy 
antagonize 
antedate 
antitoxin 
appeal 
apostaSy 
arrive 
archbishop 
ard1itect 
assign 
attain 
automobile 
beguile, because 
benefactor 
bicycle 
biography 
bystander 
catalog 
catholic 
circumference 
cisatlantic 
cooperate 
collateral 
commemorate 
connection 
contradict 
correlation 
counteract 
deduce 
dilemma 
diagnose 
different 
dismiss 
dysentery 
eliminate 
eccentric 
effect 
embargo.emperor 
enchant 
entertain 

eph
epi
equi
cs-
eu-
cx
extra
for
fore
hemi
hetero
homo
hyper
hypo-
1-

il-
in
infra
inter
intra
intro
ir
mal
mega
meta
mis
mono
multi
neo
non
ob-
oe-
of-
off
amni
on
op
ortho
out
over
pan
panto
para
pen
per-

ephemeral 
epigram 
equidistant 
escort 
eulogy 
exaggerate 
extraordinary 
forget 
forecast 
hemisphere 
heterogeneous 
homonym 
hyperbole 
hypotenuse 
ignorant 
illiterate 
inactive, into 
infrared 
intersection 
intramural 
introduce 
irritable 
maltreat 
megaphone 
metamorphosis 
mistake 
monograph 
multiform 
neolithic 
nonchalant 
obstacle 
occur 
office, offer 
offset 
omnipotent 
onslaught 
oppose 
orthodox 
outline, outlive 
overcome 
panacea 
pantomime 
paraphrase 
penultimate 
percoJate '° 

!-' 
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pni- pc:riphCl") super- superhuman esce coalesce -ism Fascisn1 
pol~·· polysyllable 5Ur· mrrendcr -escent (2) adolescent -ist egoist 
por- portrait 4iUS· suspender -ese Chinese •it limit, unit 
pnS(· f>O'ih( ript syl- syllogism -esque Romanesque -ite polite, unite 
pre· precede S}m· symbol -ess princess -ition nutrition 
prn- proceed syn- syntax -et pocket, violet -itis arthritis 
pseudo- p,cudon)m telc- telephone -ete obsolete -ity authority 
pur- purpose thorough- thoroughfare -etic energetic -ium solarium 
TC· rcvi!>..: tra- tradition -ette cigarette -ive creative 
red- rcdccm tran- transcendental -ey alley, money -ize criticize 
retro- retrospect trans- transatlantic -ferous (2) vociferous -kin manikin 
~- secession tres- trespass -fie specific -le twinkle, battle 
semi- scmic:irdt· tri- triangle -fication (2:amplification (not: little} 
sub- wbsoil ultra- ultraviolet -fold manifold -less endless 
subtcr- :,uhtcrfo~c un- unlock, until -form uniform -let booklet 
sue- succeed under- understand -ful beautiful -like childlike 
suf- suffer, suffit·e uni- university -fy testify -ling duckling 
~lJlT- sug~est up- upset -gram monogram -logy (2) criminology ~ 

sum- summons vice- vicepresident -graph phonograph -ly cleanly. daily 
">Up· suppose with- withdraw. without -graphy (2) photography -m poem, phlegm 

-hood childhood -ma stigma, coma 
l.hT 01 Sl '1· nxr.s A;\;[) FOREIGN F.:'I.DI:SGS, WITH EXA~1PLES: -i stimuli -me scheme, theme 

{Combinations of two affixes are marked 2) -ial facial -meal piecemeal 
-ian Bostonian -men specimen -a area, i<lea. opera, data -ate activate -ible edible -ment achievement -able suitable -ation operation -ic basic -meter hexameter 

-aceous (2) rosaccous -cide homicide -ical (2) logical -mony (2) alimony 
-arious (~) \"i\ acious -de cubicle -ice service -most topmost 
·Jcy (:!) fallacy -cracy (2) democracy -ics antics -nd errand, reverend <,d(: lemonade -crat aristocrat -id stupid -nda agenda,propaganda 
-a~e marriage -cy bankruptcy -ide bromide -ness greatness 
-a<.: . alumnae -dom freedom -ie movie -nomy (2) economy -ain n:rtain, captain -ee employee -ier soldier, financier -0 ratio -a! cereal.real -eer pioneer -ies species -ock hillock -;,in American eign foreign, sovereign -il civil -od method~ period 
-ana Lincolniana -el hotel, shovel -ile fragile -oid celluloid 
-~nee abundance -en fasten, golden (not: -im victim, interim -ol phenol 
-~mcy (2) pregnancy happen) -in insulin ·OD criterion 
-ant hesitant -ence inference -ine gasoline -one ozone 
-ar liar ·ency (2) tendency -ion division -oon balloon; cartoon 
-an.I drunkanl ·ent competent -ique technique -or doctor, sailor 
-arian (2) librarian er teacher,. folder -is crisis -ory factory 
-:irium (2) aquarium ern northern -ise treatise, merchandise -orium (2) auditorium 
<trt hra,JtTart -ery pottery -ish finish, English ·OS chaos ,")i"") 

'° -arv comm cntary ,es series, mores -isk asterisk -ose verbose f\) 



.J,.t' U./ "-·' UJ .LLt'U<ltiUtt> ,)t) ,e 

·O'>i', (:!) apotheosis ·ti(: value, issue 
·OLIS famous ·Um forum 
-philc Anglophile -ure nature, future 
-ry dentistry ·US nucleus 
·S<..OJ>C microscope ·Ute minute, statute 
-slup dictatorship -verse universe 
-some handsome ·\'Crt extrovert 
-son reason, prison -ward(s) afterward 
•Sophy (2) philosophy -w~ys always 
·Ster gangster ·WISC likewise . 
-str<:ss seamstress -worthy (2) praiseworthy 
·th warmth, ,,·cal th, faith -x apex, ,.-cncx 
-t <lra.ft, height •y. very, breezy, army, 
-tion portion beauty, party, city, 
-tuck m~1Ititudc dolly 

: Count -y aho when it appears as -i-; e.g., ladies, heavier, business, hurried. 
Do not count -y in any, body, c,er:·, many. 

These lists of prefixes and suffixes are not exclusive. Thev do 
not contain rare affixes, like -aign in "campaign.'' On the o~her 

hand, do not count mechanically everything that looks like an 

affix but is part of the root, like -er in "matter.". If in doubt, 

follow the etymo]o~ical explanation of a good dictionary. Every 

affix that fits the above definition should be counted. If a word 
consists only of t,,·o or more of the listed affixes, one is to be 
consiclerccl the root, e.g., -soph- in "philosophy" or -meter in 
"diameter." 

MHE: Do not count affixes in proper names, like "Fannv 

Farmer" or_ "Argentine," unless the original meaning is pr;

serYcd, as m "United States." One word may have several 

affixes, e.g., "compartmentalization" (5), "undeservedly" (4), 
"disenfranchisement" ('1). 

5. Counting the nuniber of personal references (the "human 
intt:Tl'sl factor," Xu). 

Count a] l personal references in your hundred-word sample. 

H your text has more or less than a hundred ·words, comp·ute 
the number of personal references per hundred words. Dis-

regard capitalizations. Personal references arc: names, personal 
pronouns, and cenain words listed below. 

:"-A~IES: 

Count all names of people or animals (first names, last names, 
nicknames, petnames, etc.). Count the full name with titles as 

one personal reference, e.g., "the Vice-President, Mr. Henry 
Agard ·wallace.'' 

PERSO:-.AL PRONOUNS: 

I, thou, you, he, she, we, they; me, thee, him, her, us, them; 

my, mine, thy, thine, your, yours, his, her, hers, our, ours, their, 

theirs; myself, thyself, yourself, himself, herself, ourselves, your

selves, themselves. 

:-.orr: they, them, their, theirs, themseh'es, are to be counted 
only if they refer to people, or to animals which appear as char
acters in the passage or story. Count she, her, etc., even if 

- referring to a ship or a country. 

WORDS 1:-,;mcATI:'\G HV:\1AN BEI::,.;Gs OR RELATIO~SHIPS: 

Aunt, baby, boy, brother, child, cousin, dad, daddy, dame, 

daughter, family, father, fellow, folks, friend, gentleman, girl. 
guy, husband, kid, lad, lady, lass. madam(e), mamma, man, 
miss, mister, mother, nephew, niece, pal, papa, parent, people, 
(not peoples), sir, sister, son. sweetheart, uncle, wife, woman; 

and combinations of these words with each other and with 

grand-, greatgrand-, step- and in-law. Count also familiar forms 
of these words, like "grandpa." 

This list is exclusive. Do not count any other ,vords, like 
"teacher" or "doctor." 

EXA~lPLE: "My Aunt l\fary herself' contains four personal 
references. 

6. Averaging results. 
Compute the average of each statistical measure from aU your 

samples. 
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7. Formula. 

Insert the values for Xtt, X" and X 11 in the following formula: 

.1338 Xe + .0645 XM - .0659 Xu + 4.2,198. 

The end result gives the reading grade plac.:emcnt. 
Placement in Class I to Class VII can Le achieved directly by 

subtracting 5.0 from the reading grade placement by the 
formula, or by using the alternative formula: 

.1338 X8 + .0645 x~ - .0659 Xu - .7502. 

In this notation, 0.0 indicates material for adult readers who 

arc barely literate, and 7.0 corresponds to reading matter that 

requires rnnsiderable effort even from highly educated adults. 

8. Cu111Jt:r.sion table (to be used for adult readers). 
Rradi11g grade 

Reading grade placement 
Class plocement by Typical (estimated 

formula Description magazine correctio11) 

5.9 and below Very easy (none) 5.9 and below 
II 6.0 to 6.9 Easy True Story 6.0 to 6.9 
m 7.0 to 7.9 Fairly easy Liberty 7.0 to i.9 
IV 8.0 to 8.9 Average Reader's Digest 8.0 to 9.9 

difficulty 
V 9.0 to 9.9 Fairly Harper's Magatinc 10.0 to 12.9 

difficult 
\'I 10.0 to 10.9 Difficult 1' ale Re1.1icw 13.0 to 16.9 

(college) 
\'II 11.0 and above Very Sdtntific Monthly 17.0 and abo,·e 

difficult (college· graduate) 
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GOOD READING FOR POOR READERS 

How TO USE THE FORMULA : 

In attempting to evaluate a book apparently intended for readers of the 
first three grades, we have found the following steps effective: 

I. Prepare a \Vorkshcct like that given on p.1gc 126. 

2. Co~nt off appr?xii_natcly I 00 words in the early part of the book. 
I3egm at the begmnmg of a sentence and end the the count with the last 
word of the sentence containing the 100th word. 

3. Write the number of words in the Worksheet on line 1. 

4. Count the number of sentences in the sample. Write the number of 
sentences in the Worksheet on line 2. 

5. Check the separate words in the sample against the Stone Revised 
Word List. Make a count of the number of words not found in this 
1 ist. 

6. \Vrite the number of hard words in the Worksheet on line 3. 

7. Divide the number of words in the sample by the number of sentences 
to find the average sentence length (line 4). 

8. Divide the number of hard words by the number of words in the 
sample to find the per cent of hard words. Drop the decimal point. 
{line 5). 

9. Multiply average sentence length (line 4) by .141. Write product 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

on line 6. 
Multiply per cent of hard words (line 5) by .086. Write product 
on line 7. 

Add the figures on lines 6, 7 and tbe constant, .839. 

The sum is an estimate of the grade level of difficulty of the selection. 

Repeat steps 1-11. with samples from the middle and rear of the 
book. Use at least 5-10 samples depending upon the length of the 
book. 
Determine the average grade placement of the book by ~dding the 
estimates and dividing by the 1_1umbcr of sample~. This 1s the final 
estimate of the grade level of difficulty of the entire book. Drop the 
last figure or round it off, as 2.367 = 2.4. 

RULES FOR APPLYING THE FORMULA 

Some questions may arise in comparing the words. in t~e book with. the 
Stone Revised \Vord List. These rules are offered to clarify this word counting. 

l. Count all letters and numbers in fi~ures as familiar. 

2. Proper nouns, or names of persons, places are counted as familiar. 

, Count rl'gular vrrb fon~s .:1s familiar. This includes ing,. cs, ed, and 
· I nc,cs involviu" doubling of the final consonant, dropping the final c 1a ,. . ,, 

c, d1.rn~:inl! y to i. 
·L < :1111111 rq•,ul.ir plur:11' and p,,~sl'ssivc rndings of nouns as fan:iiliar. 

I 
I 
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Plural~ ~n s. es, ies are familiar; those, as in 
unfam1har unless on the list. ox-oxen, goose-geese, are 

5. Count adjectival or adverbial endings as ily er est Jy a f ·1· 
unless on the Jisr. • • • . . s un am, tar 

6. Coun.t a W<?td as un.familiar only once even though ii: appears again 
or with variable endings later in the sample. · · · 

7. A group. of words, consisting of the repetition of a single word or 
exclamation, as oh, oh, oh; look, look. look, is counted as a single 
sentence regardless of punctuation. • 

8. Count hyp~cnated words as unfamiliar unless both parts appear in 
the word list. · · 

9. Count contractions, as didn't, unfamiliar unless on the list. 

10. Count hyphenated words. compound words and numbers in figures 
as one word. 

OTHER SUGGESTIONS 

J. Analyze each sample independently, i.e. words counted as unfamiliar 
in any sample arc again unfamiliar in subsequent samples. · 

2. Count single or two-word sentences as such in determining average 
sentence length, as in directions and some preprimers. 

3. Avoid sampling material that is not typical of continuous matter, e.g. 
avoid dialogue, headings, titles. 

4. Avoid sampling consistl'ntly at the beginning or end of chapters since 
the Clyml'r study ciccd above indicates these arc not typical. · 

STONE'S Rr:vrsr:o WORD LIST 

In rhe early stages of our work with the formula. we employed a word list 
devised by Edgar Dale.• This contained 7 69 words found in the spoken 
vocabulary of children as noted in the International Kindergarten Union list, 
and in the first I 000 of the reading vocabulary of Thorndike's Teacher's Word 
Book of J0,000 Words. Later Clarence R. Stone II suggested that this list 
should be modernized by the use of more recent word counts. He offered such 
a word list which involved changes in 173 words. We have adopted this list 
and find that estimates based upon it do not vary materially from those found 
in using Dale's list. We compared the e::;timates by either word list for 25 books 
ranging in reading diffculty from low first to high third grade levels. There 
were no consistl'nt differences in the estimates at any particular level. Differences 
in the estimates of reading difficulty averaged Jess than two months and in no 
case were greater than four months. For these reasons. we believe that the Stone 
Revised Word List can now be used in the application of the formula. 

4. D.tlr. Edgu, "A Comparison of Two Word Lists," Educational Rmarch Bulletin, (Ohio 
Sutt Univrnity) 18, December 8, 1931. 484-488. . . . 

5. Stone, Cl,Jrlr~ JL, "'l\lcarnrinp. l)iflirnl1y nf Primary Rrading M.1tcrial: A Constructive 
Criticiim of Sp~che'a Mv.1surt." /:fl'tl1rntar11 Schor>/ ,lourm1(, 5 7, October 195 6, 3 6-41. 
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GOOD READING FOR POOR READERS 

CLARENCE R. STONE'S REVISION OF THE 
DALE LIST OF 769 EASY WORDS 

a bath building corner everything 
about be bump could eye 
across bear bunny count 
afraid beautiful bus country face 
after became busy cover fall 
afternoon because but cow family 
again bed butter cried far 
air bedroom buy cross farm 
airplane hce buzz crumb farmer 

all been by cry fast· 

almost before cup fat 

alone began cabbage cut· father 

along begin cage feather 

already behind cake dance feed 

also being calf dark feel 

always believe call day feet 

am bell came dear fell 

an belong can deep felt 

and beside candy deer fence 

animal best cap did few 

another better car dig field 

answer between care dinner fill 

any big careful dish find 

anyone bigger carry do fine 

anything bill cat does · finish 

apple bird catch dog fire 

arc birthday caught doll first 

arm hit cent done fish 

around black chair don't fit 

arrow blew chick door five 

as blow chicken down flag 

ask blue child draw flew 

asleep board children dress floor 

at boat circus drink flower 

ate book Christmas drive fly 

away both city drop follow 

automobile bottom clap <lry food 

bow clean duck foot 

ba;i bowl . climb for 

baby bow-wow close each found 

box clothes car four 
back clown early fox 
bad boy 

cluck east fresh 
bag branch friend 

brc:1d co.it eat 
bake cock-a- frog 
baker break 

egg 

ball hrc.1kfast doodle-doo else from 

bright cold elephant front 
h,,lloon color end fruit 

hand bring engine full 
brother come 

han~ hrought coming enough fun 
h,,rk funny 

harn hrown cook even 

hni~ 
w«Ay (ic) ever 

l,;irny.,rd 
\,nild rnrn ('Very game. 

h.,,ht 
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i 
i,:,lfllcn his kg Mr~. 
f:,lll' hit let much 

peanut 
prep 

~:.tVl' hold let's mud pennies 

~··t hole letter music people 

1: ir l home lie must pct 

f:i\'r honey light my pick 

f:IJJ hop like picnic 

~·, horn line nail picture 

~1llt horse lion name pie 

God hot listen near p!ece 

g0ing house little neck pig 

~i.'lld how live need pink 

gone hungry log nest place 

~ood hunt long never plan 

gl-iod-by hurry look new plant 

~ot hurt lost next play 

grandfather lot nice pkase 

gr:mdmother I loud night pocket 

grass ice Jove no point 

gray if lunch noise policeman 

great I'll north pond 

green in made nose pony 

grew Indian mail not pop 

ground inside make note poor 

grow into man nothing post 

gurss is many now present 

it march nut press 

had its matter pretty 

hair may of puff 

hall jar me off pull 

hand joke meat often push 

happen jump meet oh put 

happy just men old puppy 

hard meow on 

has keep met once quick 

hat kept mew one quiet 

have kill mice only quite 

hay kind might open 

he kitchen mile or rabbit 

head kitten milk orange race 

hear knew milkman other rain 

heard knock mill our rake 

heavy know minute out ran 

held miss outside read 

hrllo lady Miss over ready 

help laid money own real 

hen lamb monkey red 

her land moo paint rest 

here large more pan ride 

herself last morning paper right 

hid late most park ring 

hide laugh mother part river 

high Jay mouse party road 

hill learn mouth pat roar 

him )t>aVCS move paw robin 

himself left Mr. pay rock 
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rode six summer today 
roll skate sun toe 
roof skin sunshine together 
room skip sure told 
rooster sky surprise tomorrow 
root sled swam too 
rope sleep sweet .took 
round sleepy supper top 
row slide swim town 
rub slow swing toy 
run small train 

smell table tree 
said smile tail trick 
same ·smoke take tried 
sand sniff talk trunk 
sang snow tall try 
sat so tap turkey 
save soft teach turn 
saw sold teacher turtle 
say some teeth two 

school something tell 
sea sometime ten uncle 

scat song tent under 

see soon than umbrella 

seed sound thank until 

seem soup that up 

seen splash the upon 

sell spot their us 

send spring them use 

sent squirrel then 

set stand there vegetable 

seven star these very 

shake start they visit 

shall station thin voice 

she stay thing 

shell step think wagon 

sheep stick this wait 

shine still those wake 

shoe stone though walk 

shop stood thought want 

short stop three war 

should store threw warm 

show story throw was 

shut str.1ight t ickct wash 

sick street tic watch 

sidr strin~ tir,rr water 

si~n strong time wave 

sing such tired way 

si5tcr suit to we 

sit 

wear 
wee 
weed 
week 
well 
went 
were 
west 
wet 
what 
wheat 
wheel 
when 
where 
which 
while 
white 
who 
why 
wide 
wild 
will 
win 
wind 
window 
wing 
winter 
wish 
with 
without 
woman 
wonder 
wood 
woke 
wolf 
word 
work 
world 
worm 
would 
write 

yard 
year 
yc11ow 
yes.• 
you 
your· 

zoo 

100 
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GOOD READING FOR POOR READERS 

Worksheet for Application of the 

Spache Readability Formula for Grades 1-111 

Artlc:le or Boo,,, __________________ _ Date, _______ _ 

Author------------------ Publisher, _________ __,_ 

I. Number words 

2. Number sentences 

3. Number words not on 
Stone Revised Word 
List 

4. Ave. Sentence Lr.ngth 
(Divide I by 2) 

S. Per cent hard words 
(Divide 3 by 1 , mul
tiply bv I 00) 

6. Multiply (4) by • 141 

7. Multiply CS> by .086 

8. Consto1nt 

9. Estimated gr11do 
placement (Add, 6, 1, 
and 8) 

Average grade placement o 

Page, ___ _ Pag,.._ __ _ Pag1"'---- Pag,,,_ __ _ 

From._ __ _ From'----- From ____ From.__ __ _ 

T,.,_ ___ _ T...._ ____ T,.,_ ____ T"-----

.839 .839 .839 .839 

f-______ ampleS------

Analyzed by·-----------

DatO----·-------·----
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Estimating readability by tlze noun frequency method 

The following procedural steps were developed by successive tt:ial 
:d · test metJ1ods and are in line with similar methods adopted by other 
;earchcrs into readability assessment. 

1 J Select from each story or selection, three passages long enough to 
contain at least 20 different nouns. If the style varies in difficulty~ 
it is ad,·isable to choose the more complex passages, since these 
usually set the upper limit on comprehension. Othervdse, select 
passages at random from the beginning, middle, and end of the 
story. 

21 Using the NZCER List, look up and record the frequency le,el of 
all the nouns in the passage. Any nouri not appearing in the Sffen 

.. :Jewls of the original list, or the additional:eighth leYel (see below)· 
'' is rated le\·el nine. ' . . . . . ·-

e.g., anfrnal~.3. automobile-8, appointrnent-9. 
Note·:· · -
a) ... Do. n~t- ~ount people·s ~ames. · Other proper :nouns ( cities, 

countries, institutions, etc.) follow the same rules as -C{..:n
mon nouns, e.g., New Zealand-3, ~ew Zealander-9. 

bl If a noun appears more than once in a passage, count it _::ly 
once. 

cJ GiYe plural nouns the same count as singular nouns even if 
the plural form is included in the NZCER List. 

dJ Give gerunds the same count as the Ycrbs they are derh·ed 
from. 

e] Hyphenated words follO\v the normal rules. 
e.g., make-up-8, make-bclie\'c-9. 

fl Abbreviations for nouns are counted as level 9. 
e.g., UNESC0-9, Scpt.-9. 

3} Compute the mean frequency len·l. i.e., Add up the frequency 
lc,·cl numbers and dhidc by the number of nouns. 

4) R<:fcr to Table 3 to determine the approximate age gro:.:p for 
which the material is suitable for im.tructional purposes. 

Example Selection from New Zealand School Journal 

Part l, Number l, 1967 

J,1pa.ne:!-c gardens arc amonf: the m~t lx:autiful in the uOT!.i They 
make \'cry attracthc use of rocl:s and u atcr, and Japanese garcur.er-s mist 
the branc.hcs of trees into different patterns as they grow. 

Often Dko's family 1;ocs to a nearby rntaurant for the e't'C~ 

meal. h has a \'cry beautiful garden. Abo\·c you can scc·somc of the ~!US~ 

looking out of the rc.!>taura.nt u-indow :it the garden. 

i 
i 
t • ! 

Af'ter they have eat.en.. Eiko arid some of: her frten.d.s go f"or a. ....,
0

0c. 
b tbc garden. 'The rocks are carefully placed so they can st.and 1n ilic Tnid
ck of the lake. 

Ferns grow among the rocks outside the restaurant v.rindow. E.iko"s 
f c.:J;",r is ready at the window with his camera. The restaurant gives a good 
idr:a of how Japanese houses are built. The spaces at ground level allow 
c:-.xl air to moYe under the building. 

gardens 3 family. 
world 2 restaurant 
use 2 - meal 
rocks 3 guests 
water 1 window 
gardeners 9 friends 
branches 4 walk 
trees 1 middle 
patterns 9 lake 

- .\Yerage Freq~ency Level=104=3.85 
27 

l 
(; 2 ferns 9 
t9 father 1 
'.~,, 4 camera 7 

7 idea 4 
2 houses 1 
1 spaces 6 
2 level 6 
3 air 2 
2 building 2 

'Total 104 

T~ passage· would.· be classified as suitable for an:ragc 8 to 9 year-old 
r~.a.ders. 

Le\'el 8 List 

:..:~pt banner claim desire 
2... --:ompany baseball closely c~tcrminc 
,:cording beet clothe dc,·clop 
,::obatic beggar colonel dc,il 
,:th·e benefit combine dc,·ote 
a.:tual bluff comfort difficulty 
,:ttially bore constitution dim 
,b·ance braid commission directly 
c.::m brand COr.1p.1IllOn di!>play 
.5rct brief comp.re dodi;c 
~;ent Britain compel dollar 
~tirude broad complt.-t.cly doubt 
.\.~.crican buffalo concern dU\\n' 
..::.."lounce bu!.bcl ~p ("(Onom1c 
~u~ buu curious effort 
;;:-~al . C':WU custom dbow 
;;:.ilr c:impali:11 d.uh c-kmrnt 
.. ;;:,oint canal dt"bt cn~Jte-
~~;::cub CC'~!-C CC'( !:are u1;ind ..... 
,;::kot ~u cfrfr.u n: .. !1!,1.b 0 

vJ 
'--""OU s,e «rt.-.lnr, dt"mand (',1dcnc~ 
;.~~.1me ch:imba dr.nocutSc ('"\Amini 
-.iSUre cb:arm d~y ('\C)le 
.t.:!a."ltic chtd. c!cpc:Kit c1d.um 
.. :~:::pt Chn\tian dn.cnbe c>.ut 
,;; :.O:nobile circum,unces ck>Cn-e c:1.f'('r' .. -ncnt 



expression Italian praise 
extend justify preach 
faith likely president 

fallen locate previous 
false loss prefer 
familiar make-up presence 

fare marriage preserve 

fashion mention · pride 

fate mere (adj.) proceed 
feature merely profit 

fled moral proportion 
ferry mule .propose 
file napkin quilt 

fleet naturally radish 

flesh necessity railroad 

following ne,·ertheless ranch 

force nickel rattle 

fonner noble recite 

friendly noisy recogniie 

gem nursery reduce 
ger.erally obsen·e relation 
German official relief 
glory ore remainder 
glow original remark 

grant otherwise represent 
grind pace reserve 

grocery particularly revolution. 

Greek pause risk 

gymnasium pearl rotten 

handsome pepper scrap 

herald perform screw 
hinge personal secure 

hire pickle severe 
homesick pledge · serrated 
include policy - .series 
indicate portion .: sigh 

influence possess similar· 
interest f. 

possession ·simply 

inquire possibly··. · situation 

insist po,yerful _ · .. slice 

instant practical society' · · ·.· 

introduce ' practically somewhat 

Table 3 Suitable age le,·els for.4ifferent 
readability ratings 

Mean noun 
frequency level 

3.00-3.59 
3.60-.4.19 
4.20-4.59 
4.60-4.99 
5.00-5.49 
5.50-5.99 
6.00 • and over 

Suitable 
age 

7-S yrs. 
&-9 yrs. 
9-lOyrs. 

1~11 yrs. 
ll-12yrs. 
12-13 yrs. 
14yrs.and~ 

soul 
source 
Spanish 
sprinkle 
squeeze 
stalk 
starve 
stitch 
straighten 
strap 
sttawbertf 
stretch 
substance 
sweater 
tablet 
task 
territorJ 
theory 
threaten 
thumb 
tickled 
total 
trace 
training 
tremble 
trial 
trlin 
troop 
turtle 
tying .· 
understanding 
uni\"ersity: . 
urge 

. useless. 
vain·'.· .. vary 
vast -
vessel 
,ictory 
warn· 
worthy 

., 
1 
' . 

l 
' 
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GRAPH FOR ES~IMATING READABILITY 
by Edward Fry, .R~lgers Univers11y Reading Cemer, New Jersey 

A-,era,!E: numbr.r of syllable, per 100 words 
. SHORT LONG WORDS 

Sft--+-+--+--+-~4-4-4-+-+-l--l<--,f--.--+-+-~11--l--h'l--l.!!,'-4-4l~~._!;.::,:;.:::.;:::::.;:.-1 
,, ..... .._ ... ~..,_...L;..s;....J 

D1Rr.cnc:1r; n.,nLlomli, ,.rlecl 3 one hundrrd word passaucs from :i book or an article. Plot 
.u, Uli.ff nu•nher ot -,yllables a11tJ :l\1t~,a~e nurnt>er of ~entence~ p<'r 100 words 
Ort ,.,.,ph lu dctcrm,ne Uw 1•rc1llr level of the n1.1terial. Choni.c more passar.:cc; 
''"' hooh •f ttu•,,I vc1r1;11>1hlY. 1!> oh•.C?rved ;111d cont:lucle that the t,oof.. has unevi?n 
u .tdJt111t1y. t t!N r,011"'-'- w,11 tall ,n J!r,"ly ,1r1?a hut when ttley do u1ade l~'W'l"I 

ll<Ar/PI F. 

• 1 o•fl". Jre u1\l,ll1d 

1 •.I Hurutrrrl 'llo1d~ 
~11tl ttu11rlrr•I Worth, 
Jut t4uudrr-<1 Word., 

SYLLABLfS 
124 
141 
158 

AVrRAGE 141 

RfAl>ABII ITY 71h GRADE (see dot plollc<.I on uraph) 

SLNTENCf.S 
6.6 
!,.!J 
6.B 

6.3 

106 
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a book Js withdrawn Js DOC proof of ila roadabilJty or that the cbJJdnm have 
actuaDy rwf and comprehcmded Jt. 

USE OF TIIE FORMULA 

The Yoabm formula bas been med to measure the readability of tchool 
tatboob. juvenile 6~ adult 6ction, adult totboob, and magazines for 
children and adults. It ii especially useful for evaluating fmtructional materiala 
commonly used m scboob &om the fourth grade and above. It is useful to 
tmcbcn in selecting textbooks and other materi.als to 6t the needs of children of 
difffflmt levels of reading abilities. It is useful to authors and publishers in the 

~tioo of materials for instructional purposes. 
The formula ls helpful to a teacher who ls seeking to tind suitable ref ereoce 

material on diHerent levels of dilBculty to be used in a unit of work. It also is 
u,cful in ,electing boob to be placed in a sequence of gradually increasing 

~~ula is useful to tmbook-selection committees who desire to tcled 
books accuntely graded and not too difficult for each grade level It can aho 
be used to find books easy enough for the retarded reader. 
. The formula is of further use for research purpo,es in the study of the read
ing difficulty of various kinds of material, the accuracy of the grade placement 
of textboob, and the suitability of materials for various levels of readership. It 
is now used quite widely in various research studies and by textbook writers 
and publishers for checlcing the reading difficulty of material in preparation for 
instructional use. 

STEPS REQUIRED FOR USE OF THE FORMULA 

The me of the Y oalcam formula requires the following steps: 

1. Select a book or article you wish to measure for readability. 
2. Determine the size and number of the samples you wish to Ule. 

3. Locate the samples in the book or article. · 
4. Scan the samples to locate all words with Thorndike serial numbers of 4 or 

above. 
5. Add the serial numbers of the words in each sample to secure the unit 

index number. 
6. Average the unit (or page) index._pumbers. 
7. Look up the grade level of the book or article in the scale (Table Il). 

. The mathematical calculations required in the use of the formula are simple 

( arithmetic operations. 

DIRECTIONS FOR SAMPLING BY PAGES 

Selecting Pages to Be Sampled. According to the findings of Dr. Bertha 
Leifeste,' the best and mostreliable sampling of a book consists of taking every 

'Bertha V. Leifeste, An Investigation of the Reliability of Sampling of Reading 
Material. Ph.D. dissertation. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh, 1942. 

AppencUs 

tenth page throughout. However. this method of sampling Is too ttme-consum
Jng for practical purpo,es. It ls doslrable to keep the sampling u small as Is 
consistent with reliable results. 

For practical purposes a sampling of ten ,elected pages. distributed at ap
proximately equal intervals throughout the book. ii reasonably reliable. Fifteen 
,elected pages is better but increa.,es the amount of time by one-third. A ten
page sampling will ordinarily bring one within .6 of a grade of the true meu
ure.. 

The tcchnfque may be used for sampling boob from fourth grade through 
high school and also yields apparently reliable results far general literature. It 
cannot be used for sampling books in mathematics or other subjects where 
formulas or mathematical symbols constitute a large proportion of the content 
but may be used to sample textual matter where the bulk of the matter consists 
of connected discourse. 

In sampling a book, proceed as follows: 

1. Make a preliminary survey of the boolc to get an idea of its nature and 
to determine the typical amount of textual matter on different pages. 
ll a book consists entirely of fuil pages of textual matter without illustra
tions, the sampling is comparatively easy: simply take ten full pages, 
distributed at approximately equal distances throughout the book. 

2. If a book seems extremely variable in its make-up, ten or fifteen typica1 
pages should be selected. This selection may consist of pages with chap
ter headings, end pages in chapters, pages with hall- or quarter-page il
lustrations, pages with marginal notes, or footnotes, all of which are 
typical of the contents of the book. 

3. ll a more reliable result is desired, these pages and partial pages should 
be so selected as to be equal to either ten or fifteen 'full pages of textual 
matter. Two half pages will equal one full page, etc. 

Determining Size of Page 

I. The average number of running words on a full page should now be 
computed by either counting three full pages and averaging· or by esti
mating the size of three full pages and averaging the estimates. A 
method of estimating the sizes of pages is to count the number of words 
in five lines, average, and multiply by the number of lines on the page. 

2. In sampling of ten or fifteen selected pag~ the sizes of the partial 
pages should be determined. The partial pages should then be combined 
into full pages and averaged in the manner as for full pages. 

3. Preface, introductions, bibliographies, and test exercises in textboob 
should not be included in the samplings. J--1 

D~ons for Samplin~ by Units. In case the investigator prefers to sample g 
by uruts, the .formula ~ll measure such units with reasonable accuracy. as · 
shown by Smith. The Stze of the unit should be an even number of words-
100 •. 200, 300, ~ more, d.epending upon the size of the book to be sampled. 
Having determined the S1Ze of the unit, the investigator should proceed as 
follows: . 
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1. Count the number of words on a selected page which equal the desired 
unit of 100. 200. or man, words. 

2. Cut a piece of paper or pasteboard equal in size to the unit chosen. 
3. Using the measure. sample the book by taking 100, 200. or more words 

alternately from the top, middle, and bottom of ten or fifteen selected 
pages until the desired number of samples are secured. 

4. Mule the samples in the book by making a light marginal line in pencil 
to indicate the beginning and end of the samples. 

5. Care should be talc.en to choose umplcs that are equal in size; that is. 
the spacing and length of lines in the samples should be equal. 

APFLYING THE FORMULA 

Idmtifying Serial Numbers. If possible, obtain a Thorndike Teacher's Word
book of 20,000 Words. Do not try to use the earlier 1921 Teacher's Word
book, which contains only 10,000 words. The Teaclicr"s Wordbook is ar
ranged alphabetically and contains serial numbers for all words in the 20,000 
indexed from 1, OT first thousand, to 20, or twentieth thousand. It is these se
rial numbers that are needed in scoring books. If you cannot find a copy of this 
book, you may use the Thorndike-Century Junior (or Senior) Dictionary. The 
serial numbers of the Thorndike 20,000 words are found in italics after each 
word, such as n 10, n 5, n 9, etc. 

If you fail to find a Thorndike Teacher"s Wordbook of 20,000 Worcu or the 
Thorndike-Century Junior Dictionan;, you can use instead Buckingham and 
Dolch's Tlie Combined Word List.' The index numbers required are the T 
words listed in The Combined Word List. It is possible also to use the Thorn
dike-Lorge Teacher"s Word Book of 30,000 Words by using the table on page 
249, Part III and through its use translate the frequency numbers in the T 
column into serial numbers 1 to 20, as indicated in the table. This process, 
however, is more time-consuming, and the use of The Combined Word List or 
the Thorndike-Century dictionaries is recommended instead. 

Score each sampled page of the book as follows: 

1. Scan the sampled page or unit and underline in pencil each word which 
appears difficult; or if you pref er, list on the attached form all the 
scored words from the page with their serial numbers. 

2. Look up all words which appear hard enough to warrant a Thorndike 
rating of 4 or above. You will soon realize that you underestimate the 
value of many words, especially adverbs, contractions, and compound 
words. 

3. Write the serial number of each word of 4 or above over or opposite 
the word underlined. You will then have scored all words on the page, 
except those bearing a serial number of 1, 2, or 3 in the Thorndike list. 

4. With practice you will soon be able to identify the words of above the 
fourth thousand quite easily. You will find that the words of 4 and 
above will constitute only a small proportion of the total running words 

'Boston: Ginn & Company, 1936. 

r 
t 
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on a page. Ordinarily then, will be from zero to twenty-five or U:~~ 
such words on a page, depending on the difficulty of the material.. 

5. Practice ICOring until you feel that you are able to identify the diflicult 
words. 

6. When in doubt about a word, look ft up. 
7. Score each word only once in each sample. 
8. Score all compound w~ which are not hyphenated by using the 

Thorndike serial number of that word, even though you think it seems· 
high. If the compound word is not scored by Thorndilce, score it by 
averaging the parts which make up the compound. 

9. Score a compound word containing a hyphen by a\'eraging the separate 
serial numbers of the two parts, un1ess the word is scored by Thorn
dike, in which case give it the Thorndike serial number. 

10. Give all words that do not appear in the Thorndike list a value of 20. 
This does not include variants which have been scored in root words by 
Thorndike. 

11. Do not score proper names. Investigations are under way to determine 
the effect of proper names on difficulty. 

12. Give all variants of a root word the same serial number as the root, un
less Thomdilce scores the variant. 

13. Do not score expletives or nonsense words, such as OJ glub, etc. 

Computing the Page or Unit Index Number. Now compute the page or 
unit index number by adding the serial numbers of all words with a serial 
number of 4 or above found on the sampled unit or page. Record this as the 
page or unit index number for the sampled page. You should then have one 
of these page or unit index numbers for each sampled page OT unit. 

Computing the Book Index Number. Now add the index numbers of the 
ten different pages or units and divide by ten, the number of pages. 

45 
20 
65 
80 

150 
35 
20 
45 

110 
90 

10/660 
66-Book index number 

Determining the Grade Placement of the Book 

l. Now determine the grade placement of the book by consulting Table II. 
For a 200-word page or unit, the index number 66 places the sampled · 
book in_ grade 7. For a 300-word page, the book should be placed in 
upper .grade 5. . · . · 

2. In order to place the book more definitely in the upper or lower half of 
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each grade, tho grado lnterv:11 D cnn be divided lnto ten part:i and the 
C, or grade score, can be determincd by Interpolation. Thw a book indn 
,core o( fjf on a 200-word page is .si,:-sixtc:enths of the distance from the 
bottom of grade 7, or at appro.-dm:itely the C score of 7.4. 

S. These fractio:ul C scores may or m:iy not have nny signilicancc. How. 
8\-"U, it is Wc:ely that a diHerence of a half grade u significant. 

'- These grade levels aJ yet are tenbtive, but recent data by uitimer and 
Smith seem to show that the scores for grades 4, 5, and 6 are approx
imately correct. 

5. U the boob are properly sampled, these scores will reveal the duferences 
tn difficulty among books a.s determined by the basic difficulty of the vo, 
cabulary, which is the most important general element in difficulty. 

8. Since these index numbers are average,, these placement! are accurate 
for average conditions and for children of a,·erage ability. 

Tobu II. The Yoabm Reading Difficulty Scale 

Grade 100 D 120 D HO D 160 D ISO D 200 D 220 D 2-tO D 

a 3 7 4 8 5 9 6 10 7 11 8 12 9 13 10 15 

• 10 7 12 8 14 9 16 11 18 11 20 13 22 14 25 15 
6 17 7 20 9 23 10 r, 11 30 12 33 14 36 15 40 16 
ti 24 8 29 9 33 11 30 12 42 13 47 14 51 16 56 17 
7 32 8 38 10 44 12 50 13 55 15 61 16 67 17 73 18 
I 40 9 4.8 11 56 12 63 14 70 16 77 17 84 18 91 20 
0 <19 9 59 11 68 13 77 15 86 17 94 18 102 19 111 21 

10 58 9 70 11 81 13 92 15 103 17 112 19 121 20 132 22 
11 67 10 81 11 94 13 107 15 120 17 131 20 141 21 154 24 
12 77 10 92 11 lOi 13 122 15 137 17 151 21 162 22 178 24 
13 87 11 103 11 120 13 137 15 154 18 172 21 184 23 202 25 
14 98 11 114 11 133 13 152 15 172 18 193 21 207 23 237 25 

Grade Z60 D 280 D 300 D 320 D 3-10 D 360 D 380 D 400 D - - - - - - - - - - I- - - -,-
a 11 16 12 17 13 18 14 19 16 19 17 20 18 22 19 2-1 
4 27 16 29 17 31 19 33 20 35 20 37 22 40 24 43 26 
& 43 17 46 18 50 20 53 22 55 22 59 24 64 24" 69 26. e 60 18 64 19 70 21 75 24 77 24 83 26 88 26 95 28 
7 78 19 83 21 91 22 99 26 101 26 109 28 114 28 124 30 
8 97 21 104 22 113 24 125 28 127 28 137 30 142 30 154 32 
I 118 23 126 24 137 26 153 30 155 30 167 32 172 32 186 34 

10 141 25 150 26 163 28 183 31 185 31 109 34 204 34 220 36 
11 1&6 26 176 28 199 30 214 32 221 32 233 36 238 36 256 3S 
12 192 %7 204 30 229 31 2-t6 32 253 32 269 38 274 38 295 40 
13 219 27 234 30 260 31 278 32 2Q' 34 307 40 312 40 335 42 ~o 
u 236 28 264 30 291 31 310 32 319 3-t 347 42 352 42 377 42 

. . .ovacz: Statistlca.l table prepared by Arthur D. Cleland . 

I 

' I f 
f 
t 

~ 
Tabla II is read as follows: For pages of 100 runnlng words, a book lnde& 

number_ of 3 to 10 places tho boolc in grade 3; 7 to 17 in grada 4. etc. Tho 
numbei:, 100, 120, 140, ere., inwcato tho size of the paga or unit In number 
of runqJog words. D indicntcs tho number of points difference between grades 
for eacB page or unit size. This table w:is prepared by Arthur D. Cleland and 
ls based upon the author's original data for pages of approxim2tely 180 run
ning words each. 

A study by Swarts• indicates that ten units of 100 words. d!stn"butcd at 
approximately equal intervals throughout a boolc. will give a reason.ably ac
curate placement of the book £or practical purposes. Swarts also found that 
the Yoabm fonnub accurately measures tho readability of technical boob 
written (or adults. 

TENTATIVE SCALE FOR RATING BOOKS USED 
IN PRIMARY GRADES 

The following plan for measuring the readability of primary material does 
not have the e .. ;dence of reliability behind it that the plan Ear fourth grade 
and above possesses. However, it "'ill be of interest to primary teachers and 
will show difference in vocabulary burden of textbooks in grades 2 and 3. 

1. U.se the same technique as for the intermediate grades but score all words 
having an index number of 2 or above. 

2. The following tentative scale may be used for placing a book in its ap
proximate grade: 

Book inde:J: ffUl'nOff' G1'CJU 
0-14.9 2 

1&-34.9 3 
35-49.9 f 

These scores are based on a study by Anto" and are on average pages 
found in second and third readers. They may be high. Later studies will 
be made to check them. 

S. Additional data will be available on primary material as new studies are 
made to verify the scalo. An attempt to develop a scale for use in the pri
mary grades.is now being made. 

·. . • Mary Swarts, The Readablllty, of. Book, on tha Teaclaing of Rsa.cllng. Ph.D. dis-
sertation:' Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh; 1953. . · .. · .... .·· 

• See bibliography at end. · 



1\. Fomu /Of' U.e ccitJa Yoakam Readability Formula 
Form 2. 

Form for Reconilng Samplings-Yoabm Readability Formula 
Name of author(•) Title----------

. . Tot.al papa 
Date of pubhcatiOD --- Type of book --- Pub!isbier -- in book --

Page lndu no..• Page index Page Index noe. Page index 
!l&mpled of words number aampled of words number 

I 
l 

~ote.l pa~es Mmpled No. words indexed Book index no. 
o. runmng words Grade assignment to book by publisher _ + or -0--

per page. . Grade placement by Yoakam scale ___ placement by --.l-
Name of mvestigator ___________________ ,.._""""_ 

Date-:---------
. • I~ is helpful to make a list of the words scored with their ind ben, The 

liat will suggest why the material is difficult. ex num . 

l 

t 

' 
I 

~ 

F-s. 
Summmy al Enlaatlons by The Yoabm Readability Fonmda 

Type of boob:--------
Raud by _________ Date---------

AuthOT of book Publiaber Date 
Yoakam Publisher'& 

acale ~e pla.oement 

I 
I 

I 

! 

! 
I 

HOW TO USE THORNDIKE-LORGE TEACHER'S WORD BOOK 
WITH THE YOAKAM FOHMULA 

The Thorndike-Lorge Word Book of 30,000 Words may be used with Tie. 
Yoalcam Readability Formula. It is necessary, however, to translate the fre.· 
quency-of-occurrence numbers in the T column of the Thorndike-Lorge word 
list by using the table on the bottom of page 249. In column T of the woJ?l:. 
list, the frequency of occurrence of each word is indicated. These numbers are. 

Table m. Conversion of Frequency Numbers to Serial Numbers 

Frequency of occurrenct8 

5&-00 
57 
56 
50-55 
28-54 
18--27 
16-17 
14-15 
12-13 
11 
10 
8-9 
7 

• 5 
4 
1-a 

Serial number 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
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A Formula for Predicting 
Readability: Instructions 

By EDGAR DALE AND JEA..'"':,..;r S. CH:\LL 

}\

ARTICLE in the Janu:iry issue of the EoucATIONAL RE
SEARCH BuLLETl:-l discussed the war in which a for
mula for testing the gradc-le\'el difficulty of reading 

materials was dc\·elopcd.1 The limitations of the formula, the 
circumstances under which it is properly :ipplied, and specific 
examples for its use were giYen. This article, a continuation of 
the one just mentioned, gives specific information concerning· 
the technique of using the formula. 

The formula is based on two counts-average senten_ce 
· length and percentage of unfamiliar words ( words outside the 
Dale list of 3000 words). Rules for selecting samples of a text 
to be analy2-::d and for computing the average sentence length 
and percentage of unfamiliar words are presented in this article. 
As each count is made, it is recorded on a work sheet2 where 
detailed steps are gi\·en for arriving at the grade-level of read
ing difficulty. To illustrate the mechanics of using the formula, 
we analyzed three samples from a pamphlet, Your Baby.8 The 
various counts and computations are given in the work sheet. 
The directions to guide the various steps in filling out the work 
sheet follow. 

I. Selecting Samples: 
Take approximately 100 words about every tenth page for books.' 
For articles, select about four too-word samples per 2,000 words. 
Space these samples evenly. For passages of about 200 to 300 

words, analyze the entire passage. Never begin or end a sample in 
the middle of a sentence. 

II. Labeling Work Sheet: 
Enter such information as title, author, publisher, date of publica
tion, etc., regarding the sample to be appraised. 
1 

Dale, Edgar, and Chall, Jeanne S. "A Formula for Predicting Rr-adability,0 EDU• 

CATlONAL RERARCH BULL1tT1N, XXVII (January :1, 1948), pp. 11-20, 28. 
f 

I 
See page 43 of this issue. Mimeographed copies of the work ahcet may be obtained 

rom Edgar Dale, Bureau d Educational Research, Ohio State University. 
3 

See pages 42 and 44 . 
. · • When a more exact grading of booka i, desired, 200-word samples every tenth page 

;•;I Pr~ba~l! give a more r<"~i:ible measu~e. Su Le!fc1te, Bertha V., "An Investigation of 
~ehab1hty of the Sampling of Reading Matenal," Journal of Educational Research, 
"""-"-\'II (February, 1944), pp. 441-50. · 
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III. Counting th<' Number uf \\·orJs: 
A. Count the total number uf wordc. in the S.'.lmple. 
H. Count hyphenated word~ anJ contractiom a ... one: \\·ord. 
C. Count numbers as words. 

, c> is one word. 
1917 is one word. 

D. Count compound names of per~on~ and places a-. one word. 
St. John, Virn Bt4r~,r, it/ Rio, le Bru•:, ~nJ ;.o on ~re c:ach counted 
:as one word. 

E. Do not count initi:11~ which arc p:m of a n.u:,~ ~:- ~paratc words. 
. John F. Ir.St.John is countd l~ t',\() wc~d!--hi:n .rnd f. W.S:.Jolm. 

~. Record the number of word; under ~o. 1 c,f tht v,.-ork sheet 
I\". Counting the Number of Sentences: · · · . 

.r\. Count the_ number ~f CC"m?lct•: ;.entcncrs in the ~ample.· 
ll. Record this under No. : of the \\·ork 5het"t. 

\". Counting the Number of lTnfamiliar \Vords: 
\\' ords which do 'not ap;x::ir ,•n the: D:de l:,t= :1:-~ considered unfa
:nu1ar. Underline all unfamili.1r words, ev~n if the~ appear more 
,h:m once. 

In making this count, special rules are necessary for common 
a~d p~oper nou~s, ver~, and other parts of speech. These are 
giVen m the section which follows. 
A. Common Nouns: 

I. Consider familiar all regular plurals and J)<)55es.c;ives of words on 
the list. 
b~'J_~s fa~il_iar because b~· is on the list (possessive). 
girls 1s fa~1~1ar _h_ecause girl is on the list (plural by adding s). 
chu~cke~ 1s !a~1.har because church. is on the list (plural by adding es). 
arm_us 1s familiar because army is on the list (plural by changing y 
tow). 

2. Count irregular plurals as unfamiliar, even if the singular form 
appears on the list. 
G>.·en is unfamiliar, although c:t is on the list. 
Several irregular plurals, however, are listed in the word list. 
Wh_en t?e plural appears as a separate word or is indicated by the 
endmg m parentheses next to· the word, it is comidered familiar. 
goose and geese both appear on the list and are both considered familiar. 

3· Count as unfamiliar a noun that is formed by adding er or r to a 
~~un. or verb appearing on the word list ( unles.s this er or r form 
1s md1~ted on the list). 
burner _is cou~ted as unfamiliar, although burn is on the list. 
Of...'>fter Is considered familiar because it .ippears on the list as foI1ows
c-:cn (er). 

6 
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B. Proper Nouns: 
1. Names of persons and places are considered familiar. 

l"P'ffl• Smit!,, :and so on, :arc famili~r, c:\·cn though they do not 2ppe.u 
on the word 1 ist. · 

2. N:imes of organiz.arions, laws, documents, titles of books, movies, 
and so on generally comprise sever.ii words. 
a. \Vhen determining the b. For the unfamiliar word 

number of words in a sam- count, consider unfamiliar 
ple, count all the words in onlr words which do not 
the name of an organiza- appear on the Dale list, ex-
tion, law, and the like. cept names of persons or 
Cf.ic.Jf.t; B:,ilding A11ociaticm places. 
)hould be counted three Chic"go Building As:?cia:itm 
words. is counted one unfamilia'r 
Dec!..zra:ion of /nJepen.lence word-Amc;...;1ion. BuiUint 
should be counte.:i three :arid Chicago :are famili:ir. 
word~. Decl..."f'Jti<.·rz of lntieper.Jen.ce 

SPECIAL R c LE: \Vhrn 
the title of an organiza
tion, law, and so on is used 
severai times within a sam
ple of I oo words, all the 
words in the title are 
counted, no matter how 
many times they are re
peated. 

3. Abbreviations: 
a. In counting the words in a 

sample, an abbreviation is 
counted as one word. 
r .. M.C.A. is counted one 
word. ~ 
Noc. is counted one word. 
U.S. is considered one word. 
AM. and PM. are each 
counted as one word. 

is counted "3 two unfamiliar 
words-cf is 0:1 the list. 
SPECIAL R l: LE: \\Then 
the name of an organiza
tion, law, document, and 
so on i:; used se,·eral times 
within a sample of I oo 
words, count it only twice 
when making the unfamil
iar word count. 
Security Cou,;cil, if repeated 
more than twice within a 
100-word sample, is counted 
JS four unfamiliar words. 

b. In making the unfamiliar 
word cou~t, an abbrevia
tion is counted as one. un
familiar word onl}'. 
l'.M.C.A. is considert:d one 
unfamiliar word. 
Noo. is considered familiar 
because the· names of the 
months ire on the ,rord list. 
U.S. is considered familiar. 
.4..M. Jnd P.M. m: each 
considered familiar. 
SPECIAL RULE: An ab
breviation ~vhi-:-h is used 
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C. Verbs: 

~cver:u times within a Joo
word sample is counted as 
two unfamiliar words 
only. 
C./.0. repc.ited five times in 
J I oo-word sample i, count
ed two unfamiliu words. 

I. Consider famili~r. the third-ix:r-.on, singuhr forms (s or us from 
Y ), prcsent-part1c1ple form,; (mg), past-p.miciple fonns ( n), and 
p;u;t-tc~se forms ( d or id from y), when these are added to verbs 
appeanng on the list. The s.1me rule applies when a consonant is 
doubled before adding i,ig or ed. 
.vk,, a1Hng, a1ked ue com:dcrd flmi\ilT, Jlthough only the word a1k 
lppclrs on the word list. 
~"JP!ed md dr?ffing Jre familiJr becau.e Jrcp is on the fot. 

D. Ad Jt:CtJves: 

I. Compar~tivcs and :uperbtives of adjectives appearing on the fat 
arc considered fam1h:ir. The S.'.l:ne rule applie~ if the conscnant is 
doubled before adding er or est. 

longer, prer_:ier, and br:.~nt are famili:ir bec..u,e long, prettv, 3nd br{)T:e 
are on the list. · 
red, rea"du, redde1t 2re all familiar. 

2. Adjectives fonn_ed by adding n to a proper noun are familiar. For 
example, Amertcan, .1wtrum. 

3· Count as unfamiliar an adj:ctive that is formed by adding j' to a 
word that. appears on the list. But consider the word familiar jf 
y appears m parenthe5e5 following the word. 
woolly• is unfamiliar although r::oo/ is on the list. 
sand•)' is familiar because it appears on the list as sand ( y ). 

E. Adverbs: 

I. Consider adverbs familiar which are formed by adding l to a 
word on the list. In most cases ly will be indicated followi;'.g the 
word. 

~~undly is familiar because wund is on the list. 
2. Count as unfamiliar wordsy,·hich add more than ly like easil.. 

F. Hyphenated Words: ' }· 

Count hyphenated words as unfamiliar if either word in the com-

l~undh does n~t appe~r on the word list. When both appear on the 
tSt, t e word lS familiar. 

G. Miscellaneous Special Cases: , · 

1 • ~V o~d~ formed by adding en to a word on the list ( unless ;he en is 
iste m parentheses or the word itself ap b r ) 

considered unfamili~r. pears on t e ist are 

sh.arpm is comidered unfamiliar a!thoueh shar,;, :5 0 th 1· · 
'"'a . ·a d f ·1· ~ r ' n e 1st. ,.,,. en 1s cons1 ere amuar becau;e it appears on the list golJ (en). 

t 

I 
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:z. Count a word unfamiliar if two or more cndin~ are :1ddcd to a 
word on the list. 
difting, is considered unfamifou, although rli; is on the list. 

3. \Vords on the l~t to which -tion, -ati.m, -mnit,_and other_ ~u~""' 
not prcviouslr mentioned arc added arc con5,1dcn:d un:amil:ar, 
unless the word with the ending is included on the h,i. 
tre.ummt is unfamiliar although treat is on the list. 
patution i;_ unfamil_i~r although protect is _on the list: 
prep~-ra:ion 1s unfamilm ~lthou~h pepare 1~ on the 1111. 

+· :Numb<:~: . . .. 
~umerals li~c 1947, 18, and so on, are con;1dcred tam1h.r. 

H. Record the total number of unfamiliar \rnrds under ~0. 3 of th( 
work sheet . 

The number of words in the sample ( Ko. I on rhe work 
sheet) have now been recorded, as well as the numher of sen
tences in the sample (:,,;o. :2) and the number of wo~ds ~ot on 
the Dale list lNo. 3). The next steps can be followe.:: e:isdy on 
the work sheet. 

VI. Comp!Zting the Work Sheet: . 
1 
••• 

1. Tne average sentence length (No. 4) is computed by cmdmg 
the number of words in the sample by the number of se!ltences 
in the sample. 

2. The Dale score or percentage of words outside the Dale bt is 
computed by dividing the number of words not on the Dak iist 
by the number of words in the sample, and multiplr:ng: hr 1 oo. 

3. Follow through Steps 6 and 7 on the work sheet.,; 
4. Add Nos. 6, 7, and 8 to get the formula raw ~ore. 
5. If you have more than one sample to analyze, get an aver:ige of 

the formula raw scores by adding all of these and dividing by the 
number of samples. 

6. Convert the average formula raw score to a corn:cred gr:i<le
level according to the Correction Table given in Table I. 

The corrected grade-level indicates the grade at which a 
book or article can be read with understanding. For example, 
a book with a corrected grade-level of 7-8 is one which should 
be WJthin the reading ability of average children in Grades VII 
and Vlll. For adults, the 7-8 grade-levei can be compared to 
the last grade reached. If materials are being selected for l?er
sons who have had an average of eight grades of schooling, 
passages wi_th a corrected grade-level of 7-8 should. be within 
their ability. The corrected grade-levels corresponding to the 

• Copie, of the table of multiplication• may be obtained from Edp:ar Dale, Bureau of 
Educitional Research, Ohio State Uni~cnity. . 
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raw scores ·obrainc::J from the formula are given in Table I. 
These will sern: to determine the grade-level of materials 
being appraised with tht: use of the Dale list. 

The population n:ports of the Bureau of Census are a good 
source for determining the educational levels of large groups 
of adults. Statistics on the last grade reached are given in tables 
headed "Persons 25 Years Old by Years of School Completed," 
in the 1940 Population, \"olume II, Characteristics of the Popu
lation. Part I contains the statistics for the states, cities, and 
cuunties. These are further broken down by sex, race, native 
and foreign born, urban and rural. 

TABLE I 

CoRREcT10, TA111.1,. 

Formula Raw Score 

+.9 •nd below 
5.0 to ;.q 
6.o to 6.q 
j.O to 7.9. 
3.o t<, 8.9 
9.0 tri 9.9 

1 o.o ,nJ above 

1 Correcteo Gnde-Lcveh 

' .th grade ind brlov. 
;-6th grade 

1 ;-St.~ gnde 
' 9-101h gndc 
\ 11-t :th gnde 

I I J-t ;th 6nde (coll<g<) 
, 16-(colle,e gridu.re) 

As 11.u;s1 KATto:-,; of tht: mt:ch:rnic~ of u~ing the formula is 

fl. !:,.;Vt:n II\ thi-, part of this article. The following three: 
~amples were chosen from a 15-p:ige p:imphlct, Yo:.r Baby, 
published by the '.':atiunal T ubt:rculosis :\ssociation. The worili 
printed :., italics were nut found in the Dale list and arc b;· 
Jcfinit:un unfamiliar wonb. 
SJ111plc I: 

:\ h;1pp1, u,dul lifc:-th:it\ wh.,t rnu w.1nt for your 1',by, i<.n't it; 

,\nd h,·ciu.....: ., h,.,hln· mind .11111 h,Mh· ;irr ,o nunrary to hJP?•ne-.. ,nJ 
Ion.: life, you m,,-1 ti<> :ill you c.,n to gn ~our b:ibr off to J ;;nod •,un. 
Thac i, mud, 1 <><1 ,·:rn ,lo wl11lr hr ,, still a b.1b1· to lav the ivun.i.::ion 
fur ;;'""I he.11th. ~nd ;,:ooJ health luhit~ · , ' 

:".1:rny th1nl!' .ifj.-.-r your h.1hv\ h<".1hh. One Wl\ rhc \tltc of }OOr 

own hr:ihh durin~ prrpi,mcr, .1nil thr 'f"''ia/ c.in: your Jo<tor gnc )OU 

hdnrc th,· h:,h1· W.t, horn. Otha thin,;, imporunr to ) <>t1r d1i!J'; h<"llth 
.ir,· f<M>tl, dutlw,, h.1th,, ~lcrp, :uul h;ih1t tr:unin;. ,\ h.1h} need\ J clc:tn, 
h.,ppy pl:1,·c to liH·, .rnd he mu,1 he hpt from l~\,n; .my ,'d::nc-.s th.it 
c:in he ;,,-n1 .... uJ. 

s.,mplt' 2: 

I >i1•111/vn,, """'' t•> kill rn.1nr luhir,. T,.J.,~ nn chi.Id need die nf 
,/itl:tl,,-riir. It " unr of the Ji.r<J1.-1 for which we hnc vcr; gooJ trut· 
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,,.,,,., and almost sure '}reve,uwn. But your baby will not be: safe frani J ~ or difficulty of material. For purposes of compu~mg a _lev~ 
this Jise4u unless he has been protected by immuni-..aticn. ~-difficulty, however, the percentage of wo~ outsi~ this list 

The way to protect your baby is simple. Physu:ums usually gin, i. ~ good index of the difficulty of reading materials. The 
inje~ of three dose, of toxoid, three to four weeks apa.n, gencnlly ;:;:rannliar an.d .unfamiliar describing words are therefore 
beginning when a baby is about so: months old. Your doctor will ti:11 ~herein a statistical sense. • • 
~-ou that your baby should have this -protection before his first birthch>·· , There is, however, a real place for a list o~ unportant 

Six mouths after the last injection of wxoid, the phy~ may test . 1. words graded in about four levels, for use JR the prep-
if th f .!1. B L.-1 1ar , . . d di bill" A your baby to sec :mo er dose o toxuw. IS necessary. eforc the child • ...... f materials for adults of hm1te rea ng a ty. t 

enters school an extra shot of to.raid is often given. aratton ° t t'ime we are -experimenting with such a list. It will 
the prcsen h'ch ed slight! Sample 3: 1 . l de such words as nation, and so on, w t test . . Y 

The terms that cause tuberculom can enter the baby's body through :i:w the So-per cent criterion on children, but. ~re important, 
hs mouth or be breathed in through his nose. These ierms come to him d f all practical purposes are probably familiar, to adults. 
on ~ or mooture which the person with actiue tuberculosis bf'eathcs an T~~ three thousand words which comprise the Dale list are 
or cougru out. Germ-filld s-pruy from the mouth or nose may light on hich f ll w 
the baby's food, his dishes, his toys. The baby's hands may carry remu given in the pages w O O • 

from IIIOilcd objects to his mouth. Kissing is one way of spreading TB i 
2S '111,·cil as~ xermr. i 

Tuhercukm of the bones or joints or of certain organs of the body f 
besides the lunis can come to the bottle-fed baby in milk which has aot t 
been ~J or boiled. ! 

' The records for these three samples are given in the work sheet , 
reproduced here as Table II. The average raw score for the i 
three samples was 6.35. By referring to the grade equivalent f 
given in Table I, the correction table, the grade-level of the t 
readability of the pamphlet, 7-8, was determittcd. 

T HE Dale list of approximately three thousand familiar 
words represents words that are known in reading by at 

least 80 per cent of the children in Grade IV. It is pr~ 
primarily as a list which gives a significant correlation with t 

reading difficulty. It is not intended as a list of the most impor- ff 
tant words for children or adults. It includes words that are 
relatively unimportant and excludes some important ones.: To 
use the list for more than an over-all statistial device which i 
gives a good prediction of readability would be out of .hammny J 
with the purpose for which it was constructed. · • 

The technique used for constructing the list was crude. I 
\\"hen 80 per cent of the fourth-graders questioned indicated ' 
that they knew a word, that word was included in the list Tins 
arbitrary cutting off at the 8o-per cent point and the lack of any 
measure of the importance of these words make aceedingly 
dubious the wisdom of using individual words in appraising the 

DALE LIST OF 3000 FAMILIAR WORDS 
ah an armful awhile barrel 
ahead aud arDI}' u base 
aid angel arose bu baseball 

· around babe basement )boat aim anger 
angry aJTmgc babv, (ics) bJ.sket 

•bore air 
"--~d -'--1 arrivc(d) back b~ .-at airn,:.1 AUUIMU 

za:ept airport mother 2JTOW b:tgroand bltch 
accide1lt airplane mnn:r art backward ( s) bath 
JIOClll!Jlt ainhip ant artist bacon b.ithc 
achc(ing~ ai"' any as bad(ly) bathing 
JQJffl ,, al~ anybody .adi(es) badge b3throom 

aide ~ bathtub 
,ere alike :1'..!!: - -1. bakc(r) battle 
aaa aliTe -~--- -
act(1) all .mythmg ulu;p baking battleship 
-tdl} alley . anyway at bakciy bay 
adchai alligator • any~ * ball bc{ing) 

iiuack . . balloon beach 
~~ : ~ attad banana bead 
afar alone ape attention .· band be.mi 
lfraij t1cmg apieec Aupa bandage bean 
after : .a1oad appear mnt lung bear 

:rnnlc . audiar banjo beard 
afternam · already 7:_...,. 6..- bank(er} beast 
aftaward(s) ao ~·... - . ('. ) 
• ..,..., always apron . ·autamobilc bar beat mg 
-..-- barber beautiful 
ag;iut ~ =..--i · ·· = · bm(ly) beautify 
~- Ameriam. •• · arise awake(~). barefoot beauty 
- -~ - bir.k became ago ~ ·. ....,._ .... -; 
.,_ ~ aaa . · :rwful{.ty~ bam became 

. _,.(" 



become 
becoming 
bed 
bedbug 
bedroom 
bedspread 
bedtime 
bee 
beech 
beef 
beefsteak 
beehive 
been 
beer 
beet 
before 
beg. 
bc:gm 
beggar 
begged 
begin 
beginning 
begun 
behave 
behind 
belicTC 
bell 
belong 
below 
belt 
beneath 
bench 
bend 
bent 
berry(ies) 
beside(,) 
best 
bet 
better 
between 
bib 
bible 
bicyc:le 
bid 
big{gcr) 
bill 
billboard 
bin 
bind 

bird 
birth 
birthday 
bucuit 
bit 
bite 
biting 
bitter 
bbck 
bbckberry 
blackbird 
blackboard 
blackncs 
blacksmith 
bl:ame 
blanlc 
bl2nket 
bwt 
bl.au 
bleed 
bless 
blc:s&ing 
blew 
blind(s) 
blindfold 
block 
blood 
bloom 
blossom 
blot 
blow 
blue 
blueberry 
bluebird 
blucjay 
hlmh 
board 
boast 
boat 
bob 
bobwhite 
body(ics) 
boil(er) 
bold 
bone 
bmmet 
boo 
book
~ 
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boo.l:1:ec:pcr bubble calendar attic t 
boom b -L ~ codfish COW u~ct calf aught r chorU• 
boot budle call(er) (ing)causc i chOIC(n) coffee coward{Jy) 
born bud c.tme ave • chriuffl coffeepot cowboy 
borrow buffalo amel ceiling i Chrilulw coin cozy 
boss bug c.tmp ccII church cold crah 
both buggy campfire cellar i chum collar crack 
bother build cm cent i cig~rctte college cracker 
bottle building caa} center 1.· circle color(cd) cradle 
bottom bnilt anuy cereal ,ircus colt cramps 
bought bulb cindlc ccruin(ly) citizen column cranberry 
bounce bull andlcstid: chain '111 comb crank(y) 
bow bullet andy chair clmg come crash 
bowl bum ane c~lk clap comfon crawl 
bow-wow bumbJebec cannon dumpion • cl211 comic crazy 
box(cs) bump annot chance cussm,atc coming crcam(y) 
boxcar bun c.inoc change clamoom company creek 
boxer bunch can't chap cliw compare ctttp 
boy . band.le ch.arge 1 day conductor crept 
boyhnod bunny =yon charm. 

1
~ dean(cr) cone cried 

br:icclet bum ape clwt ckar connect croak 
brain bum c.ipital clwc dert coo crook(ed) 
braie bury captain clutter I clever cook(ed) crop 
bran bas car cheap did cook(ing) croo(ing) 
branch bush card cheat dif cooky{ie) (t) cross-eyed 
br.m bushel a.rd.board check dimb cool(cr) crow 
brave business arc checkers dip coop crowd(cd) 
bread busy careful cheek t cloak copper C1"0WJl 

break but care Jes cheer l dcd copy cntel 
breakfast butcher cardctanCIS cheese f close card cnmib 
breast butt carload ch~rrv ~ dCRt cork crmnbJe 
breath butter arpcnter ~' 1 doth com crmh 
bre2thc buttercup arpet chew • clothes comer crust 
breeze butterfly carriage chick ,, clothing corra:t cry(ics) 
brick bllttfflnill: carrot chicken ~(y) cast atb 
bride buttencotdi carry chief ~ . mt rd 
bridge button . cm ...1.!'U daan amaae cup 
bri..J..· b -1,.__1_ I.UJ.IQ -'-1- - -...l--1--

&U Dttonno.b: arve cl,ildbood 1.11"1 -- w..--. 
brightness buy case -Lil..a._- daclt .mach aipiu1 

~=~ ::- ~ != !::' ' ' =: =(y) 
_broadcast bye asue - chin · caa1 cailda"t curtain 
broke( 11) "' ab cat driaa - GIISt a:mat cnnre 
brook cabbage catbird ~ caat anmtu · cushion 
broom .cabin cad ~-- • GGlll'4by custard 
brother cabins atraer chocci1ate c:ahb1cr OCIIIDty £J II r,zner 
broqm adrie caterpillar choice cClliela -- cat 
~ cage catfia chooe · aacan:m CIIBlt cat.e 

brush Ctke catmp daop :-1 =n ~ 

dad destroy 
daddv devil 
daily· dew 
dairy dmnond 
daisy did 
dam didn't 
damage dic(d)(a) 
daJnc difference 
damp different 
dancc(r) dig 
dancing dim 
dandy dime 
danger( oos) dine 
cbre ding-dong 
dark.(ness} dinner 
chrling dip 
dun direct 
dart direction 
dash dirt(y) 
date dii.cover 
daughter di~h 
dawn dislike 
day d:smi~s 
davb~ ditch 
c.u~'timc div(; 
d~d dim 
deaf di·.ide 
deal do 
dear dock 
death do-::tor 
December does 
decide doesn't 
deck dog 
deed. doll 
deep dollar· 
deer dclly 
defeat done 
defend donkey 
defense dOD't 
delight door 
den doorbell 
dcntiat deodcnab 
depend doontep 
depaait., dope 
daai1,e. . . dot 
dam. double 
dtlllCffC tUIIIF1 
daiJe dove 
desk dolr,n 

downstain 
·downtown 
dozen 
dng 
drain 
drmk 
dr3W(cr) 
dnw(ing) 
dream 
drcs 
dresser 
dressmaker 
drew 
dried 
drift 
drill 
drink 
drip 
drive(n) 
driver 
drop 
drove 
drown 
drowsy 
drug 
drum 
dnmk 
dry 
duck 
due 
dug 
dull 
dumb 
dump· 
daring 
dmt(y) 
dnty 
dwarf 
dwell 
dwelt 
dying 
ca 
a,a
eagle 
ear 
ady 

. car.a 
eanla 
allfaa) 



car 
car(en) 
~ 

cxcired 
euitm, 
CXCWIC 

qg exit 
eh expect 
c::~ht explain 
eiithteen e.nra 
c:ghth eye 
c:~hty eyebrow 
either fable 
r:·~ face 
c!dcr facing 
c::ic:1t fact 
,!cc:tric factory 
electricity fail 
e~h.mt faint 
eleven fair 
di fairy 
elm faith 
CM £al:e 
dsewberc fall 
empt: hlse 
CDd(ing) familv 
e:iemv fan • 
engine: fancy 
c?:gineer far 
English faraway 
~foy fnc 
enoagh fanna 
enter farm(ing) 
CDTdopc far-olf 
~ml farther 
crasc(r) fuhion 
crrmd fast 
cs:ape fasten 
eve fat 
~ father 
C\"c&iag fault 
ever favor 
eTC?Y faTOritc 
everybody fear 
everyday fcaat 
cvcryae feat:her 
everything February 
~crywhere fed 
evil feed 
c:x.act feel 
ua!p( feet 
e~ge fell 
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follow 
felr 
fence 
fe\"Cf 
few 
lib 
fiddle 
field 
fife 
fifteen 
fifth 
fifty 
fig 
fight 
figure 
file 
fill 
film 
finally 
find 
fine 
fingc'r 
finish 
fire 
firearm 
firecracker 
fireplace 
fireworks 
firing 
lint 
fiah 
fisherman 
mt 
fit(s) 
five 
fix 
flag 
flake 
Bame 
flap 
flash 
flashlight 
fiat " 
flea 
flesh 
flew 
flies 
flight 
flip 

flip-Sop 
float 
ftoc:l: 
flood 
flooc 
flap 
.Bour 
flow 
ftowcr(y) 
flutter 
dv 
f~ 
fog 
foggy 
fold 
folks 
follow(ing) 
fond 
food 
fool 
foolish 
foot 
football 
footprint 
for 
forehead 
forest 
forget 
forgive 
forgot(=) 
fork 
form 
fort 
forth 
fortune 
forty 
forward 
fought 
£oand 
fountain 
faar 
fourteen 
fomta 
fax 
fmnc 
free 
fn,:dam 
freeze 
freight 

French gift 
fre1h gingerbread 
fret girl 
Friday gi\·e(n} 
fried gh·ing 
fricnd(lt) g!ad(I~·) 
friendship glance 
frighten gbs(cs) 
frog gleam 
from glide 
front glory 
frost glo,·e 
frown glow 
froze glue 
fruit go(ing) 

i 

s 
t 

i 
t 

frv goes 

f~dgc goal t fuel goat 
full(y) gobbJc 
fun God(g) 
fanny godmother • 

t 

~~ ~~) I 
gallon good-by(bye1 t 
gallop good-laomg 
gmie good]IC9 
pug goody 
garage goose 
garbage ~ 
garden got 
gas goycrn 
guoline 

~ 
gather 
pve_ 
gay 
par 
geese 
8'fflera1 
&cnde 
gentleman 
gendcmen 
geography 
pr 
getting 
giant 

govennncnt 
gown 
grab 
gracious 
grade 
grain 
grand 

·grandchild 
grandchildren 
grmddaugbr 
~ 
grandma 
gr:andmodtcr 
grimdp. 
gredama 
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anJ•und handle held 
1' pc(•) handwriting hell 
,,~ pc fruit hang he'll 
II"~ happen hello 
!,.,..hopper happily helmet 
;,.1:cfl&l happinCIS hc:lp(er) 
,:ran happy hdpful 
.:,~.-el harbor hem 
,~nn,·ard hard hen 
;, .. ,1-' hardly hcnhouse 
Jl'IY hardship hcr(s) 
K"ZI! hardware herd 
i:ruc hare here 
grc.al hark here's 
KtcCll harm hero 
;::i:ct ha mess henclf 
i~ew harp he•, 
,rind harvest hev 
pom has hidory 
grocery hasn't hid 
imond haste(n) hidden 
~roup hasty hide 
f"O"C hat high 
grow hatch h ighw.ay 
giard hatchet hill 
auaa hate hillside 
gust haul . hilltop 
pidc have hillv 
p1f haven't him 
pm having haa.1£ 
pn hawk hind 
papowdcr hay hint 
.., hayfield hip 
.. haystack -
uhit he his 
w head . hill 
Wll"t heacudle histmy 
bit heal hit 
- health(y) hitch 
haimtt heap . hive 
hairpin bar(hta) ho 
Jlalf beam ' ,_ 
WI heBc liag 
Wt Jic.u(u.) flold(er) 
... hcavaa hale .. 

--- he:ffr holiday ... Wit laoUu.r 
. Ji.d&I heel flaly 

-laandkerchicfheipt home 

homely 
homesick 
honest 
honey 

hush 
hut 
hvmn 
i" 
ice · honeybee 

honevmoan ic,· 
honk· I'd 
honor 
hood 
hoof 
hook 
hoop 
hop 
hopc(ful) 
hopclcss 
horn 
horse 
honcbac:lt 
horseshoe 
ha.c 
hospital 
hOlt 
hot 
hotel 
hound 
hour 
house 
hOOldr>p 
housewife 
homewurt 
how 
how.ever 
howl 
hag 
hvgic 
hum 
humble 
hump 
humired 
hung 
.hqpr 
hungry 
hat 
hl11U(a) 
luunlt 
hurried 
hun, 
hart 
hmbad 

idea 
idc3l 
if 
ill 
I'll 
I'm 
imporunt 
impossible 
!mpron! 
ID 

inch(es) 
inCXJlllC 
indeed 
Indian 
indoor& 
ink 
mn 
insect 
inside 
instant 
instod 
insult 
intend 
interested 
intuestlng 
into 
invite 

~ inll1 

isn't 
it 
ill 
it'i. 
ill!df 
l'ff 
fflllf 
ivy 
jda.·. 
jada 
jail 
jam 

Janury 
-jar 
jaw 
jay 
jelly 
jellrtish 
jerk 
jig 
job 
jockcJ· 
join 
joke 
joking 
jolly 
journey 
joy(ful) 
joyous 
judge 
jug 
juice 
juicy 

Julr 
jump 
June 
junior 
junk 
jun 
keen 
keep 
kept 
kettle 
key 
kick 
kid 
1:ill(ed) 
kind(Jy) 
kindncsa 
king 
kingdom 
kiss 
kitchen 
kite -
kitten 
kitty 
bee 
kaeei 
bew. 
knife 
bait 

• 



knive. 
.knob 
.bod 
knot 
bow 
l:nown 
bee 
lad 
Lidder 
l~ics 
IJ.dv 
uici 
We 
hmb 
ume 
binp 
J.md 
~ 
hngtJate 
UJ)tcm 
bp 
.lard 
luge 
lash 
lass 
last 
l.ne 
laugh 
laundry 
Inv 
lawn 
1-,cr 
by 
lny 
lad 
lezdcr 
lttf 
leak 
bn 
leap 
leam(ed) 
1e.a.t 
lcadttt 
le2ve(ing) 
kd 
left 
leg 
klBOn 
lemonade 

lffid 
length 
Jess 
Jcacm 
Jct 
let'a 
letter 
letting 
l,mnce 
ICTC] 
liberty 
libruy 
lice 
lid 
lid 
lie 
Jife 
lift 
lig.ht(nos) 
lightning 
like 
lildy 
liking 
lilv 
Ii~ 
lime 
limp 
line 
linen 
lion 
lip 
fut 
linen 
lit 
link 
li\'e(,) 
livclv 
live; 
living 
lizard 
lo.ad 
ioaf 
loan 
loaYa 
lock 
locomotive 
Jog 
lone 
lonely 
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long 
loot 
~out 
loop 
looee 
lord 
losc(r) 
Joe,; 
!Olt 
lot 
loud 
loTC 
lo\·cly 
lover 
low 
lud:(y) 
lumber 
lump 
lunch 
lying 
nu 
nuchine 
machinery 
mad 
made 
mag;izjru: 
magic 
:naid 
mail 
mailba.t 
mailman 
m.ijor 
male 
making 
mile 
mima 
m~ 
man 
m.aruig,er 
m;me 

manger 
many. 
map 
maple 
marble 
ni.uch(M) 
lllarc 
mart 

m.arlct 
marria«e 
married 
marry 
ma.I. 
mast 
master 
IJlat 

match 
matter 
mattrcs:s 
may(M) 
nuybe 
nuyor 
maypole 
me 
meulow 
m~ 
mcan(s) 
meant 
mcaure 
lllUt 
medicine 
mcct(ing) 
melt 
member 
men 
mend 
meow 
mcr,y 
mess 
mcsiiage 
met 
meb] 
mew 
mice 
midd!c 
midnight 
might(y) 
mile 
milk 
milbnm 
mill 
miller 
million 
mind 
mine 
miner 
mint 

minute ~ 
mirror 

miichicf n.1pkin li 
mi•(M) a.am,,,, t 
misspell natty 
miml:c n~ghty 
misty nary 
mitt 
mitten 
mix 
moment 
Mond:iy 
money 
manicy 
month 
moo 
moon 
moonlight 
moose 
mop 
more 
morning 
mo"""' 
moas 
m06t(Jy) 
mother 
motor 
monnt 
lllOlln tiin 
lllOUSc: 

mouth 
move 
movie 
mwiea 
moring 
mow 
Mr., Mn. 
much 
mud 
muddy 
IJllJg 
mule 
multiply 
murder 
music 
JD.mt 

my 
m;ndf 
nail 

near 
ncub)· 
nculy 
nat 
ned: 
necktie 
need 
need.le 
needn't 

• 

~ 
i 
I 
t 

Negro 
neighbor 
neighbor~ f 
neither 
nerre 
neat 
net 
never 
nevennon: 
new 
newi 

ncW3}»per 
nen 
nibble 
!lice 
Hic~d 
night 
n!gluguwn 
m.nc 
ni~tcen 
ninety 
no 
nobody 
nod 
noise 
noisy 
noue 
noon 
nor 
north(cm) 
noae 
not 
note 

l 
t 
! 
t 
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.,,..hm,c; outfit 
no1t1<c outlnv 
!li..,.~r outline 

oouidc 
outwud 

""~ 
:· . .ii .... 

.,·cJod. 
October 
odd 

"' o! 
ofer 
o&c 
o&ttr 
often 
oil 
<lil 
old 
old-

o\'en 
oYCr 

o,·eralh 
o,·ercoat 
o--ercat 
overhe1d 
overhCM 
o\·ernight 
overturn 
owe 
owing 
owl 
own(er) 
DX 
p;i. 
pace 
p,c1: 
p.tcbgc 
pad 
pa.ge 
p.tid 

f.a!hioncd 
pail 
p;i.in(ful) 
punt(cr) 

GI' 

painting 
pair 
pal 
palzcc 
pale 
pm 
~ 
-pa= 
pansy 

• . pants 
papa 
paper 
par.adt 
pardon 
}W'Cnt 
park· 
part(ly} 
partner 
party 
paas 

pa!lengcr 
p.ut 
paste 
pasture 
pat 
patch 
path 
patter 
pave 
pavement 
p,w 
p.1~· 
p1yment 
pc1(s) 
pcace(fol) 
puch(~) 
peal: 
peanut 

~ 
pearl 
peck 
pcd 
peel 
peep 
peg 
pen 
pencil 
penny 
people 
pepper 
peppermint 
perftum: 
perlu.J
pcnon 
pet 
plmBe 
piano 
pid: 
pickle 
picnic 
picture 
F 
piece 
pig 
pigeon 
pigy 
pile 
pill 
pillow 

pin 
pine 
pine.apple 
pink 
pint 
pipe 
pistol 
pit 
pitch 
pitcher 
pity 
place 
pl1in 
pbn 
plane 
pl:mt 
plate 
pl:ttform 
platter 
play(c-r) 
playground 
playhoasc 
playmate 
plaything 
plcumt 
plea,c 
pleasure 
plenty 
p!IM' 
Phaa 
phmi 
poch:t 
potlctboak 
poem 
pomt 
poison 
Pl* 
paie 
policr 
policeman 
poluh 
pmite 
pond 
ponia 
pony 
pool 
poar 
pop 
popcorn 

popped 
porch 
pork 
J>O"iblc 
J>O$f 
pou..agc 
pomn:an 
pot 
powo( cs) 
poond 
pour 
powder 
powcr(ful} 
pr1i$C 
pra_.· 
Fnrer 
prepare 
prc5ent 
pretty 
pna: 
prick 
prince 
princea 
print 
prison 
prize 
prorni,c 
proper 
protect 
proud 
prove 
pnme 
public 
paddle pn. 
pull 
PtDDp 
pumpkin 
pam:h 
parush 
pup 
pupil 
puppy 
pure 
purple 
purac 
pw.a 
puss 
puuy 

pllU)'Qot 
put 
putting 
puzzle 
quack ' 
quirt 
quarter 
queen 
queer 
question 
quick{Jy) 
quiet 
quilt 
quit 
'1Uite 

:".ibbit 
r1CC 

r,ck 
r3dio 
~dish 
r.a.g 
nil 
r2:lT01d 
:.iilway 
r.iin(y) 
rainbow 
raise 
unm 
r,11:e 

= ran 
ranch 
rang 
rap 
rapidly 
rat 
nte 
rather 
rattle 
uw 
ny 
IC2Ch 
read 
reader 
reading 
ready 
real 
really 
reap_ 
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taught tho 
n 1t· sunoct 

rear rc>d.(y) s.ind(y) self ihin si.ncai .pluh uoc mg 
,unshine tax ·thorn 

rcuoa rocm aand1'ich scllim •hoct sixth ... froil ~tole 
supper te.t thote 

Jc:JJ &hoe sixty •r ,poke ••one 
~c.ich(cr) though 

rebuild rode ung 

)tood suppose 
uccivc roll !anl: send shociml:er me """ -rool: 

~tool ,urc(ly) tc.im thought 
r~ rotJer up scmc shone I.Ute :: spoon 

,urface tear thousand 
r~rd roof SllWl sent shooJ; skater ....la ,pan stoop 

surpri~c tc:are thread stop 
dua 

red room !lat sentence shoot sl:i . .,. ,pat 
stopped swallow leapoon 

redbird roostu satin separate shop .tin ...ft spread 
~topping swam teeth threw 

redbrcm satisfactory September shopping &kip ....1 spring 
telephone throat 

root 

I 5Pringtime store swamp 
throne 

refuse rope S.uurday ~rvant shore sl:irt .w 
stork swan tell 

reindeer l'OIIC sausage scn·e abort sty -4icr ~rrinltlc 
stories swat temper throagh 

rejoice rO!ebud s.a,·agc sen-ice dwt awn .. "lu:are 
storm(y) swear ten throw(n) 

remain rot SJl'e set shoold shp ,.,aac ~nash 
sweat· tCJlDis thumb 

remembCT $.,Wings actting shoulder slate ' ~ squeal: 1tory 
tent thunder 

rotten 

' StO\'C sweater 
remind rough saw settle shouldn't slave ~ squeeze 

straight ,weep term Thursday 
round settlement shout sled ' 1IOIIM!IDM aquirrd 

. sweet(nesa) terrible thy 

remo,·e 
sal' 

~ 
sttmge(r) 

;c~b !ho,·c) slcc:p(y) f ....mcching auble 
. ftRCtheut tick 

rent route seven 

ltap test 

repair row scales seventeen show sleeve ..mfflme(•) stac~ 
ltra'IIV swdl than ticket 

repay rowboat scare SCTCZ1tb duMoer aJcigh 

• 
.am~hcre sup 

strawbeny acpt tfu.ni(•) tickle 

repeat ro,·a) scarf ICl'"cnty shut slept - ru.ir 
swift tfu.nkful tie 

rub 

I sull ilrc2JD 

report school lel'Cn.l shy &lice tGn& 
street' swim Thanb- tiger 

rest rubbed schoolboy ICW sid(nea) alid ,non mmp 
,wimming giving .tight stand .. stretch 

return rubber schoolhoasc shade side •lide IOtc 

5tring swing th2t till 
review rubbish sdioolmuter shadow ;idcwalk sling Jotrotr star 

that's time 
• mip ewitdt 

reward rug schoolroom shady sideways alip t ICAI)' uare 
sword the tin 

rib rule(r) srorch sha'kc(r) sigh dipped ion start stripa 
theam tinkle J strong swore 

ribbon rumb~ score shaking sight dipper ,oaJ starve 
table thee tiny l stud 

rice run scrap shall sign &lippciy 1111111d Dte 
tablecloda their 

=toe 

rich nutg scr.tpc ahame silence slit aoap atatian study 
tablespoon t'hcm stul' 

rid runner scratch shan't silent slovr(Jy) - my 
tablet then tire 

riddle running scream !h.ape sill: lly 10t:1th( ma) ·steak stump 
IIC1: there tired 

ride(r) ruah screen share till smack IJ*e steal ,nmg 
theae 'tu 

riding rust(y) ~crew sharp silly small spade steam subject lag 
they title steamboat mch tail 

right rye scrub sha~ silver smart spank 
sud: tailor they'd to 

rim sad: sea she $imple smcil tparn,w stcime, 

they'll toad steel mddm - take(n) 

ring sad seal she'd •in tmile apcal(s) 
luffer ukmg they're toaduoal 

rip ;,.ddlc &cam she'll ~ IIDDkc 'Pm" ~ 
talc they'.-e lmSt 

ripe sadness ~nch sllc's ~ smooth tpecdl ~ r.upr_ 
~er) dlid. tobacco mit 

rise $2.{e EC210ft shcar(s) singer . snail IJ'CCG ·8tea' 

tall thief today 

rising safety shed siiigie make tpdl(iag) . ttall .mm .. 
seat. 

·tame thimble toe 

river said second · sheep sink a,ellli .. step summer 
·· . together 

snap 
1pm. 

... 

,steppm,I SOD .1:18· thin ... 

road sail '«ret sheet rip . mapping 
- Sad,ay -- . dwta . .toilet. · .. 

rOiidsidc sailboat see(ing)• dte:lf air sneeze . .... ,. stick(n 
think told • a aunilewer · tap 

roar sailor seed sheD sis mow(y). 

.·thud tomato 

roast saint seek shephcnf siay mowbaD .. srill('Ds) 5UDg • thirsty .·. tol1lOffllW 
1pm sting . . ,au tar . 

rob saad 9CC1Jl shine sister 1110wflalie 
. :ami1 •... . tmlr . thirtecD . tell 

f--J 

robber sale seen ~ lit . audf ..... stir 
" . th.iny . tone I\) . 

ralie salt 
duny. lining . 'liirit ,. stiada :swmy ... ....., . 

acaaw 
IDQg 

this tongue 

select 
tpit . dDCi llmriac --

robin same ship .sa so 
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ror.igbt tulip v.aJcnrinc wca.kcn whom workau,. 

too tumble v.alJey wealth who', world 

coot tanc v.tluahlc wupon whole WOtlll 

tool tunnd nb: wear why worn 
toot turkey ,-asc wc.ary wic:h:d worry 
tooth tum \"egcublc ~ther wide wonc 
toothbrush tmtlc vclYet ~TC wife wont 

toothpid: twelve very wd, ";ggJc worth 
top twenty YCSICl we'd wild would 
tore twice rictory wedding wildcat wouldn't 
tarn twig view Wedncscb)· will wound 
tola twin rilbgc wee willing wove 
touch two Yine weed willow wrap 
tow ugly v~t week win wrzpped 
toward(,) umbrella visit we'll wind(y) wnd 
towd uncle visitor weep windmill wren 
tower under voice weigh window wring 
toWD undem.and vote welcome wine write 
ta, underwear wag well wing writing 
ttaCC undress wagon went wink written 
track unfair waist were winner wrong 
trade unfinished wait we're winter wrote 
tr.in unfold wuc(n) wcst(em) wipe wnmg 

1 tramp unfriendly walk wet wire r= I 
.. tnp unhappy wall we've wise yarn 
l. my unhurt walnut wlulc wish var 

t!C31llre uniform wmt what wit yell 
treat United war what's witch yellow 
tree Sutes W3nD wheat with yes 
trick unkind warn wheel without yestctday 
triq'cle unknown was when woke yet 
tried onlcas wash(er) whenever wolf volk 
trim unpleasant WJShtub where womm yonder 
trip until wasn't which women you 
trolley 11nwilling waste while mm you,d 
trouble up watch whip wonder you'll 
truck upon watchmm whipped wonderfm young 
trUC upper water whirl wm11t youn-pr 
truly upset watermelon whisky wood(esa) your(s) 
ttnnk upside waterproof _whisper woodpecker you•-re 
trust upstairs wave whistle woods younc!f 
tn:1th uptown wax white wool ymmelftS 
try apward way wno woolen youth· 
tab us wayaicle who'd word you'Te 
T~ use(d) we whole wore 
tug uaefu1 weak(nesa) who911 work(er) 

J-.J 
J\) 
J\) 



APPENDIX H 

KLARE INDEX OF HAW SCORES FOR 

DALE-CHALL FORMULA 



TABLE I 12 
RAW ScoREs OF READABILITY FoR DA1.F.-C11ALL FoRMULA DETERMINED BY DALE ScoRE v ,,,;;;,;.;;,~;;,;;,;~~===="=====·=s----=- _ ~ ALUES ANO SENTENCE Lf:JIIG1:H. 
Dale Average Senttnce Length-Number of Words , . 
Score 6 

o .. .. 3.93 
I .... 4•09 
l . . . . 4.1; 
J .... HI 
4 .. .. 4-S7 
! .. .. 4.72 
6 .. .. 4.88 
7 • .. . 1.04 
8 . .. . 5.20 
9 . .. . s,16 

10 . .. . 5.51 
II ... • 5.67 
IZ ... • 5.83 
IJ .. .. 5•99 
14 .. .. 6.14 
1s . .. . 6.30 
16 . .. • 6.46 
17 .. . . 6.61 
Ii .. .. 6,78 
19 . .. . 6.93 
lO .. .. 7.09 
!I .. .. 7.25 
ll .. .. 7,..1 
lJ .. .. 7-57 
l4 .. .. 7.71 
:s .. .. 7.88 
16 . .. . 8.04 
l7 . . . . 8.20 
Ii . .. 8.16 

:9 . . 8.11 
30 . . . . 8.67 
JI . .. • 8.K\ 
Jl · - ·. 8.99 
.l.l ·, 9.14 
H .... 
l! 

9· 11> 
9.46 

7 

3.98 
4.14 
4.30 
4--46 
4.61 
4-17 
4-93 
5.09 
s,zs 
S,40 
5.;6 
S,7l 
5.88 
6.04 
6.19 
6,JS 
6.p 
6.67 
6.83 
6.98 
7.14 
7.30 
7.46 
7.61 
7-77 
7.93 
8.09 
8.15 
8.40 

4.03 
4.19 
HS 
4.51 
4.66 
,J.h 
4.98 
5.14 
5.30 
(,4S 
5.61 

5,77 
5-93 
6.09 
6.14 
6.40 
6.56 
6.72 
6.88 
7.03 
7.19 

MS 
7,SI 
7.67 
7.8% 
7.98 
8.14 
8.30 
8,H 

II 

4.08 
•P4 
4.40 
4.56 
4.71 
4.87 

5.03 
5.19 
MS 
5.so 
5.66 
5.Sz 
5.98 
6.14 
6.29 
6-45 
6.61 
6.77 
6.93 
7.08 
7.24 
7-40 
7.56 
7.71 
7.87 
8.03 
8.19 
8.35 
8,so 

10 

4.13 
4,21) 
4•4S 
4.61 
4.76 
4.92 
5.08 
5.24 
5.40 
S,SS 
5.71 
5.87 
6.03 
6.19 
6.34 
6.50 
6.66 
6.82 
6.97 
7.13 
7.19 

7·4.~ 
7.61 
7.76 
7.9:: 
8.08 

8.14 
8.40 
8,H 

!1.71 
IS.87 

9.0~ 
'.1-19 
9.34 
9,SO 
9.66 

II 

4.18 
4.34 
4.50 
4.66 
4.81 
4.97 
s.13 
s.29 
HS 
5.60 
5.76 
5.92 
6.08 
6.23 
6,39 
6.ss 
6.71 
6.87 
7.02 
7.18 
7.34 
7.50 
7.66 
7.81 
7.97 
8.13 
8.29 
8.45 
8.60 

8.;6 
8.qz 
9.08 
Q.23 
9.39 
9·H 
IJ,71 

12 

4.23 
4.39 
4•H 
4.71 
4.86 
5.02 

5.18 
5.34 
S,49 
5.61 
5.81 

5.97 
6.13 
6.28 
6.44 
6.60 

6.76 
6.92 
7.07 
7.21 
7-39 
7•H 
7.71 
7.86 
8.02 
8.18 

8.34 
8.50 
M.61 

13 

.p8 
4.44 
4.60 
4.76 
4.91 
5.07 
5.21 
S,39 
5.54 
5.70 
5.86 
6.02 
6.18 
6.33 
6.49 
6.65 
6.81 
6.97 
7.12 
7.18 
7.44 
7.60 
7.76 
7.91 
8.07 
8.23 

8.39 
8.54 
8.70 

8.86 
9.0! 

9.18 
9.33 
9.49 
9.6; 
9.81 

4.33 
4·49 
4.65 
4.80 
4.96 
5.12 
5.28 
5.44 
5.59 
5•75 
_5.91 
6.07 
6.23 
6.38 
6.54 
6.70 
6.86 
7.02 
7.17 
7.33 
7.49 
7.65 
7.80 
7.96 
8.12 
8.28 

8.44 
8.59 
8.75 

8.91 
9.07 
9.,3 
1),18 
9.54 
•1.70 
9,8/j 

1,; 

4.38 
4.54 
4.70 
4.85 
5.01 
5.17 

5.33 
5-49 
5.64 
5.80 
5.96 
6.12 
6,28 
6.43 
6.59 
6.75 
6.91 
7.06 
7.22 
M8 
7.54 
7.70 
7.85 
8.01 
8.17 
8.33 

8.49 
8.64 
8.80 

16 

4•43 
4.59 
HS 
4.90 
5.06 
5.22 
5.38 
S.S4 
5.69 
5.85 
6.01 

6.17 
6.32 
6.48 
6.64 
6.80 

6.96 
7.11 
7.27 
7.41 
7-59 
7.75 
7.90 
8.06 
8.22 
8.38 

8.54 
8.69 
8.8; 

4.48 
4.64 
4,80 
4•9S 
5.11 
5.27 

5.43 
5.59 
5.74 
5.90 
6.06 
6.22 
6.37 
6.53 
6.69 
6.85 
7.01 
7.16 
7.32 
7.48 
7.64 
7.80 
7-9.5 
8.11 
8.27 
8.43 
8.59 
8.74 
8.90 

--------
9.or, 
9.,2 

9.37 
9.51 
9.69 
9.85 

10.01 

18 19 

4-53 4.58 
4.69 4-74 
4.85 4.89 
5.00 5.05 
5.16 5.21 
5.32 M7 
5-48 HJ 
5.63 5,68 
5.79 5.84 
5.95 · 6.oo 
6.1i 6.16 

6.27 6.32 
6.42 6.47 
6.58 6.63 
6.74 6.79 
6.90 6.95 
7.06 7.11 
7.u 7.26 
7•J7 7.42 
7-53 7.58 
7.69 7.74 
7.85 7.89 
8.oo 8.05 
8.16 8.u 
8.32. 8.37 
8.48 8.53 
8.63 8.68 
8.79 8.84 
8.9; 9.00 

9.11 
9.27 
9.42 
9.58 
9.74 
9.90 

10.06 

9.16 
9.3> 

9.47 
9.63 
9.79 
9.95 

10.11 

~---·-~~~- ---:tt=:6-- ----·*~- ··--· _, ____ - - -- ----·-···· 
Dale 
Score 

0 .... 

I 

1 

3 
4 
I 
6 

10 
II 

23 

4.78 
4-94 
5.09 
5.25 
5.41 
S·S7 
s.72 
s.88 
6.04 
6.20 
6.16 
,;:s1 

12 . . . 6.67 
(,,h 
6,99 
7.,s 

l_l 

'• 1_1 .... 

16 .. '' 
17 .... 
18 ' .. 
19 
lO 

11 
22 
ZJ 
2~ 
2; 
26 

7.30 
7 ... 6 
7.62 
7.78 
7.94 
8.09 
8.zs 
8.41 
8.57 
8.72 
8.88 

27 9.04 
18 . '.. 9.20 

9.36 
9.51 
9.67 
9.83 

29 
30 
31 
JZ 
lJ 
34 

· .. · 9.99 
10.1s 
10.30 l! . ' .. 

24 

MS 
7.51 
7.67 
7.83 
7.98 
8.14 
8.30 
8.46 
8.62 
8.77 
8.93 
9.09 
9.zs 
9.41 
9.s6 
9.72 
9.88 

10.04 
10.ZO 
10.JS 

2s 

7.40 
7.s6 
7,71 
7.88 
8.03 
8.19 
8.35 
8.s1 
8.67 
8.Bz 
8.98 
9.14 
9.30 
9.46 
9.61 

9.77 
9.93 

10.09 
10.15 
10.40 

26 

4·9l 
s.oS 
5.24 
5.40 
s,s6 
5.7:. 
5.M7 
6.03 
6.19 
6.H 
6.51 
6.(,6 
6.K:. 
6 . .,11 
;.14 
7.,9 

7•4S 
7.61 
7.77 
7.93 
8.08 

11.24 
8.40 
8.s6 
8.72 
8.87 
9.03 
9.19 
9.35 
9.51 
9.66 
9.82 
9.98 

10.14 
10.29 
10-45 

Av~ragr Stnlcn«· l.ength-N11mbcr of Words 

2,, 30 .ll 33 34 35 

4.98 
5.13 
5.29 
S·4S 
5.61 
S,77 
5.,,2 
6.o!I 
6.24 
6.40 

5.01 5.07 5.12 s.17 5.22 s.27 5.32 5.37 
5.18 5.21 5.28 S,13 5.38 HJ 5.48 5.53 
s-34 5-19 5·44 5.4,, 5.;4 5·19 5.64 5.69 
s-50 ;.ss 5.60 5.65 5.70 5·7S 5.80 5.85 
5.66 5.71 5.76 s.81 5.86 5-90 5.95 6.oo 
5.81 5.86 5.91 5.96 6.01 6.06 6.11 6.16 
5.111 6.o: 6.07 6,rz 6.17 6.22 6.27 6.32 
6.13 6.18 6.23 6.28 6.33 6.38 6.43 6.48 
6.29 6.34 6.39 6.44 6.49 6.54 6.59 6.64 
6,H 6.50 6.55 6.60 6.64 6.69 6.7.4 6,79 
6.60 6.65 6.70 6.75 6.80 6.85 6.90 6.9; . 6.ss 

6.71 
6.!17 
7.0, 
7.19 
7•.14 

6.76 6.81 6.86 6.91 6.96 7.01 7.06 7.11 
6.92 6.ci7 7.02 7.07 7.12 7.17 7.21. 7.27 
7.08 7.13 7.1!1 7.23 7.28 7•33 7.38 7·41 
7.24 7.29 7.34 7-.18 7.43 7-48 7•53 7.58 
7.3,_1 __;7_·-4_4_...;7_·4.;.'>;__ ____ 7_: ~-.+.-_-_7-::_·5-:...9-:.. ___ 7_·"-'~--.-7-·_6,_~ __ 7_·74 

7.so 7·SS 
7.66 7.71 
7.82 7.87 
7.98 8.0_1 
8.13 8.18 

8.:.9 8.34 
8,H 8.50 
8.61 8.66 
8.77 8.81 
8.92 8.97 
9.08 9.13 
9.24 9.29 
9.40 9·4S 
9·SS 9.60 
9.71 9.76 
9.87 9.91 

10.01. 10.08 
10.19 10.24 
10.34 10,]9 
10.50 10.55 

7.60 
7,76 
7.91 
8.08 
H.23 
8.39 
8.55 
8.71 
8.86 
9.01 
9.18 
9.34 
9.50 
9.6, 
9.81 
9.97 

10.13 
10.29 
10.44 
10.60 

7.65 
7.81 
7-97 
8.12 
8.28 

8.44-
8.60 
8.76 
8.91 
9.07 
9.13 
9.39 
9.55 
9.70 
9.86 

10,02 
10.18 
10.14 
10.49 
10.65 

7.70 
7.86 
8.02 
8.17 
s.n 
11.49 
H.6s 
8.81 
8.96 
9.12 
9.:8 
9.44 
9.60 
9.75 
9.91 

10.07 
10.23 
10.38 
10.S4 
10.70 

7-7S 
7.91 
8.07 
8.21 
8.38 
8,s+ 
8.70 
8.86 
9.111 
9.17 

9·33 
9.49 
9.6,j. 
9.80 
9.96 

10.12 

10.28 
10.43 
10.59 
10.75 

7.80 
7.96 
8.12 
8.27 
8.41 

8.59 
8.75 
8.91 
9.06 
9.22 
9.38 
9.54 
9.69 
9.8, 

10.01 

10.17 
10,Jl 
10.48 
10.64 
10.80 

7.85 
8.01 
8.17 
8.3z 
8.48 
8.64 
8.80 
8.9s 
9.11 
9.27 

9.43 
9-.,9 
9.74 
9.90 

10.06 
10,2% 
10.38 
10.53 
10.69 
10.85 

7.90 
8.06 
8.21 
8.37 
8.53 
8.69 
8.85 
9.00 
9.16 
9.32 
9.48 
9.6,~ 
9.79 
9.95 

10.11 

10.27 
10.43 
10.58 
10.74 
10.90 

5.42 
s,sS 
5-74 
5.90 
6.05 
6.21 

6.37 
6.53 
6.69 
6.84 
7.00 
7.16 
7.32 
7-47 
7.63 
7.79 

7-95 
8.11 
8.26 
8.42 
8.58 
8.74 
8.90 
9.05 
9.21 
9.37 
9.53 
9.69 
9.84 

10.00 
10.16 

10.31 
10.47 
10.63 
10.79 
10.95 

zo> .,. :;u .. :u 

4.63 4.68 4·73 
4·79 · 4.84 . 4.89 
4.94 --4.99 ... 5.04 
5.10 ' 5.1 L 5.10 
5.26: ·5.31- 5.36 
5,42 · 5.47 :> 5.52 
5.58 . 5.63 ... 5.r,s 
5.73 ' · 5.78 · ' s-81 
5.89 ·: . - · 5,94·, T s,99 
6.05',-'· . 6.10·:- 6.1; 
6.21 .,·6.16';:- 6;31 

6.37'. :' '· 6.42. '6.'46 
6.52 . · .. 6.57 .:'.. 6.62 
6.68.: . 6.73 . 6,78 
6.84 6.89' : 6.94 
7.00--, 7.05·.·.7,1_0 

7.15" · 7.:zo 7.25 
7,31; ;. 7.36 . 7.41 
7.47 . .: 7;52' i: 7:57 
7.63 .: - 7.68 .; 7,7 3 
7.79 ·,: 7 .84: •: 7.89 
7.94''. ' 7.99 ·_,8.04 
8.10 8.15 . 8.20 
8.26 . :, ·. 8.31 · . ,8.36 
8.42 • · '· 8.47, s.sz 
8.58'.. '· : '8,63 · · 8.68 
8.7j' · < s;78 · :. 8:81 
8.89 •. 8.94, 8.99 
9.05·. · 9.10·, .. ,9:1s 

·-------
9.2_1 '9.26 9.31 
9.37 9:4i':'-'' · 9.46 
9.52' .. ,9•57·, .:9.62 
9.68 ... 9.73, :; 9.78 
9,84' . ·. 9.89 · · -9:94 

10.00. .10.05.•- 10.10 
10.16·. - '11>;20,' 1.0.25 

5·+7 ; : 5;52 
5.63 · ·5,68 

·, 5.79 : 5.84' 

tn : · ::;~ >_ :.:. 
6.26 ;.6'.JI,. 

'6:42 : 6.47;·:· 
6.58 6.63 -· 
6.73 '6,78 " 
6.89 : 6.94 ' . 
7.05 ·_7_.10,':· 

. 7.21 }7;26 ; 
7.37 . :7.42 
7.52 7.57 
7.68 . 7.73 
7.84 7.89 

B.oo 
8.16 
8.31 
8.47 
8.63 

8.79 
8.95 
9.10 
9.16 
9.42 
9.58 
9.74 
9.89 

10.05 
10.21 

10.37 
10.52 
10.68 
10.84 
11.00 

8.05 
8 .. :i ., 

8.36 
8.5z 
8.68. 

i!.84 
. 9.00 
. 9.15 '. 
9.31 / 
9.47 
9.63 
g.78 • 
9.94 

10.10 

10.26 

10.42. 
10.57 
10.73 
10.89 
11.05 



APPENDIX I 

SAMPLE COMMUNICATIONS AND 

SUGGESTED BIBLIOGRAPHIES 



Mrs. Marilyn Boone 
Drug Education Program 
Texas Education Agency 
Austin, Texas 

Dear Mrs. Boone : 

Box 23800 
TWU Station 
Denton, Texas 76204 
January 16, 1971 

I am a graduate student at the Texas Woman's 
University, Denton, Texas, and am in the process or 
developing a research project concerning Drug Educa
tion, under the direction or Dr. Don Merki. 

I am writing to request your assistance in se
curing resource material. It would be an invaluable 
aid if you could supply me with some of the free drug 
literature (pamphlets, flyers, or posters) which are 
made available to schools or suggested for use as 
supplementary reading materials. I am interested in 
materials suitable for all levels, elementary through 
high school. If you have assessed a grade level to 
any of your materials I would appreciate this informa
tion also. 

Sincerely, 

(Mrs.) Emma D. Morris 
Graduate Student 
Texas Woman's University 
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Texas Education Agency 

A 
~ 

January 20, 1971 

Mrs. Emma D, Morris 
Texas Womans University 
Box 23800 
Denton, Texas 76204 

Dear Mrs. Morris: 

• STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

• STATE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

• STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
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201 East Eleventh Street 
Austin, Texas 

78701 

Enclosed you will find the materials you requested in the fonn of literature. 
This by no means is a comprehensive or even a representative selection. I 
would suggest you contact the following services for infonnation on drug abuse 
education. 

• Library Loan Packets, TEXAS STATE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, 316 West 12th Street, 
Austin, Texas 78701 

• CLEARINGHOUSE FOR DRUG ABUSE INFORMATION (pamphlet included in materials) 

• THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR MENTAL HEALTH (catalog "Don't Guess About Drugs" 
included) 

I have also included a sample teacher's manual and drug chart which school dis
tricts are using in developing their own program. Since the districts are 
developing their own programs, we have made no attempt to assign a grade level 
to materials. That type of assignment is impossible in light of the varying 
levels of sophistication of the students. This is all we have available in our 
office at the present time. Hope what we have is of some value to you. 

Give my regards to Dr. Merki and wishes that his workshop in New Mexico went well 

and that I wish I could have been there· 

Sincerely yours, ;£. 
' . / ' /J7akr.fb.--0 ,--&?Le.....__-

Marilynn Bfone, Consultant 
Drug Education 

MB:bs 

Ent 1 <Hrnre 



ADDITIONAL MATERIAL AND SOURCES. OF 

INFORMATION ON DRUG ABUSE 
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The following list of' materials has been compiled for 

your information. Please contact each supplier for the cost 

(if any) of the quantity of' material which you need. 

General 

Directory, National Coordinating Council on Drug Abuse Educa
tion and Inf'orma tion, Inc. , Suite 212, 1211 Connecticut 
Avenue NW. , Washington, D. C. 20036. 

Drug Abuse Products Reference Chart, Pharmaceutical Manufac
turers Association, 1155 Fifteenth Street NW., Washing
ton, D. C. 20005. 

Drug Abuse: The Chemical Cop-Out, National Association of 
Blue Shield Plans. Available from Blue Cross Associa
tion, 840 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60611. 

Drugs and the Young, National Coordinating Council on Drug 
Abuse Education and Information, Inc., Suite 212, 
1211 Connecticut Avenue NW., Washington, D. C. 20036. 

Fact Sheets, Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, U. S. 
Department of Justice, Washington, D •. C. 20537. 

Federal Source Book, A: Answers to the Most Frequently Asked 
Questions About Drug Abuse, National.Clearinghouse for 
Drug Abuse Information, 5454 Wisconsin Avenue, Chevy 
Chase, Maryland 20015. 

Glue Sniffing Problem, The by C. Winick and J. Goldstein, 
American social Health Association, 1740 Broadway, New 
York, New York 10019. 

Identification of Dru~ Abusers, Pharmaceutical Manufacturers 
Association, 115 Fifteenth Street,NW., Washington, 
D. C. 20005. 

Medicinal Narcotics: Facts on Benefits and Con~rols, Pharma
ceutical Manufacturers Association, 1155 Fifteenth 
Street NW. , Washington, D · C · 2000 5 · 
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Time Guide to Drugs and the Young A 
gram, Time and Life Building-' ' The Time Education Pro-
York, New York 10020. ' Rockefeller Center, New 

What About Mari.1uana? by Jules 8 1 Pamphlets, 381 Park Av a tman, Public Affairs 
10016. enue South, New York, New York 

What We Can Do About Drug Abuse b J 
Affairs Pamphlets, 381 Park 1ve~~:ss~uatlhtmanN, Puyblic 
York 10016. , ew ork, New 

What You Should Know About Drugs and Narcotics by Alt 

N
Blakyeslee, The Associated Press, 50 Rockefeller ~~aza 

ew ork, New York 10020. ' 

Health Professions 

Guide for the Professions, A • . . Drug Abuse Education 
American Pharmaceutical Association 2215 Constitution 
Avenue NW., Washington, D. C. 20037: 

Deciding About Drugs, Kiwanis International 101 East Erie 
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611. ' 

Drug Jigsaw, Kiwanis International, 101 East Erie Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 60611. 

Glue Sniffing, American Medical Association Department of 
Health Education, Division of Health Service, 535 North 
Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60610. 

LSD--Some Questions and Answers, Public Health Service Publi
cation No. 1828, Superintendent of" Documents, U. S •. 
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402. 

Marijuana--Some Questions and Answers, Public Health Service 
Publication No. 1829, Superintendent of Documents, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 
204o2. 

Narcotics--Some Questions and Answers, Public Health Service 
Publication No. 1827, Superintendent of Documents, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 
204o2. 

Up and Down Drugs--Amphetamines and Barbiturate~, The, Public 
Health Service Publication No •. 18~0, Sup~rintende~t of 
Documents, u. s. Government Printing Office, Washington, 
D. C. 20402. 
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The National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Informati · · t 
capacity as a Feder?-1 information center provides ~~e!n b 

1 
sf 

services: publications distribution, co~puter services a~d c 
referrals to Federal, State, private, and other agencie~. A 
discussion of these services :follows. 

Publications 

The National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information dis
tributes the following publications upon specific request and. 
in response to requests for general information about drug 
abuse. These publications constitute a basic packet: 

1. The National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information 
brochure. 

2. A Federal Source Book: Answers to the Most Frequently 
Asked Questions About Drug Abuse. 

3. LSD: Some Questions And Answers, PHS Publication No. 1828. 

4. Mar ihuana : Some Questions and Answers, PHS Publication 
No. 1829. 

5. Narcotics: Some Questions and Answers, PHS Publication 

No. 1827. 

6. Sedatives: Some Questions and Answers,. PHS Publication 

No. 2098. 

7. Stimulants: Some Questions and Answers, PHS Publication 

No. 2097. 

8. Selected Drug Abuse Education Films· 

The following publications, although not part of the basic 
packet, are very popular and are usually available: 

1. Directory of Narcotic Addiction Treatment Agencd.es in 
the U.S. 

2. Drugs of Abuse (BNDD publication) 

3. Fact Sheets (BNDD publication) 

4. Suggested Drug Abuse Speech (NIMH) 
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The Clearinghouse occasionally; has 
(Depending on print orders number copies of the following: 
of other agencies) ' of requests, cooperation 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

(Is it Possible) That Someone Yo c 
For No Apparent Reason (BNDD) u are About Has Changed 

How to Plan a Drug Education Workshop f'or Teachers (NIMH) 

Recent Research on Narcotics LSD, Marihuana and Other 
Dangerous Drugs (NIMH) ' 

Youthful Drug Use (SRS) 

Katy's Coloring Book About Drugs and Health (BNDD) 

Are You Just Watching. • • ( BNDD) 

Adverse Reactions to Hallucinogenic Drugs (NIMH) 

General requests for educational materials are answered with 
an educational packet which includes the basic packet and the 
following: 

Resource Book for Drug Abuse Education and a Curriculum Brochure 

The Clearinghouse does not have copies of the following, but 
may refer inquirers to those publications: 

1. Common Sense Lives Here (A publication developed and dis
tributed by the National Coordinating Council on Drug 
Abuse Education and In.formation) 

2. Drug Abuse Symptoms Poster (Available from BNDD and GPO) 

3. Drug Abuse: The Chemical Copout (Published by the National 
Association o.f Blue Shield Plans, Available from ~edical 
Services o.f D. C.) 

1t. Drugs on the College Campus (Available from local bookstore 
or library) 

5. Handbook of. J?ederal Narcotic and Dangerous Drug Laws 
(Available from BNDD or GPO) 

6. A Community Mental Heal th Approach to Drug Addiction (Avail
able from GPO) 
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7. A CommWli ty Program Guide: Drug Abuse Prevention (Avail-
able from BNDD and GPO) 

8. Drug Abuse: Game Without Winners (From DOD or GPO) 

9. Wild Hemp (marihuana): How to Control it (From GPO) 



Mr. Lem Nichols 
Drug Education Supervisor 
Garland Public Schools 
Garland, Texas 

Dear Mr. Nichols: 

Box 23800 
TWU Station 
Denton, Texas 76204 
November 7, 1970 
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This letter is a request for your assistance in 
the conduct of' a research problem that I am attempting. 
I would like to request that you provide me with samples 
of Drug Education literature being used by your school 
district for grades 5-12. A bibliography of this li tera
ture will be acceptable, if samples are impossible. 

You were recommended to me by Dr. Don Merki, who 
will be advising me in this research. It is anticipated 
that the outcome of my research will be of some signifi
cance to the curriculum personnel in Texas school dis
tricts. 

Your acknowledgment of this request, at your 
earliest convenience, will be greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

~cf,~ 
(Mrs.) Emma D. Morris 
Graduate Student 
Texas Woman's University 



GARLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

GAHLAN I>, TEXAS 75040 

Mrs. Emma D. Mo ·ris 
Box 23600 
Denton ~H~ 76?0L 
?exas 

My deer Mrs. Morris: 

Novtmber 11, 1970 

Thank you for ·our kino letter of Novemb, r 7 1970 re
quastint..: informati 11n rt;garding the Drug .bduc;tion ~nits 
taught in tht:: :,s1·lanu Puolic ~;chools. 

·,;e are well awar'e of the seriousness of' the problem and 
are prov 1 din[; our teachers w i th a bi bl i o g rs p hy of sorts 
of material available. I c:Hn very happy to send you a 
copy of this 11.st of materialt:i and hope that you will 
f 1 nd 1 t u.: t:Li · u 1 to yo u j n yo ur re search • 

As you well know, a~ or tLi!::, time, no o.fJ.'icial course of 
study has b t:en prep a NH~ by the State De: artment of Edu
cation. 'Phe •.eache1•s wi-p prL'~ent a unit on Drugs, be 
they teAchers on : be ulernen ta 1·y level, the junior tHgh 
1 e v t:l , o :r t. he h 1f · h sch o o l 1 e v e 1 , ere g 1 v en, mo r ( or 1 e s s , 
freedom t.o work up the unJ Ls as they see .flt. 

Pleose keep me ;1ost,ed .. n the progress ot' ~.rour research 
prob 1 e Pl, .. n d , 1.f 1 t i s a t a 11 po a s i b 1 e , I s ho u.l d 11 ke to 
~et a copy of ~,our f:indin,s and recor.mwndatlons. 

',.J er :.r s lncere1;Y ~.,ro urs, 

/ I Yi'~.,· /J · .. · I/ ,r ., / ; / 
.d .,.,-l (. '...J:~ -~k::/ 't-t'.- .... 'Cd..-•' 

, "') . /· > . > , 

Lemuel :J. 1Uchols, 
curriculum Consultant 
c;.arlond Pui:;..;.ic S< hools 
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Prepared by Lemuel s. Nichols under the direction of Mr. w. E. 
Peters, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Garland, Texas. 

DRUGS: USE OR ABUSE? Research rrom Department of Pharmacology, 
University of Texas Medical School, San Antonio, Texas. 

DRUGS OF ABUSE: Research from Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
1 Drugs., 1114 Commerce St., Dallas, Texas · · 

MARIJUANA: Research from U. S. Department of' Heel th, Education, 
and Welfare, Publication No. 1829. 

DRUG ABUSE, PROBLhMS UF IDENTIFICATION: Research from Timberlawn 
Foundation, Inc,, 2750 Grove H,111 Road, Dallas, Texas 

L~YMAN 1S GUIDE TOTE PHAR~lACOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY, AND 
SOCIOLOGY OF L. ~. D.: Research from Bureau o:f Narcotics 
and Dangerous Drugs, 1114 Commerce Street, Dallas, Texas. 

NARCOTICS: Research from National Institute of Mental Health, 
Chevy Chase, Maryland, 20015. 

DRUG ABUSE: THE EMPTY LIFE: Smith, Kline, & :14,rench Laboratories, 
1500 Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia, Pa., 19101. 

DRUGS AND YOU 
ALCOHOLISM 
AR>UT DRUG ABUSE 
THE LAW AND YOU 
TO SMOKB OR NOT TO SMOKE 

Pamphlets from Channing L, Bete Co., 
Inc., 45 Federal Street, Greenfield, 
Mass., 01.301. 

RESuURCE BOOK FOB DRU3 ABUSE EDUCATICN: U. S. Dept. of' Public 
Health., Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service, 
Chevy Chase, Maryland, 20015. 

NaTiuNAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH, 5454 Wisconsin Avenue, 
Chevy Chase, Maryland, 20015. 

DRUG ABUSE, TH.c; CHEMICAL COP-UUT, Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Texas, 
Dallas, Texas 

STUDENTS AND DRUG ABUSE, U. S. Dept. of Health, Education, and 
Welfare, Box 1080, National Institute of Mentel Health, 
Washington, D. C. 

KIDS, L. s. D., AND J>OT: Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, 
U. S. Department of Justice. 

DRUG ABUSE EDUCATIUN: Curriculum Guide for Dallas Schools, $3,00 
plus tax, Auditor's Office, Dallas Independent School 
ntstrict, 3700 Ross Ave., Dallas, Taxes 



APPENDIX J 

SOURCES OF SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL USED IN THE STUDY 

AND LIST OF SELECTED SCHOOL DISTRICTS 



Name of Pamphlet Publisher 

Professional 

1, Marihuana Thing 

2. Dependence on Cannabis 

3, Marihuana and Society 

4. Dependence on LSD and 
Other Hallucinogenic 
Drugs 

5, Dependence on Barbiturates 
and Other Sedative Drugs 

6, Dependence on .Amphetamines 
and Other Stimulant Drugs 

7 • The Crutch that Cripples 

8, Mar ihuana 

9. LSD 

10. Glue Sniffing 

11. Barbiturates 

12, Amphetamines 

American Medical Association 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

" 
II 

II 

II 

13 · Marihuana: Social Benefit 
or Social Detriment 

14. Fighting Illegal Drug Traffic Smith, Kline & French 
Channing L. Bete, Co. 

15 · What Everyone Should Kn.ow 
About Drug Abuse 

16 • About Drug Abuse 

17 • Drugs and You 

18 • Glue Sniffing 

19, Medicinal Narcotics 

II 

II 

University of Texas 
School of Pharmacy 

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Assn. 



Name of Pamphlet 

20. A Guide for the Professions 

21. Know About Drugs 

22. Vigilance is the Key to 
Drug Security 

23. Drug Abuse: · What One 
Company is Doing 

24. Ancient Drug and Modern 
Social Problem 

25. Drug Abuse: Drug Dependence 

26. Facts About LSD 

27, Facts About Amphetamines 

28. Facts About Solvents 

29, Facts About Tranquilizers 

30, Handbook About Drugs 

31. Drugs--The Thief of Life 
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Publisher 

American Pharmaceutical Assn. 

American Education Publications 

Eli Lilly, Company 

Eli Lilly, Company 

Eli Lilly, Company 

Eli Lilly, Company 

Addiction Research Foundation 

Addiction Research Foundation 

II 

II 

II 

Grand Prairie School District 

Governmental 

32. Recent Research on Narcotics, National Institute of Mental 
LSD, Marihuana and Other Health 
Dangerous Drugs 

33. Answers to the Most Fre
quently Asked ·Questions 
About Drugs 

34, Volatile Substances 

35. Sedatives 

36. Why Adolescents Drink and 
Use Drugs 

37 • Students and Drug Abuse 

38. The Up and Down Drui~:; 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 



Name of Pamphlet -
39. LSD: Questions and Answers 

40, Narcotics: Questions and 
Answers 

41. Marihuana: Ques~ions and 
Answers 

42, Before Your Kid Tries Drugs 

43, The Dangers of Marihuana 

44. Teen Age Boo by Trap 

45, Fact Sheet (1970) 

46. Has Anyone You Care About 
Changed? 

47. LSD-25: A Factural Account 

48. Katy's Coloring Book 

49. Drug Abuse: Identification 
of Narcotics 

50. LSD--The False Illusion 
Part I 

51. LSD--The False Illusion 
Part II 

52. Drug Abuse: The Empty Life 

53, Fact Sheet (1968) 

54. How Safe Are Our Drugs 

55. Young Scientist Look at 
Drugs 

56. 

57. 

c·s J • 

The Use and Misuse of Drugs 

Dru~s of Abuse: Identifica
tion of Con trolled Dru1_~!, 

1'hc Houch 
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Publisher 

National Institute of Mental 
Health 

II 

II 

II 

Bureau of Narcotics 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

Food and Drug Administration 

II 

II 

" 
II 

11 

ti 

'l'exas Education Agency 
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Name of Pamphlet Publisher 

59. Caution Cartoons Texas Education Agency 

60, The Village Hippie Texas State Dept. of Health 

61, The Little Smokers " 

62, The Smoking Habit 
II 

63, Don I t Let Your Heal th 
Go Up In Smoke· 

" 

64. Smoking and Illness Public Health Service 

65, The Facts About· Smoking 
and Health 

II 

66. Smoking Affects Two Lives 
II 

Voluntary-Civic 

67. Marijuana and You 

68. Why Not Marij,iana 

69, LSD: Trip or Trap 

70, Guide of Abused Drugs 

71. Let's Talk About Drugs 

72. Glue Sniffing: . Big 
Trouble in a Tu be 

73, Goofballs and Pep Pills 

74. The Truth About Drugs 

75. Operation 11 Can-Quit" 

76. Alcohol--Servant & Master 

77 • Alcohol or Highway Saf etY 

78. Alcohol: Fun or FollY 

79, Deciding About Drugs 

Texas Alcohol Narcotics 
Education 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

" 
Kiwanis International 



Name of Pamphlet 

80, Drug Abuse: . Identification 

81, The Narcotic· ·Addiction 
Problem · ' 

82, Drug Addicts·· are Getting 
Younger · 

83, Facts About Drugs 

84. Drug Abuse: The Chemical 
Cop-out 

85, Marihuana and Other 
Relevant Proble_ms 

86. Narcotics 

87. Mission Information 

88. Turning On: Two Views 

89. Nicky Cruz: Gives the 
Facts 

90. What We Can Do ·About 
Drug Abuse (1970) 

91. What About Mar ihuana 

92, Alcohol and Alcoholism 

93, What We Can Do About 
Drug Abuse (l 9?~) 

94. Me Quit Smoking? How? 

95. Cigarette Smoking: 
The Facts · 

96 • Smoking and Heal th 

97. Who Me?--Qui t Smoking 

98. To Smoke or Not to Smoke 

99. Smoke Cigarettes? Why? 

100. Let• s Talk About Marijuana 
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Publisher 

Kiwanis International 

American Social Health Assn. 

American Social Health Assn. 

II 

Blue Cross-Blue Shield 

American Bar Assn. 

American Assn. of Sheriffs 

Moody Foundation 

Encounter 

Ordeal: Logos Press 

Public Affairs Committee 

II 

11 

II 

National Tuberculosis Assn. 

II 

II 

American Cancer Society 

II 

II 

Illinois Action on Alcohol 

Problems 



SURVEY OF SELECTED SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

USED IN THE STUDY 

1. Alamo Heights Independent School District 
Mr. James Nelson, Director Health Education 

2. Carrollton-Farmers Branch Independent School District 
Mr. Kermeth Bush, Assistant Superintendent 

3. El Paso Independent School District 
Mr. Ted Kepple, Consultant Drug Education 

4. Garland Independent School District 
Mr. Lemuel S. -Nichols, Curriculum Consultant 

5, Grand Prairie Independent School District 
Mr. Earl T. Keel, Curriculum Director 

*6. Irving Independent School District 
Marilyn McHam, Coordinator 

7, Laredo Independent School District 
Graciela C. Ramirez, Curriculum Director 

*8. Richardson Independent School District 
Mr. Jerry Miller, Coordinator, Drug Education 

Additional Inf or mat ion 

9, Texas Education Agency, Austin, 'Texas 
Miss Marilyn Boone, Consultant, Drug Education 

*10. Region 20, Educational Service Center 
Miss Linda Pringle, Consultant 
San Antonio, Texas 

D g Education 
*Regional Service Centers, ru 
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APPENDIX K 

HOUSE BILL 467 - CRIME AND NARCOTICS EDUCATION 



Article 2654-le 
House Bill No. 467 

EDUCATION - CRIME AND NARCOTICS DANGERS 
ADVISORY COMMISSION 

Section 1. The Central Education Agency shall develop curricula 
and teaching materials for units of study on the dangers of crime and. 
narcotics. The units :of study sha 11 be required for all students each 
academic year for grades· five through twelve. 
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Section 2. (a) The Crime and Narcotics Advisory Commission is 
created. The advisory conunission is composed of nine members, who shall 
serve for terms of two years expiring January 31 of odd-numbered years. 

(b) The Governor shall appoint three members of the commission, 
with the following representation: 

( 1) a licensed physician; 
(2) an official of the Department of Public Safety; and 
(3) a narcotics official from the Federal Bureau of Narcotics 

and Dangerous Drugs • 

(c) The Lieutenant Governor s ha 11 appoint three members of the 
commission, with the fol lowing representation: 

(1) an official of a local-level law enforcement agency; 
(2) a group social worker; and 
(3) a public school superintendent in a city with a popula-

tion of over 200,000, according to the last preceding federal census. 

(d) The Speaker of the House of Representatives shall appoint 
three members of the commission, with the following representation: 

(1) 
(2) 

a businessman; d to 
Who is either a senior or a gra ua ~ 

a college student 

student; and in a city with a population 
(3) j il judge who serves · a uven e ding federal census. 

of over 200,000, acc~rding to the last prece . 

eet when the chairman deems 
(e) The advisory conunission shall m hairman vice chairman, and 

necesaary. The commission shall elect iths c ission shall adopt rules 
any other officers it deems necessary. T e comm · 
to govern the conduct of its business• 

shall serve without compensation, 
(f) Members of the commission nt for actual and necessary 

but each member is entitled to re imburseme 



expenses incurred in performing his duties, as provided by legh lat tve 
1ppropriation, 

Section 3. (a) The advisory commission shal 1: 

(1) advise and assist the Central Education Agency in developing 
curricula and teaching materials for a course on the dangers of crime 
and narcotics; 

(2) advise and assist the Central Education Agency tn designating 
the number of hours that the course shall be taught, and 

(3) assist local citizens' groups formed to combat unlawful use 
of and traffic in drugs and narcotics. 

(b) The cormnission shall develop a research program designed to 
ceasure the effectiveness of the conunission's activities and shall 
prepare a research report annually to facilitate planning and devc-lop
cent, 

(c) The cormnission shall cooperate and coordinate their activities 
With any other State agency or legislative conunittee or COrrffliSSion thclt 
is investigating or studying drug and narcotics activity, availobiltty, 
or use in Texas. 

Section 4. (a) In order to keep the teachers abreast of the lntc:-flt 
developments in the subject matter, the Central Education Agency with 
the cooperation of the advisory conunission shall provide by rcgulnt ion 
for annual instruction sessions, 

(b) Every person assigned to teach the course In the public schools 
shall attend the instruction sessions as required by regulation o! the 

Central Education Agency. 

Section 5. This Act takes effect September l, 1970. 

Section 6. Emergency clause. 

Effective June 10, 1969. 
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SAMPLE PASSAGES 

An illustration of the mechanics of' i us ng the formula 

is given here. Th~ :following three samples were taken .from a 

fourteen page pamp~let, Lets Talk About Drugs, published by 

TANE Press, Dallas, Texas. The underlined words are not found 

in the Dale list and are by definition unf'amiliar words. 

Sample 1 

A friend of Joshua's returned from Morocco with some 
marijuana. This they must try. This experience they must 
have. At first that's all it was--an experience and an ex
periment. But they enjoyed the thrill they experienced.-

However, as their "pot parties" gradually lost their 
thrill, the students graduated to cocain and heroin. Joshua 
became 'hooked, " yes, hope 1 es sly, horribly, despairingly addicted. 

In a final futile and folly-filled attempt to cure him
self, he died of. poisoning from alcohol and another drug he had 
hoped would relieve some of the horrors of his addiction. 

About this same time the Oxford University newspaper 
reported that at least 200 of their 9,000 students were 
addicted to habit forming drugs. 

Sample 2 

Nor is this as tragic as the 18-year-old you~h wh~ ran 
out into the street crying: "I've killed my best friend l 
something that he truly had done with a 1m;fe. after the two 
had spent the evening sniffing glue. Nor is it ~s heart~reak~ 
ing as the 19-year-old who was formd dead with his head 1n a 
sleeping bag several empty tubes of airplane glue mutela th 
signaling th~ cause of such an untime~y

1
and"~~~~~~~~lrr!~g ;, 

Glue sniffing or more accura e Y, so · . . , 
is at best a dangerou~, grossly overrated method of obtaining 
a "kick" Through misinformation this has com~ ~o be ~~wn 
as a "safe" and easily obtainable medium by wh c even e 
most youthful teenagers may become drunk. 

Sample 3 

however Laura sleeps soundly for only a few 
Recently k enough to roll, toss, 

hours. Becoming restless, she awa er:s day she is drowsy on 
worry and wind-.up again. The following 



the job. She notices some unsteadiness o:f her gait. Her 
memorY and power of concentration are less sharp than they 
have been. She is irritable and finds it difficult to get 

, along with her cov_1orkers. 
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Another visit to her physician soon brings a 
complete interdiction of Laura's sedative-taking, combined 
with some sound advice about organizing her work at home, 
with more ,Participation and help from her husband and chil
dren. More relaxation, more unwinding and less whipcracking 
over herself soon bring about a complete subsidence of 
symptoms. 



Readabi1ity Work Sheet 

Article: Lets Talk About Drugs Page No. __ 5....__ Page No. ~...,? ____ Page No. 9 
Author: __ L-1-n~d-s_e_Y.__R_. ___ c_u-r_t-1-s ____ ~--- From A friend From Nor is From Recent1y 
Publisher: __ T=AN--'E ___ P;..::r .. e-'s-'s ___________ To :forming drugs To become drunk To ___ sym_n.._t __ o __ m .... s __ 

Date of Publication: 1970 
1. N~ber of words· 1n the sample •••.•• , •• ·.~ • .-.· __ ..,.l __ l.._7 _________ 1 __ 2_3 ______ ... 1 __ 1;.;.6 ___ _ 

2. !hu:.ber of sentences in the sample ...••... 

3. !~·~n?.ber of words not on Dale list .. ...... . 

4. Average sentence length ................. . 
(divide 1 by 2) 

5. Dale score . ............................. . 
(divide 3 by 1, multiply by 100) 

6. Multiply average sentence length (4) ..... 
by .0496 

7. Multiply Dale Score (5) by .1579 ....... . 

8. Constan.t . ............................... . 

9. Formula raw score (add 6, 7, and 8) ..... . 

22 

13.00 

18.80 

.64-48 

2.9635 

4 '8 

21 

30.75 

17.07 

1. 5252 

.·.' 22 · · 

14.50 

18.96 

.7192 

2.6953 2,9932 
3 .6365 3.6365 3.6365 

• ,, • ., ·, ·~· < 

~ .. · .. , 

___ 7_.2_4 ...... 98 ______ 7_.8_5_7_0_ 7.31+94 = 22.4562 

Average raw score of 3 samples •••• 7.4854 Analyzed by Emma Morris 

Average corrected grade-level~····~-2--~ Checked by D'Anna Morrow 

Date 6-4-71 

Date 6-14-71 
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